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Crack-ing down

Boyd's 202 yards rushing
spark CCMS in first game

State drug officials say
'crack' making its debut
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Cardboard regatta winners-- to square off in Carbondale

Elsewhere...
By the .kssoctated Press

MOSCOW — A Soviet official, denying the KGB framed an
American reporter, says papers handed to Nicholas Daniloff by
an acquaintance prove his involvement in espionage. Meanwhile,
diplomatic ankt.private efforts continue to win the reporter's
release.
MOSCOW — Almost 400 Soviets are feared dead from a touristcrammed cruise ship that was rammed off the Black Sea coast by
a freighter. Soviet officials, in a display of candor, say the ship
sank so fast in 142-foot-deep waters that there was no time to
deploy lifeboats.
CERRITOS, Calif. — The pilot of Aeromexico flight 498 was
warned by an air traffic controller that another aircraft was in
the vicinity shortly'before the CD-9 collided with a small plane,
killing up to 91 people, an official said.
NEW YORK — Elementary education in the United States is
"pretty good right now," concludes a much-awaited report by
Education Secretary William J. Bennett. Pretty good, except
that children typically leave grade school preferring "Charlie's
Angels" to "Charlotte's Web.
ELECTIONS — Georgia Sen. Julian Bond was defeated in a
Democratic congressional runoff while in Florida Sen. Paula
Hawkins easily captured the Republican nomination for a second
term.
NEW YORK — A tear-gas bomb exploded in the Metropolitan
Opera House five minutes into a performance by a Russian dance
troupe, forcing its cancellation and the evacuation of 4,000
people.
WASHINGTON — The government's farm lending bureau is
turning 6,500 delinquent accounts over to a collection agency,
which is sending out letters demanding immediate payment of
$630 million in past-due debts.
DAVIS, Calif. — University of California researchers say they
have developed an AIDS vaccine that has successfully protected
laboratory monkeys, and believe the same techniques can be used for a human vaccine.
NEW YORK — The oil industry was able to hang on to two of its
most cherished tax credits in the tax overhaul bill, but insiders
say other aspects of the measure will hurt efforts to recover from
the collapse of oil prices.

Today is Wednesday, Sept. 3, the 246th day of 1986. There are
119 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Sept. 3, 1783: the Treaty of
Paris between the United States and Great Britain officially ended the Revolutionary War.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER? ,
Subscribers -who have not
received their • home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray Ledgor &
Times by 5:30. p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m Satuklay
ore urged to coll 753.1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p-.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - S am.-S
p.m. Monday thru Friday. II
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Chance
of showers
Tonight: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chantrO of
thundershowers. Low around
70. Light south wind.
Thursday: Partly sunny
warm and humid with a 40
percent chance of thundershowers. High in the mid 80s
South wind 5 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for.
Friday through Sunday calls
for warm days and mild
nights ‘yith little or no chance
of precipitation. Highs will be
in the mid 70s to_mid 808 with
lows mostly in the 60s.
LAKE LEVELS
35C 3
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake
356.3

25 CENTS

Colleges have
more control
of spending
Dr. Stroup

News In Brief

CARBONDALE, Ill. (AP) — Winners from at least five regattas will paddle it out next month to see who builds the best corrugated paper craft when Illinois hosts the first America's International Cardboard Cup Challenge.
The U.S. championship for cardboard boats will sail -Oct. 4 at
the Du Quoin State Fairgrounds in Southern Illinois, organizer
Richard Archer said.
He created the competition in 1974 as a classroom project for
his design students at Southern Illinois University. Their assignment: Build a boat out of cardboard to see how well it performs.
The Cardboard Boat Regatta at Carbondale draws as many as
15,000 spectators to the shore of Campus Lake each year, and the
event has produced a number of spinoff races.
One of the most highly sought prizes at the Carbondale regatta
is the Titanic Award, presented for the most spectacular
catastrophe.
This year's winner was a giant, octagonal water wheel skippered by two SIU students who tried to walk around the lake. Instead, they walked over another entry before the wheel became
soggy and collapsed — the crowd cheering wildly as it went down.
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DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
A decentralization'in Murray
State's budgetary control has
given more control of spending
.to the individual colleges in the
university, MSU President Dr.
Kala M. Stroup told the Faculty
Senate at its first meeting of the
P_1986-87 school year Tuesday
_afternoon.
. "The real budgetary control is
now in the colleges," Stroup
said. The president added that
centralized budgetary control is
sometimes an "easy way to runa university," but giving the
controls back to the colleges
allows them to decide for,
MSU FACULTY SENATE MEETS — Murray State University President Dr. Kala M. Stroup (above)
themselves how part of their
addresses members of the university Faculty Senate before their meeting Tuesday afternoon. Below
university funding for personnel
left, Faculty Regent Jim Hammack gives the senate a repaid of the last two meetings of the MSU Board
and equipment will be spent.
of Regents; at lower right, Faculty Senate President Dr. John Taylor responds to a question during the
"We put in the money and give
meeting. The next meeting for the group is set for October 7 in the Curris Center. matt photos by o.vid Tuck
the deans of the colleges the option of what to do with it,"
Stroup said. "That doesn't mean
it won't be accounted for, but we
thatnuestions_of persovmel
versus equipment can le more
in your control," Stroup told the
senators.
Stroup concluded her brief
remarks by encouraging the
senate to contact her whenever
a problem arises.
Later, three new at-large
members to the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee were
elected: Jerry Lyons, Duke
Wilder and Mike Clark.
The three join Senate President John Taylor, Lanette Thurman, Mike Miller, Dick Usher,
Faculty Regent Jim Hammack,
Doug Goings, Mary Conover,
Bob Daniel and Farouk Umar on
the executive committee.
Senator Usher, in his report on
governance revision for the
university, told the senators that
steps were being made toward
having a formalized roster of
university-governing agencies.
"The revision has been completed and will be presented at
the next board of regents
meeting (Sept. 13)," Usher said.
According to Usher, the revision
restates the role of the faculty
senate at the university while it
eliminates a few committees.
He cited the athletic committee
and
the student advisory comAppropriations
respective
the
of
to
himself.
I
am
certainly
not
goBy MARK R..CHELLGREN
mittee as two inactive commitand Revenue Committees.
ing to help him," Collins said
Associated Press Writer
tees that would be trimmed
Wiggins, who is not an atFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — through a spokeswoman. *
from univerSity governance
torney, said he researched the
Kentucky law allows any
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says
should the revisions be approved
a call for her impeachment by a citizen to petition the House for
(Cont'd on page 2)
by the regents.
failed political candidate and impeachment and mandates
that
such
a
petition
be
referred
self-styled citizens' lobbyist is a
publicity stunt that she intends to a committee.
But Vic Hellard, the director
to ignore.
Don Wiggins, president of of the Legislative Research
Concerned Citizens and Commission, said the petition
Businessmen of Central Ken- will likely not be considered untucky Inc., said Tuesday that he til January 1988 when the
rescue squads. the Tennessee
The body of a mussel diver
has sent a petition to three General Assembly next conWildlife Resources Agency and
Tennessee
in.:Ithe
drowned
who
the Coast Guard participated in
leaders of the House of venes US conduct -official
River Monday has been located
business.
Representatives asking for the
and identifed as Chris Brasher, a search trying to locate the
Hellard said he has not receivmissing person.
impeachment i>f Collins, ComPerryville, Tenn., according to
The tugboat located the
merce Secretary Carroll Knice- ed a copy of the petition but will
Richard
Officer
Petty
hold it until the session begins
pleasure craft under its hull aply and four legislators.
Westbrook, Coast Guard Group
proximately six miles from the
Wiggins' petition cites several and then turn it over to the clerk
— Tennessee River.
alleged violations of the Ken- of the House.
According to Westbrook, the scene. The craft was left at the
Also included in the impeachBarkley Lock and Dam to be
tucky Constitution in the incentugboat Mike Creditor struck
ment call are House Speaker
tive package offered to the
Brasher's pleasure craft in the turned over to the Coast Guard.
Don Blandford, Senate PresiToyota Motor Corp. to locate an
Tennessee River at the Scott Fit- he said.
dent Pro Tern Joe Prather, Rep.
The registration number was
automobile assembly' plant in
zhugh Bridge at approximately
Joe Clarke and Sen. Mike
from the craft and ran
taken
Scott County.
1 p.m. Monday.
Moloney, all Democrats. Clarke
"This is just the latest attempt
At that time, Westbrook said, through the Tennessee
and Moloney are the chairmen
of Don Wiggins to draw attention
the Henry and Stewart county Emergency Management
Association computer and the
owner was identified as
Brasher, Westbrook said.
The search for the body conMonday until dark and
tinued
Details of a popcorn contest —
Popcorn of Murray.
the park and entertallInlelil p....was resumed Tuesday at first
one of the events scheduled in
The popcorn contest is-one of vided by several groups.
light, Westbrook said. During
the Sept. 20 Fall Festival in the
of the many events Warmed for
Co-chairmen-of the event are
that time searchers recovered
Park — were announced today.
the day-long event sponsored by Pam Shay of the chamber and
equipment
from the craft.
Prizes will be awarded in two
the Murray-Calloway County Gary Hohman, parks director.
At 6;35 p.m. Tuesday, the
categories ih" the popcorn
Chamber of Commerce and the
, Those wishing to enter the
body was recovered by the
contest:
Murray-Calloway County Parks popcori.contest may register at
Stewart and Henry county
• The most original and best
the park office on Payne street
rescue squads and was -turned
tasting recipe using popped pop
The festival is designed as a or the Commerce Centre on N. _over to the Stewart County Corcorn, and;
Ellis
-Popcornwilt
welcome back to Murray State 12th'Streetoner who pronounced Brasher
• The most original popcorn
students and as a salute to provide a bag Of popcorn for
dead.
sculpture.
those entering.
senior citizens.
First, second and third place
The Coast Guard Marine SafeMore information may be obOther events currently tained by call the chamber at
awards of $15, $10.arici $5 will be
ty Office in Paducah is continuscheduled include a fish fry, an- 753-5171 or the park office at
made in each of the divisions.
ing the investigation into the
tique car shciw, a run through 753-7640.
The,contest is sponsored by Ellis
accident.

Collins says call for impeachment
a publicity stunt that she'll ignore

Body of mussel diver recovered
from river near Paris Landing

Popcorn contest added to festival events
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MCMA extends ticket sale deadline
--------------------------------------------------r
Membership Fees

Murray Civic Music Association
1986-87 Season

$20.00
Adults
$10 00
Students
$4500
Family
Family mentbership consists of two aduttS and
any number of children uncler one too.
Patron Categories
"Patron" — gift of $1510 $49 above cost ot
membership
"Sustaining Patron" — gift of $50 to $99'
above cost of membership
"Benefactor''— gitt oi $100 Of more above

No
No
No
No

Membership Fee
Zip

Si.'.

I

CrAtCk____ Cass
Patron Coned:m.0n
Check
Cash
Total

T•1•01".^.

cost of membership
"Corporate Sponsor" — gift of $100 ot more
by a boamesa of .caporation

Adult
'
Student
Family
Acton
Student

payable to Murray Civic Music Association Detach coupon and Mail your payment to
Fines. 1904 CORWO Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071.

Make checks

The Murray Civic Music
Association's 28th annual
membership drive came to a
close Friday.
However, the option to purchase tickets has been extended
to accomodate the many
members who were out of town
during drive week.
Those interested in purchasing season tickets can use the
coupon below or can call Jacquie Farrell at 753-2368 for more
information.

Ranking shows Kentucky
high in gas and sales tax
but low in tobacco levy

Second small plane was in, vicinity of crash
CERRITOS, Calif. (AP) —
Controllers were tracking up to
10 small planes when an
Aeromexico DC-9 collided with a
single-engine aircraft, and the
jetliner's pilot was warned
about one of them shortly before
the crash, investigators said.
The Piper PA-28 Archer that
smashed into the jetliner on Sunday was among the planes on
radar screens about the time of
the crash but was not the subject
of the warning, John Lauber,
head of the National Transportation Safety Board investigation,
said Tuesday.
The 10 also included a Grumman Yankee whose pilot held a
series of conversations with the
controller just before the
jetliner and the Piper plummeted into this suburban Los
\Angeles neighborhood, Lauber
said at a news conference. All 67 people on the two planes were

killed as well as up to 24 on the
ground.
A controller had warned the
DC-9 pilot about 75 seconds
before the crash about a third
small plane investigators
discovered Tuesday by examinfrig radar records, he said. That third plane wasn't in
radio contact with the controller, and because it had no
iiosition-indicating transponder,
the controller couldn't tell the
DC-9 pilot the small plane's
altitude, Lauber said.
The Aeromexico pilot
acknowledged receiving the
transmission, but the crew
never responded that they saw
the aircraft in question, he said.
The Grumman's pilot talked
on radio for a minute with the
controller just before the collision, possibly distracting the
controller's attention as 'the
paths of the DC-9 and Piper con-

verged, Lauber said.
Wreckage from the crash,
which occurred as the Aeromexico jet was descending toward
Los Angeles International Airport, plunged into a Cerritos
neighborhood. The resulting fire
destroyed 11 homes.
The confirmed dead included
58 passengers and six crew
members aboard Flight 498 and
the three people in the Piper.

Soviet ship reportedly seized
in international waters by Iran
TOKYO ( AP) — Japanese
tankers in the Persian Gulf
reported that an Iranian navy
vessel seized a Soviet ship in international waters northwest of
Dubai, the Shipowners Labor

Murray offers computer classes
—

The Murray Independent
School District is sponsoring two
adult computer classes on three
consecutive Monday evenings
beginning Sept. 8 through Sept.
22. Descriptions of each class
are listed as follows:
One class will meet from 6-9
p.m. in the computer lab at Murray Middle School. This in an introductory class designated for
those wanting to learn the Basic
Computer Language. Hands on
experience using Apple Computers will be emphasized. Instruction using Basic programing concepts, techniques,
writing programs, graphics,

second night's instruction wil be
word processing, software,
hardware (disk drives, printers . in Software applications such as
iii—Processing, filing, home
and robotics) will be given.
budgeting and entertainment
Radio Shack and Texas Instru(such as Print Shop). The third
ment computers will be
night will be spend using Logo, a
available for use if preferred.
language that is useful in
The other class will meet from
6-9 p.m. at the Murray High ,teaching reasoning skills and
low and h&olution graphics
School computer room. All work
progr . . —
will be done on the Apple lie and
To register for these classes
the Franklin computers. The
call the Murray Board Office at
course will be divided into three
753-4364. Classes are on a first
major sections with the first
come — first serve basis. The
night being used to become
last day for registration is
familiar with the computer and
Thursday. Sept. 4. A $3 fee will
the disk operating system and
be charged and a certificate will
the use of the utility program.
be given to those who complete
An introduction to programing
the course.
in Basic will also be taught. The

START WITH

19" PUSH MOWER WITH TOP-OFTHE-LINE FEATURES THAT'S IDEAL
FOR SMALL LAWNS AND TRIM
MOWING

5253

• Engine designed to last 500/o longer

Reg. $349.95
SAVE $50.00

\ • Convenient easy pull manual starting
• Light and sturdy aluminum
deck

$29995

21" STEEL DECK "SPECIAL- PUSH
MOWER THAT MOWS, BAGS,
MULCHES OR SHREDS
• Engine designed to last 50% longer
t • Convenient easy pull manual starting
• Rugged steel deck for years of
durability

7072
Reg. $349.95
SAVE $50.00

• Fingertip height adjusters

9

95

90 Days Same As Cash Financing Available

MORE THAN A MOWERA

ALL SEASONS Lawn & Leisure
753-4110

Murray

205 N. 4th

1kag
.ineeersetalakOMMOOSPIM4,4444
•

,

.

•

Numbers from various sources
indicated that up to 24 others on
the- ground also died,, which
could bring the total death toll to
91.
Garry Oversby, of the Los
Angeles County Fire Department, said a man and two of his
teen-age children died in one
house, but he said that he had
been misquoted in earlier
reports • that 15 had been found
dead at another house.

•

Relations Agency said today.
An agency official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity, said
the Japanese tankers monitored
an emergency call on Tuesday
from the Piotr Emtsov and identified the ship as a Soviet flag
vessel because of its call sign
"UOGS."
The official declined to identify the Japanese ships for
security reasons. There was no
immediate comment from Iran
or the._ Soviet Union, andlra indication of the ship's
whereabouts today.
Iran and Iraq, enemies in the
6-year-old Persian Gulf War,
have targeted each other's
marine interests, and Iran has
said it will interdict any ship
carrying military goods that is
headed for Iraqi ports.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has one of the lowest
cigarette taxes in the United
States, but ranks in the top 20
among states for the highest
sales and gasoline taxes, according to a national ranking.
The ranking of the 50 states
and the District of Columbia
shows Kentucky in a 13-way tie
for the 11th highest sales tax and
a three-way tie for the 13th
highest gasoline tax.
But the survey by Commerce
Clearing House, a tax and
business law reporting company
in Chicago, ranks Kentucky's
3-cent cigarette tax 49th.
Among Southern states, only
Tennessee and Louisiana have
higher gasoline taxes than Kentucky. Virginia matches Kentucky's 15 cents a gallon,
although the Virginia General
Assembly will consider a 4-cent
increase in a special session this
month.
In sales taxes, only Mississippi and Tennessee rank higher
than Kentucky in the South. But
in cigarette taxes, only Virginia
and North Carolina are below
Kentucky.
Those three taxes are the most
common consumer taxes, and
this year 22 states raised at least
One of them, according to Commerce Clearing House, which
distributed a national map
listing tax rates by state this
summer.
They are referred to as vacation taxes "because they are the
easiest to pass on to people
traveling through a state," said
Mort Sullivan, Clearing House
spokesman. "They're not like
property, income or utility
taxes, which are mostly charged
to residents of a state."
The survey shows that the
nickel increase In thegas tax approved by the Kentucky General
Assembly this year was the second highest increase among the
11 states that raised that tax.
House Speaker Don Blandfond, who'engineered the 5-cent
increase, said he does not expect
any attempts to raise any of the -

consumer taxes in 1988,
especially not the cigarette tax.
"I think it will stay the same,
based on past moves in the
General Assembly," Blandford
said. "Increasing that tax hasn't
seen much favor. Tobacco is
under attack everywhere, but
we've tried to protect it and not
tax it to death."
The Kentucky House of
Representatives did approve a
nickel increase in the cigarette
tax earlier this year, but the
measure died in -a Senate
committee.
"It was just a plorto get Congress to act on the surplus tobacco problem. And the money was
designed to go back to farmers,
not into the general fund,"
Blandford said.
Elsie Waters, head of the
research department at the
Washington, D.C.-based Tax
Foundation, said legislatures
across the country are finding
cigarette and gasoline taxes
among the easiest to raise.
Thirteen states increased
their cigarette taxes this year,
11 raised gas taxes and three increased sales taxes. One state,
Utah, lowered its sales tax.
"The attacks on tobacco seem
to justify increasing cigarette
taxes for many legislatures. But
they won't willfully increase any.
tax unless they need themoney," Ms. Waters said.
Gasoline taxes have fared well
in recent years because most
states need more Money for
road construction and repair.
Voters generally favor paying
more in taxes for tangible
resufts, she said.
But the gas and cigarette
taxes do not bring in enough
money for the major effort in
many states in recent years —
education reform._ "To do
anything substantial, they're going to have to tap the general
sales tax or the income tax,"
Ms. Waters said.
In Kentucky, the sales tax
raised $880 million last year,
compared with $194 million for
the gasoline tax and $15.2
million for cigarettes.

If charges were true, Nixon said
he would resign, recordings show
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
May 1974, as criticism of his
presidency became a national
clamor, Richard M. Nixon told
one of his staunceht supporters
that if Watergatrtharges were
true "nobody would have to ask
me to resign — I wouldn't serve
for a month."
He called Watergate
"probably the broadest but thinnest scandal in American
history" and said he could
understand the interest of the
press because "it's a fascinating
story."
Three months after that conversation, Nixon resigned.

The National Archives released the tape of the conversation
on Tuesday, along with 4,466
other audio recordings made by
the White House Communications Agency.
It was the first public
disclosure of materials from the
Nixon White House, except for
31 tape recordings that have
heen available for listening at
the Archives since the
Watergate coverup trial.
Nixon's views, which were not
in conflict with what he said
publicly at the time, were set out
in a taped interview with Rabbi
Baruch Korff, who said he was

Earthquake felt in California
SAN FRANCISCO .( AP ) — A
mild earthquake rumbled
through northern California
Tuesday night, sparking dozens
of calls to radio stations and
police and knocking pictures off
walls, but causing no apparent
damage.
The quake, which hit at 9:31
p.m., was centered 10 miles
southeast of San Jose and
registered 3.7 on the Richter
scale, according to a
preliminary estimate from the
U.S. Geological Survey's National Earthquake InformVon
Center in Golden, Colo.,'said
geophysicist John Mihsch.

More than 400
feared dead in
sinking of Soviet
c in ApBlack_
esr
7‘,1O

ea
Divers
OWin
the Black Sea searched the
sunken wreck of a Soviet cruise
ship that officials fear may now
be the watery grave of hundreds
of passengers, the official Pravda newspaper reported today.
Seventy-nine of the 1,234 people who were aboard the Admiral Nakhimov when it collided with a freighter and sank at
about midnight Sunday are
known to have died, but 319 people are still missing, according
to official reports.
Pravda, in a brief front page
item, noted that a commission
headed by' Geidar Alley. a
member of the ruling Pelitburo,
was formed to investigate the
sinking, and said divers were
working on the liner which lay
on its right side 155 feet below
the surface.

-

The quake was felt as tar
north as Mann County and as
far south as Monterey County.
Sheriff's departments for
Mann and Monterey counties
said no damage was reported

Impeachment...
requirements of a petition for
impeachment. He said
legislative committees are
meeting all the time and the
petition should be considered
•
immediately.
"That's no way to run a
government, to wait that long to
take action on this," Wigging
,
Section 68 of the state constitution says the governor and all
civil officers "shall be liable to
impeachment for any misdemeanors in office."
Wiggins' petition does not
specifically cite any crimes
alleged to have been committed
by the individuals, but he said
the package offered to Toyota is
"the most illegal, unconstitutional and improper action ever
taken."
The state pledged $125 million
as an incentive to buy and improve the land for the Toyota
plant, rebuild nearby roads and
provide training and education
for employees of Toyota. Collins
administration officials
acknowledge that that ultimate
cost of attracting the $800
million investment and 3,000
jobs will eventually be higher
once the interest cost on bonds is
calculated.
As a gubernatorial appointee,
Knicely is not subject to impeachment, although Wiggins

writing a paperback book.
"I know they are not true,6.
Nixon said of charges that he
took part in the Watergate
coverup. "Therefore I will stay
here and do the job I was elected
to do as well as I can and let the
constitutional process make the
final verdict."
In the months that followed
that May 13 conversation, Nixon
lost his fight in the Supreme
Court to withhold secret White
House tapes from the coverup
trial, and the House Judiciary
Committee voted to recommend
his impeachment.
The recordings released by the Archives arenot those made
secretly with a hidden taping
system. The White House tapes
interviews such as Korff's openly and often gives a transcript to
the interviewer.
The audio tapes and a large
batch of television recordings
were part of the materials left
behind by Nixon and his top
aides.

(Cont'd from page 1)
said he would like to see him
removed from office in any
event.
Blandford said he would give
the petition "appropriate
regard."
"I just dismiss it as that guy
being a kook," Blandford said.
Clarke said he was unconcerned about the petition. "Wiggins
will do about anything," he said.
Wiggins dismissed the comments and said he would press
the issue.
"They can say anything they
want to," Wiggins said. "We've
got them by the jugillar vein, so
to speak."
Moloney and a spokesman for
Prather refused to comment on
the petition.
Wiggins ran unsuccessfully in
the Republican primary for
governor in 1983. After his
defeat, he ran as an independent
candidate for lieutenant governor and also lost.
He and his organization often
try to drum up unfavorable
publicity on various issues and
individuals During legislative
debate on the Toyota project,
many members of the organization accused Japanese firms of
attempting an economic
takeover of the United States
.and said the attack on Pearl
_ Harbor was reason enough to oppose the project.
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PERSPECTIVE
The FBI's
harassment

Mt

Milierray Ledger & Times

Roylp; Says

By Mike Royko,

Dead cat story has 99 lives
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has been ordered
to pay $264,000 in damages to
- the Socialist Workers Party
!, for a lengthy harassment
campaign that violated a
number of First Amendment
rights.
The FBI committed nearly
200 break-ins of the party's
offices and stooped to a range
of illegal activities that began
in 1944 and stopped only 10
years ago. Considering the
scope of its abuse of police
power, the agency got off
lightly. It should have been
clear to the agency that its
tactics *ere counterproductive and a waste of public
money. But the 210-page decision by U.S. District Judge
Thomas Griesa shows that
common sense was not
among the virtues of this FBI
campaign. _
And what does the FBI
have to show for all that attention to this tiny organization? Not a single arrest, let
alone a conviction. The FBI's
informers never turned up
any evidence that the party's

members were engaged in
espionage or were seeking to
use violence to undermine the
United States.
The agency deserves a
strong rebuke for wasting
some $1.5 million on a harassment campaign that was undertaken with no apparent
justification and even less
legal authority. The campaign was not unlike a number of others in the FBI's infamous counterintelligence
program, which was set up to
undermine the civil rights
and peace groups during the
1960s and 1970s by harassing
demonstrators and spreading'
lies about leaders.
The FBI's lame excuse for
trampling on the party's right
to free speech and assembly
was that it had authority to
"keep itself informed on the
activities" of groups that advocated revolutionary
change. That is true. But the
judge's award ought to serve
as a warning to the agency
that it has no authority to
break the law in pursuit of
potential lawbreakers.

I try to make it my policy to
always print the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth.
Except when a harmless lie is
more entertaining.
And that's why I told thatlishand-cat story last week,
although I suspected that it was
not quite as true as it might be.
To refresh your memory,it's a
story that a Lake Forest, Ill.,
business executive and socialite
had been telling his friends lately. When I heard about it, I called him and he confirmed it.
He said he caught a big
salmon in Lake Michigan, had a
chef prepare it, and invited 18
friends over for dinner. But
before they ate, his wife caught
their cat nibbling on the fish in
the kitchen. She tossed the cat
out the door, flipped the fish
over to conceal the nibblemarks, and went on with dinner.
Later, the cat was found outside dead, so a doctor ordered

everybody to the hospital to
have their stomachs pumped.
But after they endured this, a
and belatedly
neighbor came
apologized -for tilig-run over"
the cat with his car.
A cute story, and the Lake
Forest socialite insisted it was
true. He even became indignant
and refused when I asked him
for the names of the doctor and
his dinner guests so I could ask
them about it.
I wrote it anyway and waited
for the phone to ring, as I knew it
would.
"That story is so old it has hair
on it," said caller George Lilley,
of suburban Highland Park. "I
heard it when I was in prep
school in Connecticut.
"It's a variation of the story of
a woman giving a large bridge
party and wanting 'to serve
creamed chicken with
mushrooms. Her cook said she
knew how to pick wild
mushrooms. The hostess was

ity

skeptical and fed some of the,
meal ta her dog. The dog liked it
fine. But later, after everybody
had eaten, the cook comes in and
have to speak to you.'
They go to the kitchen and the
cook says: 'Madam, the dog is
dead.' So the hostess calls the
fire department and they all go
get their stomachs pumped.
Later, the woman tells the cook
she'd like to see the dog. And the
coal( says: 'No, you don't want
to see the dog. The truck made
such an awful mess of him.—
Chicagoan Pete Segal said:
"My aunt in California told me a
similar story about 18 years
ago."
Another salmon?
"No, it was tuna salad instead
of a salmon, and there were six
ladies playing Mah-Jongg. But
the rest of it was the same, with
the cat being found in the
driveway and the stomachs being pumped.I even wrote a short
story based on it for a creative

Capitol Ideas By Mark Chellgren

State Police Association says
it helps represent the troopers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State Police Professional Association has not
been a favorite of appointed
state police commissioners over
the years.
The roughly 460 troopers,
radio dispatchers and arson investigators who make up the
association acknowledge and
even delight in their reputatign
as the people who refuse to keep
quiet and mind their manners in
the thin, gray line.
Morehead Detective E.B.
Shouse, who was recently
selected president of the
association, says the association
is simply an outgrowth of-a "wethey situation" within the ranks.
‘,"We' that work the road and enforce the law, and 'they' that run
the administration here in
Frankfort," Shouse says.
Officials at KSP headquarters
have occasionally gone out Of
their way to disassociate
themselves and the agency from
the association, and in some instance rightfully so.
The KSPPA has, on occasion,
tried a bit to hard to identify
itself as a semi-official arm of
the state police when selling
tickets to various fundraising
events. ,
The most recent venture of the
KSPPA is more significant and
deserving of more attention
from the state police hierarchy.
About two dozen members of
the association met last •week
behind closed doors with the
special committee appointed to
review the agency. They, were
armed with a list of complaints
that took three hours to recite.
The proceedings ended with
one question, unlinswered,
however.
When Commissioner Morgan
Elkins announced the creation
of the Kentucky State Police Administrative and Management
Evaluation-Committee, he said
he did so with the firm belief it
would find no major problems
\with the agency.
ttut if Elkins is so convinced
that his organization has no major problems, why is it that so
many other people are equally

convinced it is riddled with administratiVe foul-ups and low
morale?
•••
Some 1n eastern Kentucky are
calling it "Jar Wars," but it
could also be named, "Much
Ado About An Empty Specimen
Bottle."
It seems that Jim Polley, a
FASTER D'YOU HEAR ME ?
Republican running for Congress in the 7th District, wanted
to prove to everyone that he
doesn't take drugs. Polley took a_
drug test at an Ashland hospital
and challenged his opponent, inTen years ago
Twenty years ago
cumbent Democratic Rep. Chris
The Tobacco Grading Team of
The Kentucky Committee of
Perkins, to do likewise.
Calloway County High School Southerp Association of Colleges
Chapter of Future Farmers of and ScliCas has notified school
Perkins declined and said the
America won first place in darkofficials that Calloway County
whole thing was politically
fired and air-cured tobacco at
High School has been recommotivated.
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
mended for membership, accorPolley has ridden that empty
Members are Darrell Beane, ding to Buron Jeffrey,
specimen bottle for all it's
Patrick Webb and Shea Sykes.
superintendent, Bill Miller,
worth.
assistant superintendent, and
The Rev. and Mrs. Richard
Polley even sent out a press
Howard Crittenden, school
Myers of New Albany, Ind., will
release -with a Polaroid picture
principal.
of three filled jars — his, Presi- be guest speakers at services=
Pvt. Benny E. Fries is stationdent Re-agan's and Vice Presi- Sunday at New Concord United
ed at Fort Gordon, Ga.
dent Bush's. Leaning against the Pentecostal Church.
filled jars is a package containing another sample bottle,
presumably for Perkins' use.
•••Flash!' Human Resources
Secretary Al Austin on Aug. 26
set a record for longevity by
holding the lob for two years,
This article and the next three
and when the jury returned a
eight months and 13 days.
will deal with changes in our
guilty verdict they have. had to
Austin's ability to withstand
criminal justice system brought
grope in the dark as to the apthe day-to-day hassles of the
about by new legislation Out of
propriate sentence.
largest agency in state governthe 1986 Kentucky General
Hopefully, that dilemma has
ment outlasted the efforts of the
Assembly. These new laws,
been eliminated by the new law.
previous record-holder, Peter
although relatively few, effecNow, as of July 15, all felony
Conn, who served between 1977
tive July 15 of this year, will
cases will be tried by a bifurand 1979.
have a substantial impact on our
cated trial. That means that
Austin, 59, is the seventh
criminal justice system.
there will be two stages.
secretary fa the agency since it
One of the most monumental
In the first stage, the jury will
was created in 1973.
changes ever in our criminal
_deliberate only on guilt or in•••
procedure took place with the
nocence. Only evidence will be
Another longevity record of
enactment of the "Truth In
introduced which has a bearing
sorts was ended last week when
Sentencing" Bill. This law
upon that question.
Cattle Lou Miller retired from
changes substantially the matOnce the jury has returned a
state government service after
ter in which a criminal case is
guilty verdict, however, • a se35 years. Miller served under
tried.
cond stage of the proceedings
seven governors and was the
Prior to the passage of House
wW be held. This will deal only
first woman to head an agency
Bill 76, Kentucky used a rather
with sentencing.
of state government.
antiquated system in determinAt that stage, evidence may
•••
ing the guilt or innocence of a
be offered by the ComMark R. Cheligren
criminal defendant, and opposmonwealth relative to sentencFrankfort correspondent for
ing a sentence.
ing. This includes matters such
The Associated Pres.
First of all, Kentucky is in the
as minimum parole eligibility,
minority of states still allowing
prior convictions of the defenjuries to do the sentencing. Most
dant, both felony and misdejurisdictions require the jury to
meanor, the nature of prior ofdetermine the guilt or infenses for which the defendant
nocence, but in the event of a
was convicted, and the current
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
conviction, the judge sets the
criminal status of the defendant
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
sentence. Jury sentencing in
— whether he is currently on
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
Kentucky has created some
probation or parole.
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
tremendous problems in the
At this same stage, the defenALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
past. But the problems have
The Murray Ledger k Times i USPS 308-7001
dant can produce evidence in*
arisen primarily in the manner
mitigation. For purposes of
The Murray Lodger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
in
which
it
has
been
done.
-mitigation, the defendant may
July 4, Chrlstmal Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
The jury has been required to
show that he or she has no
Newspapers Inc., 1001 %linnet' Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage
Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
determine the guilt or innocence
significant history of criminal
of a defendant, and also impose
activity.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers $4 00 per month.
a sentence without benefit of
At the conclusion of all of the
payable in advance. By mall In Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin.
much valuable information as to
Mayfield, Sedalia and IrannAgbarzi. Ky.. and Parts. Buchanan and Puryear.
evidence in the second stage.
Tn.. $32.50 per year. By mall to other destinations $49.50 per year
the sentencing phase. Because
court then instructs the jury on
To reach an departments of the newspaper phone 753.1916
of the rules of evidence, prorange of punishment, after
the
Kentucky
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of Associated Press.
secutors
have
not
been
able
to
which
the jury retires to recomPress Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
Introduce prior criminal acts of
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Mtr
mend a sentence for the
ray Ledger Eh Times.
the defendant during the trial,
defendant.

FASTER !!

,Looking Back

Commonwealth Comment

Thirty years ago
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Collins, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Burke= and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Turner.
Murray Training School of
Murray State College will open
for classes on Sept. 5. Buses will
make their regular runs, according to school officials.

writing course in college."
A=fter reading the story, Bob
Swanson of Chicago thumbed
through some old magazines.
"I thought it rang a bell. And I
found it in a 1976 issue of Gray's
Sporting Journal, a fishing
magazine, Story's basically the
same, eieOpt it takes place in
Quebec." .
But Bob Busher, of Lansing,
went even further back in
time.
"I had to do some digging, but
I found the story in a book called
'Bennett Cerf's Bumper Crop,'
published in 1952. Exactly the
same story. Cat, salmon,
stomachs pumped. And it's not
exactly new either. Bennett Cerf
says in the book that he heard it
in about 1920."
So, what we obviously have
here is an example of what the
scholars call "urban folklore."
Or what a less scholarly Slats
Grobnik might call "pretty good
bull— — — —."
These are the stories that people swear are true, but which
are impossible to trace to their
source.
I've printed a few of -them in
the past, one of my favorites being the one that several nurses
an.d doctors at- Chicago's
Michael Reese Hospital told me
was the talk of the hospital.
See, there was this woman
who was told by her doctor to bring a stool sample to Michael
Reese. She carefully placed it Ina Tupperwear container and put
it in a Saks Fifth Avenue shopping bag.
But as she walked from the
parking lot to the hospital entrance, a young thief snatched
the bag and ra,n away.
After getting all the calls
about the variations of the cat- '
and-fish story, I phoned the
socialite at the super-exclusive
Onwentsia. Country Club, where
he was playing bridge, and asked him why he" was telling the
tale as fact.
He grumpily said: "Well,
most of it was true."
What part?
"I do catch salmon and I have
friends over for dinner."
And the rest of it -- the dead,
'_cat and the stomachs pumped?
"I heard that from a chap in
Colorado."
OhNell, look at lt this Way. In
a year's time, newspapers will
print thousands of stories about
the golden promises, the lofty
vows, the great goals of
presidents, senators, governors
and mayors.
And we do that with a straight
face.

By Michael D. Ward

'Truth In Sentencing' a moiiUnenta1 change

Mirrray Ledger !it Times
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It is signgjcaht to note that in crime,.
the even
at the jury is unable
There appears to be a serious
to agree upon a sentence, then flaw in the new law however.
the judge may impose the Because of a drafting error, the
sentence within the range pro- new sentencing procedure will
vided by law.
not apply in capital cases —
This latter provision is impor- those crimes punishable by
tant. One of' the problems with death. And that is where "truth
the previous procedure is that in sentencing" is needed most.
jurors would agree as to guilt, Until this defect is corrected in
but would disagree as to the the next session, the new law
sentence. Consequently, there will have a full workout concernwere many mistrials because of ing all other crimes.
hung juries, which could agree
It remains to be seen as to
as to guilt but not as to sentence. what the wide-range ramificaThat possibility is now tions of this new procedure will
eliminated as deliberation on be. Will it induce, as some peoguilt and sentencing are not ple contend, more guilty pleas
mingled. Also, even if there is a from the defendants now that
hung jury as to sentencing, the they know they jury will learn
judge can step in and do the job. that their parole eligibility dates
What about other types of will mean they will get out of
evidence to be introduced in the prison much sooner than they
sentencing stage, such as the anticipated? Will it result in hargeneral character of the defen- sher.sentences for persons ctipdant? The new law does not victed of crimes? Will it, as
specifically allow this type of some have argued, unduly delay
evidence in the sentencing criminal trials? And is it — this
stage. However, there is the bifurcated jury sentencing law
_wording that the accused may — simply a step toward full
enter evidence that he has no judicial sentencing?
significant history of criminal
The new law — in spite of its
activity which may qualify him flaws — cannot help but be an
for leniency." One could argue improvement. The role of a jury
that good character is part of the in all types of trials should be the
evidence Mowing no previous search for truth. The less inforactivity. This question will pro- mation which a jury receives,
bably prove academic, however, the less capable it is of fulfilling
as most defense lawyers would that obligation. The new 'Truth
want to introduce good in Sentencing Law" at last procharacter evidence in the first vides the jury with very much
..Nthe trial.The law-alio4C7.:...ueed-e4,
44;(;,....wiation slid'
the introduction of good evidence in regard to sentencing
character evidence by the defen- a convicted offender. It, in short,
dant in attempt to show that a sheds more light into some of the
person of such good character is dark corners of our criminal
not likely to have committed the justice procedure
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Tinsley and Irby wedding scheduled
Miss Teresa Leah
Tinsley and Jimmy
Dale Irby Jr. have announced their engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Pat
Richardson of San
Diego, Calif. She is the
granddaughter of Ruby
Tinsley, 404 North Fifth
St., Murray, and Mrs.
---,Marian Richardson, 407
South Eighth St.,
Murray.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale Irby Sr., Rt. 2,
Murray. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Minnie
Freese of Benton, Ill.,
and Leamon Irby of
Murray.
Miss Tinsley is a
graduate of Murray
High School and is
presently employed at
Kirksey School classmates in the seventh grade in 1955 and members of the same class anytime through
Wal-Mart of Murray.
the 11th grade in 1960 when consolidation formed Calloway County High School held a Pension at Seven
Mr. Irby Jr. is a
Seas Restaurant. Those attending are,from left, seated, Faye Beach Manning, Leta Swift Taylor,Janie
of Murray
graduate
Smith Ivy, standing, Danny Curmingham, Jamie Potts, Peggy DeArmond Butterworth, Dale Adams,
and receivSchool
High
Dwain Gibbs, Linda Compton Bynum,Jerry Kirkland, Dorothy Dunn Edwards and Don Treas. Former
B.S. and M.S.
his
ed
Kirksey faculty members attending included Mrs. Thyra Crawford, Mrs. Lillie Farris, Mrs. Edison
degrees from Murray
Hopkins and Mrs. Mildred Lassiter Smith.
State University. He is
employed with Farmers
Home Administration,
Brooksville.
The wedding is
for Saturday,
scheduled
Irvan
314
Burkeen,
Ellis
Dr.,
Murray;
baby
and
Six newborn admis- K. Williams
p.m. at First
7
at
4,
Oct.
sions and dismissals at girl, Rt. 1, Springville, , Joe Pat Thornton, Rt. Ave., Murray;
Church,
Baptist
Rt.
Darnell,
B.
Dalton
2,
Murray;
340A,
Box
Murray-Calloway Coun- Tenn.;
Murray.
Kirksey;
157,
Mrs. Roxanne Duncan Mrs. Frankie H. 1, Box
ty Hospital for Friday,
Only out-of-town inWilliam E. Elkins Sr.,
Aug. 29, have been and baby girl, Rt. 3, Box Rhodes, Rt. 4, Murray;
will be sent.
vitations
41,
Hardin;
Charles R. Jones, Box Box
104, Murray; Mrs.
released as follows:
All friends and relatives
Ann
Rose
Miss
J.
Walter
Murray;
1096,
Rt.
Snyder,
Patricia A.
Newborn admissions
are invited to attend.
Houston baby boy, 2, Box 112, Paris, Tenn.; Waterfield (expired) Oakley, Box 996, MurJ.
Wilma
Mrs.
ray;
Dr.,
Fairlane
1116
J.
Vaughn,
Carla
and
Miss
parents, Amelia
Wirnan, Rt. 2, Box 249C,
Donald, 1611 Parklane, Rt. 2, Box 215, Marion; Murray.
e;
Gilbertsvill
Quinton,
L.
Teresa
Mrs.
Murray;
Mrs. Brenda R. West,
Rogers baby girl, Rt. 1, Springville,
Two newborn admis- Rt. 1, Sedalia; Lealand
parents, Tammy and Tenn.;
Over 100 craftspersons including artists, wood
Mrs. Arm H. Watson, sions and dismissals at R. Alton, Box 113,
Keith, Rt. 1, Box 253A,
-.
Hazel;
dried flowers, furniture, soft sculpture,
Counloway
carvers,
Murray-Cal
Murray;
755,
5,
Box
Rt.
;
Farmington
Euria Otis Woods, 522 knitting, basket weavers, etc., will be featured at
Hodge baby boy, Henry C. Mitchell, Rt. 1, ty Hospital for Saturday, Aug. 30, have been South Seventh St., Mur- the Festival '86 Arts and Crafts Show on Saturparents, Jeanine and Box 36, New Concord;
ray; John H. Grogan, day and Sunday, Sept. 6 and 7, from 10 a.m. to 5
Mrs. Loretta A. released as follows:
Roy, 1907B Greenbriar
Rt. 1, Box 68, Hardin.
p.m. at Paris Landing State Park. This will be
admissions
Newborn
5,
Box
EL
Wolke.
1194,
Dr., Murray;
sponsored by Tri-County Arts & Crafts Guild of
Watkins baby girl,
--Potts baby -girl, Murray;- Walter H.
parents, Lori and Jim- Grant, 627 South Fourth parents, Cathy and
Two newborn admis- Paris, Tenn. The public is invited to attend.
Wayne, Rt. 2, Hazel;
my, Rt. 2, Box 40A, St., Murray;
sions and dismissals at
Storts baby girl, Murray-Calloway CounMrs. Opal V. Cash, Rt.
Murray;
Allgood baby girl, 1, Box 10A, Puryear, parents, Debra and ty Hospital for Sunday,
The Friday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray
parents, Peggy and Tenn.; John Gregory Richard, 811 Sunny Aug. 31, have been
Club will play Friday, Sept. 5, at 8:30
Country
Murray.
Freddie, 1100 Cir- Sr., Rt. 7, Box 39, Lane,
released as follows:
courts. Substitutes will be Carolyn
club
at
a.m.
Dismissals ,
Murray;
carama Dr., Murray;
Newborn admissions
Alice Rouse, Jennifer Hewlett and
m,
Cunningha
S.
Deborah
Mrs.
Jean I. Green, 313
Bishop baby boy,
Cherry baby boy,
lineup is as follows: Court One
The
Krouse.
-parents, Mary Jo and South 13th St., Murray; Norsworthy, Rt. 1, Box parents, Gail and Judy
Mug Rigsby, Marilyn
Kopperud,
Kathy
Mrs.
Hardin;
298,
Lawrence, Box 19, New John T. Mann, 418
Michael, Rt. 3, Box
Court Two - Gayle
Miller;
Patsy
and
Adkins
Wilson St., Rt. 4, Paris, Darlene Marie Brumley 118D, Paris, Tenn.;
Concord.
Andrus and
Martha
Frank,
Norma
Foster,
737
Nash
girl,
baby
and
Tenn.;
Dismissals
Duncan baby boy,
Hulse.
Mrs. Estella M. Ross, Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Sherry D.
parents, Jennifer and Frances
Mrs. Jeannie L. Mike, Rt. 1, Box 40,
Carter, Box 264, Rt. 2, Box 320A, MurSedalia; Mrs. Lee Ann ray; Mrs. Viola P. Coursey and baby girl, Farmington.
Wheat, -Rt. 2, Box 249, Hargis, Rt. 3, Box 126, 1611 Oakhill Dr., MurDismissals
A shower for 'Pommy and Tina Elkins whose
ray; Mrs. Janice K.
Benton;
Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Cathy J. Delk
home and contents were destroyed by fire
mobile
Mrs. Marie G. Crisp, Bratton and baby girl, and baby girl, 20
Mrs. Donna M. Koca,
19 will be held on Saturday, Sept. 6, at
Aug.
on
Rt. 6, Box 312, Murray; 1001 Fairlane, Murray; Rt. 2, Box 54C, Puryear, Timberland Valley, Russell Chapel United Methodist Church. This
Miss Gail Burkeen, Rt. Mrs. Viva M. Ellis, 1604 Tenn.;
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. will be a come and go event with the hours being
Mrs. Rebecca Ann Tammy Lynn Rogers
Ryan, Murray;
1, Box 248, Dexter;
from 1 to 5 p.m. For information call 436-5870.
Mrs. Inez R. Cooper, Chadwick and baby girl, and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
Mrs. Karen L. Powell
and baby girl, Rt 1, Box Rt. 1, Box 152, Murray; Rt. 1, Box 55, Dexter; 253A, Farmington;
98, Benton; Mrs. Vonda Mrs. Suella Futrell, 623 Mrs. Dorothy L.
Mrs. Sherrie D. Tebbetts and baby girl, Rt.
Calloway County Homemakers Council will
5, Box 636, Murray; have a training meeting on Thursday, Sept. 4, at
Charles D. Allbritten, 9:30 a.m. at The Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
CR Box 287, New This will be for all club presidents, vice
Concord;
presidents, secretaries, treasurers and county
Mrs. Patricia Kay chairmen. Connie Talent, county president, and
Bailey, E-30 Mur-Cal, Jean Cloar, county extension in home
Murray; Bobby Ray economics, urge all members of these groups to
attend this meeting.
(Cont'd on page 5A)

Kirksey classmates meet

Newborns and4ismissals are„listed

Teresa Leah Tinsley
andJimmy Dale IrbyJr.
to marry at First Baptist Church

DATEBOOK

--Show planned at park

Support group to meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 9, at 4:30 p.m. in the private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An educational program entitled "Whispering Trope" will
be presented. On Tuesday, Sept. 23, the group
will meet for discussion at 4:30 p.m. in private
dining room of the hospital. These meetings are
open to any interested persons.

Fall program planned

Tennis play Friday

Elkins' shower planned

Homemakers will meet
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IA theCarpetSalrofa Lifetime!
If you been waiting for the nght time
to buy carpet that time is now. Weve
got famous Mohawk carpet at pnces
you may never see again.
Select from a complete Amon
,
'
range of colors. textures, **ANN ba h.

Atsrkkkehl

and styles - quality made with state of
the art fiber technology for lasting
beauty and easy care.
Buy now...for best
savings. Its the carpet
sale of a lifetime'

America's#1Carpet Brand

Terry's Paint & Decorating Center
Southside Shopping Center
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Aurora group will meet
The Aurora Ministerial Alliance will meet
Monday, Sept. 8, at 9 a.m. at Holiday Restaurant
at Aurora. Eldgr Grover Lovett, vice president,
will preside. Airtillinisters of the are are invited
to attend. A progress report othe float for the
Aurora Fall festival will be mrae.

ACTS event plannedKen-

ticivate in the first
Dr. Greg Earwood,
tucky ACTS Affiliates
pastor of First Baptist
meting to be held Sept.
Church, Murray, is
at Kentucky Bap12-13
chairman of the local
Buulding,
tist
The renewing of the vows of Mr. and Mrs.0. B.
ACTS (American ChrisMiddletown.
Eldridge for their 50th wedding anniversary will
tian Television System)
be on Friday, Sept. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at Faith BapDr. Earwood will proBoard and an associate
fellowship as well
tist Church, Hazel. Members are asked to note
vide
regional ACTS
the change from the time announced on Monday.
helpful information
as
representative.
A reception will follow at the Hazel Community
about the use of ACTS in
Because of his at
inare
relatives
and
friends
All
Hazel.
at
Center
local community.
with ACTS, he has the
registration and
vited to attend the renewing of the vows and the
After
been invited to parreception.
orientation, beginning
at 3 p.m. on Friday,
Sept. 12, workshop
leaders will conduct sessions on three topics:
"Making TV Ministry,"
"Options and Opportunities" and "Local
ACTS, Making It
Work."
Participants will hear
Dr. Jimmy R. Allen,
president of ACTS and
Radio and Television
Commission, Fort
Worth, Texas, speak at
Friday evening banthe
I
Scallops
Broiled
Crab Legs
Saturday morning
quet.
Fried Oysters
Boiled Shrimp
include a
activities
Oysters on the half shell
Fried Shrimp
recognition breakfast
Fried Clams
Frog Logs
for ACTS Board
Egg Rolls
Ky. Lake Catfish
chairpersons and a conCurley-12 Fries
Fried Whitefish
tinuation of workshops.
French Bread
Broiled Whitefish
Regional ACTS
Baked Beans
Crawfish
representatives, ACTS
White Beans
Board chaipersons and
Fried Scallops
members, pastors and
The Dakota offers fresh, hot, just-cooked seafood in self-service,
all others interested in
all-you-can-eat, buffet style dining.
ACTS in Kentucky are
Now includes crab legs at no extra charge.
invited to attend the
Special Senior Citizen and Children's Prices
meeting. A registration
form and fee of $25 per
person must be received
-A full sery.ce family restouront
by Wednesday, Sept. 10.
For more information
Murray
759-9755
1510 Chestnut St.
contact the Media
Department.
. Middletown

Eldridge time changed

MOVIES

-

An individualized program of reading instruction for remediation or enrichment of reading
needs or interests this fall at Murray State
University will run Sept. 10 through Dec. 1. To
meet from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. each Monday and
Wednesday,the Fall Reading Program is open to
students in Grades 1-12. Instructional areas include: word recognition, readiness comprehension, reading in subject matter areas, stucly
skills, rate of reading and fluency. Instruction
will be supervised by Dr. James Carlin and Dr.
Wayne Gwaltney, both faculty members in the
Division of Reading in the Department of Special
Education. The fee is 85 per hour of instruction;
however no child will be denied services for lack
of ability to pay. Anyone wishing to enrollkchild
may call 762-2446.

753 3314

The Dakota

Friday Night Seafood Buffet
Features
Salad Bar

The Dakota

I.

2.0
•

•
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Murray Hi :lass has reunion
Mrs. Hamp W. Brooks of Murray, left, is pictured with her roommate, Mrs. Betty Makalous
of Belleville, Kan., at the recent CIP Seminar
held at Denver, Colo.

Murrayan attends CIP
seminar held at Denver

-

Mrs. Hamp W. Brooks
of Murray has'returned
from Denver, Qolo.,
where she attended a
Community Improvement Program (CIP)
Seminar, conducted by
General Federation of
Women's Clubs and
Chevron U.S.A. Inc.
Mrs. Brooks is a past
president of Murray
Woman's Club.

ting projects and
evaluating results.
State CIP chairmen
haye the responsibility
of providing leadership
and training to member
clubs at the state,
district and local levels.
Nationwide, 10,000
women's clubs are
membes of the GFWC
with 188 of the clubs in
Kentucky.
Awards totaling
In a message to the
$27,500 will be given by
seminar participants,
Chevron for outstanding
Phyllis V. Roberts, international president of projects by GFWC clubs
the GFWC said "While at the 1988 state and naconventions.
service to the communi- tional
Meurer, public
Fred
ty has been basic to all
GFWC programs, the affairs manager of Pittsburg & Midway Coal
community improveMining Company,a subment program has been
an outstanding means of sidiary of company of
promoting lasting im- Chevron, hosted a dinprovements of continu- ner and greeted the
ing growth with national members by saying,
recognition throughout "We believe that
volunteerism is a unique
our country."
and valuable facet of
State chairmen from society and that the
24 states participated in women's clubs in any
workshops which iden- geographic area are
tified ways of analyzing particularly suited to
community needs, identifying problems
motivating volunteers, and marshalling the
networking with other forces needed to bring
organizations, conduc- about a change."

Murray High School Class of 1978 had its 10-year reunion on Saturday,
Aug. 2. A breakfast for members and their families was held Saturday
morning at Murray High School cafeteria. A dinner and dance was that
evening at Executive Inn, Paducah. Pictured are,from left, bottom row,
Randy Barnett, Greg Grogan, Gary Hainsworth, Chuck Higginbotham,
Be McDougal, David Hall, Steve Winchester, Gary Moore, Bob Wilder,
David Frank,Tony Boone,Terry Turner, Sam Chadwick,Billy Dyer,Jeff
Smith, Tony Thurmond; second row, Debbie Emerson Carter, Beverly
Barnett Nord, Shelia Jones, Lisa McReynolds Gilman, Kameil Simmons
Gingles, Robin Bayles Brittian, Lisa Winters Ray, Marsha Robertson,
Teresa Brees Perkins, Mary Pace Emerson, Shelia Foster, Dorisanna
Steely Conner, Kiss Lowe, Cindy McPherson Parrish, Cindy Johnson

Photo by Allison Photography

Coming community events listed
Wednesday,Sept.-3
Mission groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. it Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
----

Thursday,Sept.4
Thursday,Sept.4
National Seouting 762-3399, 753-7764 or
Museum will be open 753-7663.
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
---Church-wide visitaMurray Women of the tion will start at 7 p.m.
Moose will have enroll- at Memorial Baptist
Thursday,Sept.4
Garden Department ment night at 8 p.m. Church.
•
of Murray Woman's with officers to meet at7
--ClUb *ill Meet at 1 p.m. p.m.
Mothers' Day Out will
at club house. Tours of
start at 9 a.m. at First
Murray Single Con- Baptist Church.
gardens of Jo C.
Williams and Mr. and nection will meet at 7
---Mrs. Jack Uddberg will p.m. in third floor
Civitan Club is
classroom of Education
follow.
scheduled to meet at 7
Building, First United
p.m. at Homeplace
Murray High School Methodist Church.
Family Restaurant.
---Chapter of FEIL.A will
A 4-H and FFA Steer
have a watermelon
Senior citizens acfeast at Murray - Show will begin at noon tivities
will be from 10
Calloway County Park. at West Kentucky a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Livestock Show and Ex---and Douglas Centers
Health Express of position Center at Murand from 10 a.m.- to 3
Murray-Calloway Coun- ray State University.
Ellis Center.
Admission
is free.
ty Hoapital will be at
---- Hilltop Kash Maket,
Xi Alpha Delta
AA and Al-Anon will
Canton, from ,9 to 11
Chapter
of Beta Sigma
a.m.; and at Brown's have closed meetings at
meet at 7:30
will
ghi
8
p.m.
at
First Christian
Market, High 94 East of
p.m.
at
Center.
Ellis
Murray, from 12:30 to Church, Benton. For in---formation
call 753-0061,
2:30 pan.
Calloway County
Homemakers' Clubs
will have their training
meeting for club
presidents, vice
presidents, secretaries,
1
.
treastirers and
provided work for the Alumni, Fit. 2, Box 125,
chairmen at 9:30 a.m. at
nation's unemployed Murray, Ky. 41071,
The Boston Tea Party,
youth. The C.C.C. phone 753-7548, or Carey
Holiday Inn.
members planted trees, •.Tichen'or, Park
---fought fires, built roads, Naturalist, Cumberland
Preceptor Omicron
bridges, dams, trails, Falls State Park, Cor.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
and parks and Many bin, Ky. 40701, phone
Phi is scheduled to meet
projects that are in use 1-606-528-4121.
at 7:30 p.m. at Comtoday.
merce Centre.
A CCC Camp, Co. 1517
Fort'reservations call
---was located in Murray. Kentucky State Parks
Baraca Sunday School
The camp was in the toll-free 1-800-633-2093;
Class of First Baptist
area south of Sycailfitsre outside of Kentucky call
Church, James C.
Street.
tolt-free 1-800-325-0063. Williams, teacher, will
For additional infor- Persons should mention
have a social at 6 p.m. in
mation contact either you are attending the
Fellowship Hall of
Delbert Homchul, co- CCC reunion and ask for church.
chairman, Ky. CCC reunion rates.

Kentucky's CCC Members'reunion planned
on Oct. 3 to 5 at Cumberland.Falls State Park
Kentucky's annual
CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps) Members'
reunion will be Friday,
Saturday and Sunday,
Oct. 3-5, at Cumberland
Falls State Resort Park
near Corbin.
All former members
and personnel of any

CCC Camps regardless
of the state where duty
was served, are invited
to bring their families
and friends and join in
the celebration of Kentucky's eighth annual
C.C.C. reunion.
The Civilian Conservation Camps of 1933-42

Hospital... (Conedfrom page4A)

Mitchell, Rt. 1, Box 12, Kirksey;
200B, Almo;
Bert W. Jones Rt. 8,
Mrs. Audra L. Moody, Box 285, Murray; Em1613 Oak Hill Dr., Mur- mite Rupert Sanders
ray; Mrs. Eva June (expired) Rt. 1,
Geurin, 1804A Monroe, Puryear, Tenn.
Murray;
Mrs. Louella Futrell,
Rt. 1, Almo; Ray T.
Fraacts Drake
Lamb, Rt. 1, Box 252,
Murray;
Mrs. Pat R. Paschall,
FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 4. 1986
721 Poplar St., Murray; ARIES
VIRGO
Mrs. Nina E. Craig (ex- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
seriously as you do. Still, you'll make
iflat (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
your points.
pired) 910 Sycamore St.,
Now that problems are out of the
You're very much in charge of your AQUARIUS
Murray.
way, it's a steady drive to the top for
life today, but you may have to put up (Jan.20
to Feb. 18)
you today.Jake the initiative to get
with the shortcomings of others. Still,
It's not so much a concern as to
your career plans in motion.
romance and leisure are favored.
whether you'll get the financing you
Two newborn admis- TAURUS
LIBRA
seek as it is a question of what you
sions and dismissals at (Apr.20w May 20)
PIN
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
will do with the money. Your patience
Whether it's the kids or yourself
Murray-Calloway CounEnergy comes in fits and starts is rewarded.
who's
getting
school
affairs
in order,
today. Watch out that a period of
ty Hospital for Monday,
PISCES
maw
productivity isn't followed by a (Feb. 19
Sept. 1, have been things should go smoothly. Accent
to Mar. 20)
mow
moderation
when
socializing
tonight.
let-down.
But do take a breather if
released as follows:
You
should have a good time now,
GEMINI
you must.
Newborn admissions
but don't become so carried away
(May 21 to June 20),,
fek
SCORPIO
Robertson baby girl,
that you become overly effusive
It's a productive morning for you,
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
parents, Wanda and but you have a tendency to slacif'off
Relationships are happily emphaSocial life looks very promising, sized.
Darrell, Rt. 1, Box 176A, later. Still, you'll accomplish what
but you still need to guard against
Buchanan, Tenn.;
you set out to do. Home affairs are
burning the candle at both ends.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
O'Bryan baby girl, still accented.
Know when to slow down and call it a creative and practical, but sometimes
parents, Barbara and CANCER
day.
you have diMculty reconciling these
Michael, Rt. 9, Box 513, (June 21 to July 22)
)
46
SAGITTARIUS
qualities.
When interested, you are an
If an appointment is changed late
Benton.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
extremely hard worker. At times,
de
in
the
day,
you
may
waste
this
bit
of
Dismissals
After some initial successes, you though, you can worry too much or
Mrs. Patsy Carol Pitt- extra time. Present ideas and make
may get cocky or too independent. get overburdened by detail. You can
man, Rt. 4, Box 615A, important calls and visits during the
Don't overplay your hand on this day succeed in such fields as writing,
morning.
that's tailor-made for accomplish- teaching, real estate, music and
Murray; Raymond C.
LEO
ments.
sculpture. You'll hold your own in the
Elam,305 South 13th St., (July 23 to
Aug. 22)
CAPRICORN
business world and may also be
Murray;
To the victor belong the spoils. (Dec. 22
to Jan. 19)
drawn to interior design. Birthday of:
Jerry W. Boyd, Rt. 8, However, don't let a celebration
Though you mean what you say Henry Ford II, industrialist; Anton
Box 393, Murray; MilIS cause you to dissipate the financial
right now, you may be disappointed Bruckner, composer; and Mitzi Gay'
Lori K. Adams, Rt. 7, gains made by you earlier in the day.
that others don't take matters as nor, actress.
Box 539, Murray;
Mrs. Lori A. Potts and
raga
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box
40A, Murray; Mrs.
Arch Your
Debra E. Leo and.baby
Eyebrows
boy, Rt. 1, Box,, 64A,
Bridal. And Formal Wear
Palmersville, Term.:
Permanently by
Mrs. Jeanine T.
Hours 9-5
Hodge and baby boy,
M-S
1907B Greenbriar Dr.,
Call
Murray; Glen N. Shep,
pard, Rt. 3, Box 314D,
Closed Wednesdays
Patricia Mullins
Murray;
753-8856
901-642-0231
East -Wood
William Morgan, 1511
By
Appointment
Kirkwood Dr., Murray;
Paris, Tennessee
Max B. Hurt, Rt. 1, Box

Your Individual Horoscope

Kay's

Electrolysis

316

5

Trenhohn, Debbie Rhodes Green, Jane Fridy, JW Pritchard, Lee Ann
Boone Reed, Becky Thornton Brown, Phyllis Tibbs Hutchison; third row,
Monroe Jones, Karen Allbritten Branch, 'Indy Suiter, Cindy Gould
Towery, Lisa Jones Skinner, Jenne Pool, Mickey McCuiston, Billy Dale
Smith,Debbie Chilcuft Smith, Laura Hopkins Godfrey,Debbie Lee, Vicki
Cunningham Allen, Kate Apperson Reeves, Terri Rice, Donna McMullin
McNeeley, Ricky Atkins, Leslie Furches, Sally Mstarazzo Hopkins, Bill
Bailey, Mark Hamra; back row, Linus Kodman, Judy McCuistrm
Costello, Kevin Lawson,LAM Vaughn, Kim Trevathan, Rusty Sims, Martin Boyd, Sharon MeConnell, Phyllis Coleman Stipp, Lesie Klein, Becky
Humphries,Cindy Black Forth, Jack Lille, Lewis Smith, Randy Dunn and
Dean Lampkins.

Friday,Sept.5
Friday,Sept.5
Friday, Sept.5
Hazel and Douglas Kevil Center, South 10th Creek Baptist
Centers will be open Street Extended, Assembly.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mayfield.
for activities by senior
---citizens. '
Dorothy Group of
Events at Land BetFirst Baptist Church ween the Lakes will inMothers' Morning Out WMU will have a social clude Star Gazing at 8
will be at 9 a.m.. at First at 6 p.m. at home of Mr. p.m. at Golden Pond
Christian Church.
and Mrs. Gene Tarry. Visitor Center.- Also
---•Van will leave the Visitor Center, Empire
Alford Chapter No. church at 5:30 p.m.
Farm,Th-e
445 of Order of Eastern
-Homeplace-1850 and
Star will meet at 7:30
WMU Leadership Woodlands Nature
p.m. at lodge hall at Conference is scheduled Center are open
daily.
Aurora.
at 7:30 a.m. at Jonathan
---- -Mr. and Mrs 0. B.
D.
Eldridge will renew
their vows on 50th wed4
408 N. 12th
753-8214
ding anniversary at 6:30
p.m. at Faith Baptist
Church, Hazel. A recepd
tion will follow at Hazel
4‘'
Community_ Center._ •
---'Barn
sk
Twiliglkt golf is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
---Kentucky State Police
Trooper Chuck RobertBushel & Up
son will present
Jonathan
seminars on "Home
Red & Golden Delicious...
lb.
Security" at 9 a.m. and
11 a.m. at Treas Do-It3 Lb. Ozark Golds
lb
Center. These are open
to the public.
Fresh Apple Cider
$3.00 gal.
---(No preservatives-No sugar)
Games will start at 8
pm. at Murray 'Moose
Lodge. This is for
lb.
.members only.
bag-Onions
lb.
Yellow
5
---National Scouting
lb. -White Onions
Museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Oranges
for $1.00
---Prof. Stanley Costello
will present a slide lecture on "Tradition in
'Pineapple 'Apples *Peaches
Theme and Innovation
in Form" at 7 p.m. in
•Prunes •Raisins 'Pears
lecture room 423, Fine
'Nectarines •Banana Chips •Dates
Arts Center, Murray
'Mixed Fruits 'Apricots
State University. This is
•Pistachios & Sunflower Seeds
open to public at no admission charge.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.

a.

a

APPLES

$3.50 /1 2

.69°
79°

togfirdoes

69°

95°

29°

5

*We carry a great variety
of dried fruits & nuts:

4"

SPECIAL:
Bar-B-Q
Sandwich,
French Fries

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
1,99 Burgers

Special Good Sept 2-6

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

Foot long shelves
and peg boards
Reg. $4.00

NOW ONLY
•-•••414,-••ar:000•••••

and/.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

WHERE LOW
PRICES ORIGINATE
BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

SHOPPERS CASH
"A NEW MONEY SAVING PROGRAM FOR 'YOU!"
9TH
PRICES GOOD WED., SEPT. 3RD THRU TUES., SEPT.

DUNCAN HINES

S15.00 PURCHASE REQUIRED
NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY

LAYER CAKE
MIXES

SCOT LAD

SUGAR

89

5 LB. BAG

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
515.00
WITH
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

REG. $2.69

FLAV-0-RICH

REG. $1.69 - DIET OR REG.

PEPSI, DIET PEP'', PEPSI FREE,
7UP, MT. DEW, R. PEPPER,
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

COKE, SPRITE, TAB,
MELLO YELLO OR

CHIFFON

MARGARINE
1 L$. QUARTERS

PK. 16 OZ.

TWO LITER PLASTIC_

- --IA-41AL

'

woz.49

BUTTER, BUTTERMILK OR

HOMESTYLE

ALL JERSEY,
BANNER
ATHROOM TISSUE COTTAGE CHEESE
REG. NINE ROLL PKG.

NORTHERN

NAPKINS

69

140 CT.

POTATO CHIPS

PRiNdEs

2
1
/

BUGLES
CORN SNACK
REG. OR NACHO

SUNSHINE
KRISPY KRACKERS

PUREX
BLEACH

PRINGLES

59

GAL.

1

LB. BOX99

SHOPPERS CASH SPECIALS
FROZEN
MINUTE MAID

Ytaita

FROZEN FOODS
PET

ORANGE
JUICE
Count,r

CREAM PIES

99c

14 OZ.
A, LEMON
BANAN
ATE,
CHOCOL
COCONUT,

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

6 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

GRADE 'A' EXTRA LARGE

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

•

EGGS
JELL-O

OZ. $'199
GELATIN POPS.,1?VARIET
Y

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASIVICARIR

ORANGE, STRAWBERRY,

WITH ONE FILLED
"HOPPERS CA314 CARD

-4
a-

-01111.

Aka..

-r

12 OZ. CAN

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

COOL WHIP

LYNN GROVE

he

,..11631010.4,

TUf BOUBISLAT

St TIMES
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CIRflT II1ERT Snulncs
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
gONELESS

CHUCK ROAST
$

29

•

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

-

•

TYSON SOUTHERN FRIED OR

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT
•

1 LB. BAG

CARROTS
FRESH BELL

PEPPERS
LOOSE YELLOW

ONIONS
3 LB. BAG JONATHAN

APPLES
VALENCIA

ORANGES
WHITE

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

GRAPEFRUIT

BAKERY
DANISH SNAILS
DILL RYE BREAD
LAST WEEKS NAME:
LORETTA HARLOW
WINNER $200.00

EA.

294

. 16 OZ.90

16 OZ

694

-^.1V-11004.•

e--

111110.”••••

t\ •
"Z.
••••

•
.

-

_
-••••=somprarmraaar -

-

r.•
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•PAY LESS AT PAY LESS•PAY LESS AT PAY LESS•PAY LESS AT PAY LESS
Prices Good
Thru Tuesday
Sept. 9th

PAYLESS
DRUGS

SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

1205

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TCs LIMIT
QUANTITIES

Chestnut St.

MTh

VELCRO.Tea
ek.osurre

4411/A1- ,
POMFOLIO 50111005

MEAD TRAPPER
PORTFOLIO
NOTEBOOK

NOTEBOOK
FILLER PAPER

Vasellne
Inte0SiVe

care

DOUBLE POCKET
BRIEF COVER
NO. 544008

8/$1

$349

2

/
•1

15 Oz. Plus
33% More Free
20 Oz. Bottle

$248

.a • tem Lao/.

ALL NATURAL
FIBRETRIM

METAMUCIL POWDER
A NATURAL FIBER LAXATIVE
•Regular
•Orange
14 Oz.
•Sugar Free
7.4 Oz.

A SAFE AID TO WEIGHT LOSS
100 Tablets
250 Tablets

$488 $359

$759

DOUBLE COUPONS
EVERYDAY
REDEEM YOUR MANuFACTURER S COUPONS VALUED UP TO 50 FOR DOUBLE
VALUE. ANY COUPON FOR MORE THAN 50 WILL BE REDEEMED AT FACE VALUE
ONLY. APPLIES TO ONLY MERCHANDISE CARRIED IN OUR STORE. IF THE DOUBLE
SAVINGS EXCEEDS THE RETAIL VALUE OF THE ITEM ONLY THE RETAIL VALUE WILL BE
REFUNDED. EXCLUDES CIGARETTES, FREE COUPONS AND RETAIL STORE COUPONS.
LIMIT ONE MANUFACTURER'S COUPON PER ITEM.
- -.0

—r—ar7
-1C
.
4

WHITE
RAIN
SHAMPOO

anpummoACAPLETS • ••••
amain...or mums re ewe,
Carieri SOO IN rich

EXTRA STRENGTH
TYLENOL CAPLETS
Extra Pain Relief
Contains No Aspirin
100 Caplets

white
rain

MOUTHWASH
AND
GARGLE
24 Oz. Bottle

WHITE RAIN
CONDITIONER
'Regular
'Extra Body
18 Oz. Bottle

'Regular
•Extra Body
•Condltioning
18 Oz.

99

$497
SCOPE

DEAR DR GOTT - Twenty years
ago I got in a tussle with the county
medical society over "ownership" of
my medical records. My old doctor
retired and turned over his practice
- and my records - to a physician
With whom I did not feel secure. He
refused to send my records to the doctor I selected, although he did offer to
let me transcribe them.
The medical society likened my rein
cords to a "professional tool
much the same respect as the stethoscope" and said it was not incumbent
on a doctor to transfer the files. A column of yours said that, nowadays, this
was not normal practice and was unethical. So what has changed doctors'
minds in 20 years?
DEAR READER - To my knowl-

is usually a sign of anxiety. Repeated
manipulation Orth-Vhaiirtan cause
thinning and breakage. Once the behavior is stopped. the hair returns to
its normal condition Although your
son probably will outgrow the habit
- as his pediatrician predicts - you
might want to address the possible
causes of tension and stress thatcould,
be contributing to the problem
DEAR DR. GOTT - Two years ago
I started to have pain in the right bicep. The pain is constant and nagging,
and it has progressed to the tricep and
deltoid muscles, One doctor says it's
arthritis, but my joints don't hurt. Naprosyn did help. I'm a 63-year-old female and would appreciate your
advice.
DEAR READER - You might
have developed a low-grade tendon or
muscle inflammation from overuse
As we get older, these tissues tend not
to heal as quickly as they do when
we're young. I doubt that your pain is
from arthritis. Check with an orthopedic specialist for confirmation.
Dr. Gott's new Health Report on
CALORIE-WISE COOKING offers
menus, recipes and hints on reaching
and maintaining ideal weight. For
your copy. send $1 and your name and
address to P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland,
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to mention
the title.
0 Mt NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

white
rain

GOO GOO
CLUSTERS

9

of the responsibilities of ting were supposed to do and the quality of educaboard members before once they were in of- tion in the school
the November elections. fice,'' said Mary district."
Keller said last week
"They felt the public Cohron, the associawould vote more in- tion's president and the he hoped to conduct
telligently if they chairwoman of the workshops in 25 to 30
understood what the Bowling Green Board of communities before the
Nov. 4 elections.
people they were elec- Education.
"It's really a voter
"People have different expectations of educatIon effort," he
us," she said of the said. "Our idea is if you
school boards that get enough people lit up
oversee districts in 60 about something in a
cities and all 120 community, sooner or'
later it's going to make
counties.
"They get us mixed—a-difference."
The associati611 also
up with school ad-.
ministraters-and think hopes to-Improve_ comthat we hire and fire munications between
people. Technically we board members and
have final approval, but. their constituents, said
we're not involved in the Mrs. Cohron.
At the workshops, the
I—Way-to-day running of
school board association
511e schools."
For ale last two shows a short filmstrip
weelcs,Executive Direc- and passes out
tor David Keller and brochure's that outline
---other association duties and responleaders have conducted sibilities of board
workshops on school members.
Keller said the public
boards at gatherings of
civic groups and education effort would
chambers of commerce. continue with
-It's been my concern workshops during
and my board's concern school board election
that people really don't years.
If the workshops also,
know what school
boards are all about," end up inspiring more
Keller said. "We felt it people to seek election
was important to to school boards,he said
educate people, at least he would consider that a
in a small way, that benefit.
"People are starting
there is a direct link between the quality of to see how important
school board members schools are to a cont.
munity," Mrs. Cohron
said, "and school board
f
Wal-Mart Seiis for Less • MO Mari Sears for Les • Vr',I M
members want them to
realize how important
boards are to the
process."

Please Be
Patient

We've begun our carrier delivery in Calloway
County2Me are very
_excited _about giving, all
OUT county subscribers
same day delivery.
Please be patient and
work with us to ensure
everyone gets their
paper.
If you have any questions call 753-1916.
• Wal-Mari Sells tor Less •

EB

4woilIMON
,
PLANTER
.— •—

CANDY BARS
Single Bars
$2.00 Value

$259 5

Campaign begun to inform voters
of board members' responsibilities
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - In response to
requests from local
members, the Kentucky
School Boards Association has lauched a
public information campaign to inform voters

etamucilJ

VASELINE
INTENSIVE
CARE
(,11M LOTION
RIM
E

The ins and outs
of medical records

edge, doctors haven't changed their
minds. We always have believed that
it is unethical to refuse transfer of
medical records to another doctor
Many doctors prefer not to send
original records, however, because of
a legal consideration: If brought to
court in a malpractice action, the doctor would need the records as evidence to defend himself. As a result.
doctors usually will send copies of
their records. This is entirely appropriate and provides all the information that a new doctor would require.
I think-it's important to remember
the distinction between "records" and
"information." The actual records
are the doctor's property. they constitute proof of diagnosis and treatment.
However, the information contained
in the records should be promptly
available to the patient's physician of
choice. I'm sorry if I confused you
when I referred to "records- in a previous column; I meant either the original or its facsimile.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My 4-year-old
has a habit of twirling the hair on the
top of his head with his thumb and
forefinger. The problem is that the
hair in that area has become loose and
falls out. We keep him in crewcuts
now, but the minute the hair gets long
enough, he starts all over again, His
pediatrician says he'll outgrow the
habit. Is this a common habit in children? How can we handle it?
DEAR READER -, Hair twirling

With Velcro Closure

•

'Regular Rule
*Collage Rule
.1 200 Sheets
Limit 2 Please

Peter
Gott, M.D.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Limit one (1) check per family. You assume the risk of lost or delayed mail. NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. Limit one special package per subject Black
and white backgrounds and special effects portraits NOT available in advertised
package. Poses our selection
Shooting
Days/Dates: Thurs. through Mon.,

GrandPat
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Sept. 4th-Sept. 8th

nts

Photographer Hours: Thurs. & Mon. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641
North

Property
owners
question
blasting
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.
(AP) - A spokesman
for Brown Badgett
Inc.'s Sugar Creek Mine
says efforts are being
made to answer complaints from nearby
residents that legal
blasting at the mine is
damaging their homes.
Buzz Riggins, a
spokesman for Brown
Badgett's parent company, Diamond Shamrock of Lexington,
said part of the problem
is a seam of rock or coal
that runs through the
ground under the mine
and a Central City subdivision and amplifies
the blasts.
Several property
owners in the secluded
Muhlenburg County
neighborhood less than
a mile from the mine
say their homes cannot
withstand the
vibrations.
Herbert Napier and
his wife, Mary Lou, said
the cracks in their basement, carport, garage
and outside bricks prove
their home is taking a
beating.
"We don't want to
shut them down,"
Napier said of the mine
that employs 90 people.
"What we want them to
do is to turn the blasting
down so we can live with
it and they can do their
work"

THE MURRAY LLDGER k TIMES

New Zion Church raises moreihan
,000 to support mission in Africa
B) TERRY M.SILLS,
Director of Bilpaloaa
Blood Riser Baptist Association

It was time for our
World Mission Conference and the missionaries were arriving
from many parts of the
country. Among them
was Ben Hess, Southern
Baptist Missionary to
Kenya. Ben works in the
Malinda area of Kenya.
As Ben • moved from
church to church, he
touched the hearts of
our people, especially
our Associational
Brdtherhood Director,
Jim Shaw, then pastor
of Zion's Cause Baptist
Church.
The Rev. Shaw got a
vision of our association
raising $4,000 to provide
the materials to construct a church building
in the area where the
Hess family works.
• While Ben was with us
for the World Mission
Conference, Shaw made
a video recording
through the .television
ministry of Briensburg
Baptist Church to be
shown later over ACTS.
The video tape was used to share the idea at
the Brotherhood
meeting in February.
Each church was asked
to receive a love offering and as you can see
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Carter movinginto new Atlanta Offices
ATLANTA (AP) — Former President Jimmy Carter has begun moving into his new office in the
$27 million Carter Presidential Center near downtown.
The first presidential library was completed for Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1940. Carter's is
scheduled to open on his 62nd birthday, Oct. 1.
There will be 26 million library papers and a museum. From his new office, Carter will command several organizations established to continue fighting for his causes: human rights, the environment, and resolution of international conflicts.
"I did not want a monument tome," Carter said of the 30-acrecomplex at Copenhill, from where
Union Gen. William T. Sherman viewed tbe Battle of Atlanta.

To the hottest,freshest
breakfasts under
the morning sun

SANDWICHES
•HOT
BREAKFASTPUTTERS
•CRISPY
FRENCH TOMEI(

OFFERING PRESENTED — Bill Kaufman, second right, Brotherhood
Director of Kentucky Baptist Convention, receives checks for special offer.
ings received for work in Kenya, Africa, from Jimmy Slack and Donald
Lane, left, laymen from New Zion Baptist Church, and Herschel Morgan,
right, treasurer of Blood River Baptist Association.
many of them respond- association in this effort
ed, for we went over our by giving an additional
goal and raised $4,242.31.
The two checks were
$5,392.17.
In the process of pro- given to Bill Kaufman,
moting the Blood River Kentucky Baptist ConBrotherhood Mission vention Brotherhood
Project, a layman from Director, during our
the New Zion Baptist, August Mission Board
Church in our associa- meeting by our association, got a vision too. tional treasurer,
Jimmy Slack challeng- - Herschel Morgan, and
ed his church to raise Layman Slack from
$4,000 on their own New. Zion Baptist
which they did and even Church. The Rev. Mike
more. They joined the Littrell is pastor of New

Zion Church.
The $4,000 will build a
24' x 40' building out of
stone with concrete
floor and a sheet metal
roof.
The funds may be used to provide a building
in Kilifi where a work
was' started in 1983
through an adult
literacy class; or in.
TezoMaweni where the
people gather under a
cashew tree and has had
rapid growth since 1984.

4

Our
Breakfast
Served
With
Homemade
Biscuits
COUPON

Platter
I t'
i
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Eight MSUstudems receive scholarships
Ala., is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas 0. Williams. She is
a sophomore math major.
Perdew, of Hickory, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hayes.
He is a freshman math major.
Imes, of Murray, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Imes. She is a sophomore
math major.
Stephanie Williams, of Wingo,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Howard. She is a
freshman math computer
Acience mVor.
Back.,_of Dawson SpringS.
the son of Mr. aimilitis. Philip D. — The department of math sponBack. He is a freshman math
sors the scholarship and raises
major.
the money through the sale of
Bailey, of Greenville, is the. the Introduction of College
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mathematics textbook. The texFranklin Bailey. She is a
tbook was written by Gary Jones
freshman math major.
and Wadi Mahfoud, both proKaren Williams, of Valley, fessors at Murray State.
Murray State University has
selected eight students to
receive a $300 math department
scholarship. They are: Kelly
Castleberry, Michael Russ
Back, Tammy Bailey, Karen
Williams, Patrick Perdew, Molly Imes, Stephanie Williams and
Jennifer Howard.
Castleberry; of Calvert City, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald R. Castleberry. She is a
sophomore math major.

The scholarship is presented
to freshmen and may be continued through the sophomore
year if the student retains a
minimum _3.0 grade point
average.
The scholarship is administered by the Murray State
University Foundation.

Philly
Beef

Breakfast
style, choice of meat 1 • -.1„
& potato;coke

81

_

COUPON

COUPON

Regular
Roast
Beef

Best
Breast
Chicken
Sandwich

Low Calories
- --High On.
Taste

$ 1 49

Expires Sept. 24, 1986

Expires Sept. 24, 1986

Expires Sept. 24, 1986

)
Expires Sept. 24, 1986

Deatt,
By Abigail Van Buren
C 1986 by Universal Press Syndicate

Women's Baldness Is Beautiful
In the Eyes of One Young Man
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter
from the young woman who lost all
her hair permanently due to a
condition called alopecia. I also was
surprised to learn there was an
organization that gives help and
support to such people.
That woman should know that
not all men would find her unattractive when she removes her wig.
There are men who think bald
women beautiful! I am one.
I am a male, late 20s, normal in
every way, and for some reason I
find bald women attractive. So far
my search for my dream girl has
been unsuccessful, but I really
would like to marry a girl who
would keep her head shaved perfectly smooth. Since few would
agree to do this (even if she'd agree
to shave it once, she'd probably
wind up growing it back sooner or
later), I would love to meet a
permanently bald woman with a
pretty face and warm smile.
Remember, beauty is in the beholder's eye, and just because
society set one standard of what is
beautiful, that does not mean
everyone has to conform to it.
Smooth legs are sexy, so why
shouldn't a smooth head be the
same?
So, if any of you bald girls out
there go shopping, or just out for a
walk — leave your wig at home,
How else are men like me going to
know you have no hair? Of course,
not all women look good bald, but if
her face is pretty, and she has a nice
smile, expressive eyes, and ears that
don't stick out, she's my idea of a
beauty.
BALD IS BEAUTIFUL
IN NEW JERSEY

this small town know how concerned I am.
STILL WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: The chances are very small, but if I were
you, I would assume nothing
and take no chances. Now I
have a question: Why haven't
you asked your family physician that question? A woman
your age should have an annual
Pap smear, which would be the
ideal time to inquire. See your
doctor at once.
•• *
DEAR ABBY:I am writing to you
regarding a family matter. Recently
I discovered that a maternal aunt
married her uncle — her husband
being the brother of her mother.
This took place over 60 years ago.
Everyone in the family tried to
cover up this mess, but I am all for
uncovering the truth.
Wouldn't such a marriage be
outlawed today? What about their
children who are my cousins?
Wouldn't they be illegitimate if such
a marriage is unlawful? And don't
such close blood marriages breed
idiots, blood diseases and the like?
If my cousins are illegitimate,
wouldn't any wills and trusts be
declared null and void?
Please print the facts.
CAN OF WORMS IN FLORIDA

DEAR CAN: You can judge for
yourself whether or not your
cousins are idiots. I urge you to
consult a Florida lawyer for the
answers to your questions concerning legitimacy and inheriDEAR B IS B: What a refresh- tance. Laws differ from state to
ing attitude. Thank you for state.
sharing it.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My .^..,,,etion is
short and sweet. What are the
chances for a 54-year-old woman
who has not had a period in almost
three years getting pregnant?
Please answer in the newspaper
as I'd rather not have anyone in

We treat heart transplants.
Leaving behind remembered places and
familiar faces is one of life's toughest
realities. You feel so lost and lonely in
strange new surroundings. You're heart
sick.
If you have just moved to Murray and
are trying to settle into a new life, here's a
thought. What better place to begin than
with a sympathetic, concerened church
family?

services.
Together we can get to the heart of your
problem.

The First Christian Church

•••

(To get -Abby's booklet, "How to be

The First Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) has a program for nearly
everyone -of every age and interest. The
only thing we don't have that we should is
you. But that can be remedied quite
easily. Your new life can begin next
Sunday when you join us in worship

North of the square on Fifth Street
• ;—.40e-t.-,-

- -

4

Dr. Davirt C Roos, Minister

Popular: You're Never Too Young or
Too Old," send a check or money order
for $2.50 and a long, stamped (39
cent), self-addressed envelope to:
Dear Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif, 909314.1

4110111.•

•••

It

4

_

•
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We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!
Quality Mufflers
'Most American Cars

s 1995

Installed

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
514 S 12th

Estb 1956

753175O

•

Adowa-Grandparenf project of school
ASHLAND. Ky. (AP)
n! First-graders at
Poage Elementary
School already know
what grandmothers are
for — spoiling kids
rotten.
And thanks to the
school's new Adopt-aGrandparent program.
which matches groups
of students with older
folks in the community,

all will get the chance to
be doted an a,nd adored.,
this year.
"The first question I ,
got from my group of
students was, 'Are you
going to spoil us?'"said
Aletha Osborne, 58. "I
told them, 'Yes, that's
what grandmothers are
for.'
Mrs. Osborne has one
granddaughter, who
lives in South Carolina.
"These will be my
substitutes while she is
away," Mrs Osbprne
said.
For Hazel Bailey, 62,
the program is an even
bigger thrill. Mrs.
Bailey. who retired as
an art teacher at Verity
Middle School last year,
has no grandchildren of
her own

At the end of the ses"These will be my
grandchildren." she sion, many of them —
said. "I hope to do some with sticky hands and
of the things I would do faces from the frozen
if I had some of my own. pops — showed their
I would like to tell them gratitude with hugs and
stories. buy them things kisses for their new
and spoil them rotten." grandmothers.
Through the program,
Mrs. Bailey, Mrs.
Osborne and Irene the substitute grand-Starkey visited their parents will visit the
new grandchildren for school every two weeks
the first time last week, for an hour to read to the
bringing boxes of frozen children, help them with
art lessons and do other
pops and lots of love.
With a grandmother things that grandat the head of the table, parents do so well. For
the children sat in the next session; Mrs.
groups of about eight, Bailey plans to biing an
talking about summer -ice cream maker and
vacations, pets, televi- show the students how
sion shows and anything to make ice cream.
"I got the idea after
else that came to mind.
The children seemed reading about a similar
to like the idea of getting program years ago,"
said Karen Bailey,
spoiled.

Hazel Bailey's daughter
who has taught first
grade at the .school for
12 years. "I just decided
it would be fun and it
would be a good learning experience."
Karen Bailey said the
program is designed to
'help the children and
the visiting grandparents, and she hopes
to get more volunteers
as the project picks up.
"I think they will give
me more than I will give
them," Mrs. Osborne
saidof her
participation.
Mrs. Starkey, 60, who
has three grandchildren
of her own, agreed.
"I thoroughly enjoyed
it. I'll get a lot of love
out of it. I can see that
right noW."
k

Dentist talks about his practice
LEXINGTON, Ky.

tistry and in dentists
during his half-century
In the profession.
For a time in the
1940s, Lee was the only
black dentist in Lexington. Later, many
black dental students
worked as apprentices
In his office on the way
to establishing their own
practices.

(AP) — When Dr. J.C.

Lee opened his dental
practice in 1934, there
weren't many patients
'coming'nand those that
did weren't particularly
Interested in keeping
their teeth.
Because of the
Depression, Lee said,
patients "weren't concerned about anything
To show their apbut taking their teeth
out" because they could preciation, about 20 of
not afford proper dental his former students,
friends and colleagues
care.
"They didn't want to were in Lexington to atsave their teeth, but as tend a weekend banquet
time went on, they got for Lee at the Watt
so they wanted to keep Regency Hotel, which
was built on the site
them," he said.
Lee, who retired in where his first office
1985, has seen a wide was located.
"We wanted to let Dr.
range of changes in den-

Large Capicity
Washers
Heavy Duty
Clothes Dryers
$269
LE5650XM
$299
LE 5750
$319
LE5720XP
LE7685XP
LE9805SP

LA5311XP
IA5380XP
LA5591XP
IA7680XP

$359
$369
$409
$439

IA9800XP

$569

$329
$449

Lee know that we appreciated him letting us
into his office to get experience," said Dr. Carrie Brawn, who practices in Lexington.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Lois N. Workman
Mrs. Lois Naomi
Workman, 93, died
Tuesday at 2:05 p.m. at
Calvert City Convalescent Home. She had
been ill for about 14
years.
She was preceded in
death by her husband,
Amos Workman, on
May 29, 1972; two

Stock Market

Chest & Upright
Freezers
$279
EHO6OFXL
EH150CXL
EH180FXP

$369
$529

EV150CXR

$439

-01.27
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Dean Foods
13%B 13%A
Dollar Gen. Store
68% +1
2
/
Exxon
2 -%
1
58/
Ford
34% .%
OAF
701/2 -1/4
General Motors
75 -11/4
Inc.
GenCorp,
39% 4-1
2
/
Goodrich
34% inic.
Goodyear

Electric Range
RF3020XP
RF3165XP
RF3365XP
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$439
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$539
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Overnight Trans.
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Texaco
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U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
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4
/
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BETTY BOSTON

WOODMAN BUILDING

JACK UDDBERG

300 MAPLE STREET

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

PAT GOSSUM

753.33

Something Big It About To Happen!

LNICIPF
Portable &
Undercover

NOTICE TO ALL PATIENTS OF
NORMAN A. PARROTT, M.D.
All future appointments will be
honored by hisformer partner Gary
L. McMillan, M.D. Board Certified
Dermatologistin practice since 1975
at 2315 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Office Hours fly Appointment
(502) 443-2471

Dishwashers
DP3880XR $379
Refrigerators
ET18NlaR$579

rs
$459

ET19TKXL$659
ET2AAKXL$719

DP3000XR $399
DP6000XR $449
DU2900XM $339
DU5004XM $4

ET22Z1001$779

Microwaves
MW1000XP
Room Air Conditioners
A00052XM
Al0752XM
AC1404XP
AC1804XP
3C2104XM
AC2504XM

$259
$359
$539
$539

MW3200XP
MW8200XR
MW8400XR

Up To
24 Months
To Pay
•
Toll
Free
Customer
Service

laWilson Real Estate
— Were Growing With Murray —

Are you thinking about selling your •xlsting home or purchasing a new one? Walt
no longer. Interest rates are down and now Is the time to turn things over.
For all your reel estate needs, contact the professionals at Wilson Real Estate.
At Wilson Real Estate, we realize that you are our business.

$699

daughters, Mts. Gracie
Lee Mather ill 1957 and
Mrs. Lena Nell Pool in
1970; three sisters, Mrs.
Ola Burkeen, Mrs: Euple Hook and Miss
Goldia Hopkins; and
four brothers, • Hallet,
Amos, Jack and Milton
Hopkins.
Mrs. Workman as a
member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church:
Born Sept. 2, 1893. in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Levi Hopkins and
Laura Smith Hopkins.
Survivors-include one
daughter, Mrs. Isola
Billington Everingham,
Talmadge, Ohio; three
gfandchildren, Mrs. Billy (Cyndy)Carrot, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Bobby Joe Billington, Marysville,
Ohio, and Mrs. Patty
Nell Miller, Los
Angeles, Calif.; three
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle
Hopkins, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Leonard (Dell)
Crawford and Mrs. Oc.tie Allen Lindsey,
Murray.
Also surviving are
seven greatgrandchildren, Kim
Carroll, Patti Carrot,
Debbie. Sykora, Mark
Billingtop,Rollie Miller,
Scott Miller and Teri
Lee Miller Berrias;
three great-greatgrandchildren, James
Robert Sykora, Bethany
Jo Billington and Kellie
Renee Berrias.

--Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of
the funeral and burial
arrangements.

Rupert
Sanders
Services for Rupert
'Sanders were today at
10 a.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel. The Rev. Paul
Bankley officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was
pianist and solpist.
Pallbearers were
Jimmy Alton, David
Alton, Kenneth White,
Rick Altman, Dean
Cherry and Don Cherry.
Burial was in Bethel
CeiONtery.
Mr. Sanders, 92, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday at 8:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs.
Herbert Alton and Mrs.
William Cherry; eight
grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

$719

Broker, Wayne B. Wilson
315 W. Broadway
Mayfi•ld, Ky.
247-3711
Phil Viniard
f

Downtown Fulton
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
Jackie Powell
Main & Franklin
Cadiz, Ky.
522-6377
Mark Thweatt

REALTOR

Bob Hargrove 435-4594
Diane Boyd

753-5086 •

Sales Associates

759-1542

Kim Wilson

753-5086

Pat Armstrong

436-2333

NOTICE
We Haul White
Coldwater Gravel
am1 Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVA
Mechanically removed
24" Deep
Free Estimates

Virginia Bolen

•

iwoommmoninisqlowoompogrimigionpisammaglipt.-4--.,..
•

MLS

753-3263

MW8500XR
MW8600XR

Lee, a native of Versailles, graduated from
the University of
Louisville and Meharry
Medical College in
Nashville, Tenn.

753-5970

Joyce Betsworth

Teddy Cohoon

753-2813

436-2308

Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
Or

435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

A

Buy a new home without a down payment.

Americans drive faster than 55, but oppose limit change
NEW YORK (AP) — A rn.ajority of Americans oppose raising the 55 mph speed limit,
although Most drivers admit to
frequently ignoring it, according
to a Media General-Associated
•
Press poll.
In the nationwide telephone
poll of 1,365 adults, 85 percent
said they had 'exceeded the
federally-mandated limit, and
56 percent of them said they did
so at least half of the time.
But 54 percent of the
respondents opposed changing
the speed limit, while 44 percent
wanted it raised, and 1 percent
wanted it lowered. One-percent
wasn't sure.

Most of those who wanted an
increase said 65 mph would be
ideal.
Not surprisingly, slower
drivers were more likely than
faster drivers to oppose changing the highway speed limit.
Eight in 10 of those who rarely
exceeded 55 mph opposed a
change, while the speeders were
evenly split on the issue.
In the West, where 55 mph can
feel like a crawl along empty
stretches of endless highway, a
56 percent majority favored increasing the speed limit. Only 35
percent of Easterners, 39 percent of Midwesterners and 47
percent of Southerners favored

The owner is offering to finance the down
payment on a newer 2-story home. A var4ety of
terms are available, including an interest rate of
only 83/4 percent.

before the President's position
was announced.
If states don't adequately enforce the speed limit, they risk
losing part of their federal
highway_baLdf. The gouernment
cheeks, compliance, and states
where more than 50 percent of
drivers exceed the limit could
lose bighway money.
Respondents in the Media
General-Associated Press poll
included a random, scientific
sampling of 1,365 adults across
the country June 20-28. As with
all sample surveys, the results
of Media General-AP telephone
polls can vary from the opinions
of all Americans.

an increase.
The 55 mph speed limit was
imposed by Congress in 1974 as a
fuel conservation measure
following the Middle East oil
embargo. But with gasoline supplies plentiful and prices low,
there has been an increased effort to have it repealed.
Earlier this month, President _
Reagan endorsed in principle•
'
the repeal of the nation's 55 mph.
speed limit to allow states to set
their own speed laws. The issue
Is politically important in the
West, where seven Republican
senators are seeking re-election
in November. The AP-Media
General poll was conducted
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This 4 bedroom- home is extremely energy
efficient and priced well below replacement cost.
It's a real bargain with amicable financing terms.

Loretta Joh, Realtors

••••••••••..-.

Mr
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We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities!

Prices Good Noon
9-03-86 Thru
Noon 9-10-86.

We. Accept Food Stamps
And WIC Vouchers

-:•.1&1*r

Football Favorites!

Hyde Pork Pure Cane

ar'
SugBag

al
Cor5nLb.Me
Bag

Coffeemate
Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Flav-o-rich Light
Sprite, Tab or
1/ Gallon Carton
2
Limit 4. $769
Aiello yello
Milk

viol
#

Potato Chips
Fluffy Hamburger
or Hot Dog
Mix or Match,

Bons

Bush's Showboat
75 Oz. Can

Pork & Beans
Hidden Valley Original
8 Oz. Bottle

Ranch

Prairie Farms

76 Oz. Carton_

2/ 7
$

DELI

Ice Cream

1"Bologna

Ivory Dishwashing
22 Oz. Bottle

In; Ham

Pie Shells

69'Cheese Sauce

& Cheese

St

Michigan Freestone

$f
Lb
Lb.

V

$76
t

Damsons

Lb. 49f
2 Box $6.98)
1
(30 Lb. Box $13.49 /
Fancy Freestone
.

Peaches

Kentucky Gold

Liquid.

79'
109

PRODUCE

)

Field's All Meat

New Green

'2"

than,
Cabbagecro
NNew pjoJonathan,

0
th. 69
25'
Lb.

Loafe,Lb.
A Red or Golden Delicious
Cok
$139
Mustard Style
3/9fic 2 Liter
0 f
Bag
3-Lb,
s
Potato Salad....Lb. Of Apple
7 ,Coke, Diet
Medium Yellow
.
Creamy
or
Tab
Sprite,
lie
Yib. Bag
Onions
Lb
Slaw
Cole
Mello Ye&
7

Round Steak.... Lb.
Round Steak

Lb.

Family Pack

Round
Steak
159
Lb

Spare Ribs

$179

Pork Chops
Reelfoot

U.S.D.A. Choice Top

Ground Round

I

Fresh Country Pork
Lb.

890

Bryan Smoked

U.S.D.A. Choice Bottom

U.S.D.A.
Choice

$159

0
69

'
89

99

977

Country Hams..Lb.

a

t R10 Oz. Pkg.
eitz

Green Giant 70 Oz.
Carrots in $
Broccoli,

Bake

Clifty Farms-Sliced Free

a

Banquet Asst. Flavors
11 Oz. Box

Parker's Finest

$189 Prairie Farms Asst. flavors Gallon Pail
.

Steak Sauce

7 89
99,TV Dinners
99C d Ham

•

Buy a sackful! for the games!

(FROZEN FOODS)

(

Cottage Cheese

70 Oz. Bottle A-7

Free Fountain Coke
9-5 Friclay-& Saturday Only

With $13 or more additional
purchase excluding dairy:
tobacco & drinks on special.

Carnation Coffee Creamer
77 Oz. Jar
$

Asst. Flavors 2 Oz. Bag

/

89

89
So-Good

Hot Dogs

5 L57

Sunflower Self-Rising

76 Oz. 8 Bottle Carton
With Bottles or Deposit

Plump Juicy

$789
I

$f89
Lb.

I

269
Lb. $

89'

Wieners.. .12 Oz. Pkg.
2 Oz. Box
/
Rudy Farms 91

Sausage & Biscuits

ARKER'
UPER MARKET

$779
Fresh Cut

Leg
Quarters

8Lb.
--M.Lgr- I

•
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Three states primary election results given

t
P.

By MIKE SILVERMAN
AP Writer
John Lewis upset
fellow civil rights leader
Julian Bond in a
Democratic runoff for
Congress from Georgia,
while voters in Florida
and Nevada set the
stage for long-expected
clashes over key Senate
seats.
In Florida,
Republican Sen. Paula
Hawkins will face
Democratic Gov. Bob
Graham, after each
defeated a primary foe
Tuesday. In Nevada,the
seat of retiring
Republican Sen. Paul
Laxalt will be the prize
for Democratic Rep.
Harry Reid or former
Rep. Jim Santini, a
Democrat who converted to the GOP.
Party leaders see both
races as crucial to
Democratic hopes of
regaining control of the
Senate from
Republicans, who now
hold a 53-47 edge.
Nevada and Florida
also had primaries for
governor. Gov. Dick
Bryan of Nevada easily
gained the Democratic

nomination to a second
term, and will face state
Treasurer Patty Catferata, who won a five.
wayGOP race.
Florida voters did not
give a majority to any
candidate for governor,
setting up Sept. 30
runoffs between former
Tampa Mayor Bob Martinez and former Rep.
Louis Frey on the
Republican side and
former state Rep. Steve
Pajcic against Attorney
General Jim Smith for
the Democrats.
The major surprise of
the day was the victory
in Georgia's 5th District
by Lewis, a former
Atlanta city councilman. He had finished
second in the seven-way
Aug. 12 primary with 35
percent of the vote,
while Bond captured 47
percent. But Lewis
fared better among
white voters and now
stands to become
Georgia's first black
congressman since Andrew Young.
Final returns showed
Lewis with 34,548 votes
Or 52 percent to Bond's
32,170 votes or 48

Agreement on cleanup
may be found this week

--

MORGANTOWN, Ky. Rockwell International
(AP) - An agreement if it does not agree this
week to pay a substanbetween state officials
fine and clean up its
tial
Rockwell
the
Inter,
and
national plant in -plant and Mud River.
Russellville on the
cleanup of two contaminated waterways
Federal State Market News See.
could come this week,
vide September 3, 1986
officials said.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Mike Helton, commis- Market Report Includes 6 Buying
sioner of the state Stations
Receipts: Act. 1061 Est. 700 Bar
Department for En- rows & Gilts 1.09 higher Sows under
vironmental Protection, 50S lbs. .50 higher over 500 lbs
s2.11-s3.00 higher.
met with officials in US 14 220450 lbs.
962.90-62.15
some 62.50
Butler County on Tues1641.M1-112.00
1-2 sal-no lbs.
day. Butler -Crotinty US
161-50-62.00
US 2-3 220-2.50 lbs.
110.50-41.50
Judge-Executive David US 3-4 250270 lbs.
.
Sows
Martin said Helton in- US 1-2 270.350
153.00-55.00
lbs.
153.00.55.00
dicated the agreement US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
155.90-56.50
lbs.
450.500
1-3
US
is expected
954.5051.50
US IS Over 500 lbs.
Helton said Tuesday US 3-3 300-500 lbs.
$51.00-53.00
the state will sue Boars 144.00-47.00

Hog market

percent.
Despite the rancor
that developed in the
campaign, Lewis said
the two men "are gonna
talk, we will shake
hands, the wounds will
heal."
Bond said he called to
offer support to Lewis,
who now faces . journalist Portia Scott, winner of a GOP runoff in
the district that has not
sent a Republican to

Something Big Is About To Happen!

Congress in over a ago and hope it carries
us into November."
century.
In the race to succeed
In Florida, Mrs.
Hawkins, sidelined Graham, Martinez pollmuch of the spring by ed 45 percent of the
neck and back surgery, Republican vote. But
turned back Ocean Frey, far back at 29 perRidge Mayor -Jon cent, was not about to
Larsen Shudlick. She give up.
said hes strategy
against Graham would
In Nevada, Reid won
be "to work as hard as the Democratic Senate
we can each day and nomination with 81.5
build on tile momentum percent- of- the vote
that started a-few weeks against Manny Beals.

THE ACES®
"He never is alone that is accompanied with noble thoughts."
- Beaumont and Fletcher.

There is only one way to play today's diamonds if the suit is looked
at by itself. It's another story when
the suit is considered as part of the
entire hand.
The diamond suit rather than the
Club suit holds the key to today's
game. There is no way to bring in
enough club winners without relinquishing the lead. In diamonds,
there is a possibility.
In a different setting, the best
way to play the diamonds would be
to cross to dummy and lead a low
diamond back to the jack. If this
held, the king would follow, and
then another lead to dummy would
run the suit. This plan would require
not only Q-x or Q-x-x with East, but
also a second side-suit.. entry in
dummy.
Since declarer has only one outside entry to dummy, the diamonds
must be played in a different way.
After South wins the second spade
lead with his king, he cashes the diamond king and then runs the jack.
Whether West covers or not, the
game is cinched-Fast drops an
obliging .10 of diamonds and South
takes six diamond winners without
losing the lead or the game.
True, this plan needs some good
luck (Q-10 doubleton in either hand
or 10-x with East). However, given
a choice between a lucky break and
a hopeless cause, it's always better
to bet on luck.

-

•K J
•A9 7.6 3
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:

1+
2•
3 NT

BEL-AIR DECOR
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

BOBBY WOLIF

9-3-A
NORTH
•7 6 3
•8
•A 9 8 7 4 2
416 K 8 5
EAST
WEST
4A Q J 84
•9 52
•Q4 2
•J 9 7 5 3
•10 5 "
*Q6 3
•J 10 2
4Q 4
SOUTH
•K 10
11 A K

South

LIVICIPF

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
1•
3,
Pass

East
14
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Spade nine
BID WITH THE ACES

Carpet Sale
Starts Sept. 1
All Month Long
All Carpet On Sale Now!
Free Installation
20 Yds. or More
Buy. your4Carpet Now and Save.

Wallpaper Sale
A Large Selection
of Books

9-3-B

South holds:

4111 AQJ8 4
11Q 4 2
*10 5
4J10 2
North South
14
VP?
2*
ANSWER: Two hearts. Prefer

30% off

hearts to diamonds and root for
partner to bid again.
Send bridge question' to The Aces, PA. Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addregosil,
stamped eovelope for reply.
Copyright, 1004, United linatwii Iyogionn

At Parker Ford For A Limited Time Only!

IOW

Good Through October 8, 1986
Escort/EXP Manual Trans.
(Excludes G.T.)
Escort/EXP, Auto. Trans
Tempo Manual Trans.
Tempo Auifit Trans.
Mustang Manual Trans.
Mustang Auto. Trans.
Mustang SVD
Thunderbird (non-Turbo
Coupe)
Thunderbird Turbo Coupe
Ranger Manual Trans.
Ranger Auto. Trans.
Bronco 11 Manual Trans.
Bronco ft Auto. Trans.
F-150 Manual Trans.
F-150 Auto. Trans.
F-250 Manual Trans.
F-250 Auto. Trans.
F-350 Manual Trans.

;CM HI I;,, I US
I. AN RI (1St

In

AS DOWN
NT OP PAID
(
HMI FI

2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

5.9
5.9
6.9
5.9
5.9
5.9

2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

5.9
5.9
6.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
6.9
5.9
5.9
5.9

Get 'em While They're Hot

Hours
8 in to 6 pill
Mondays through Fridar.
8 o in to 4 p iii
Siilmdays

701 Main Street, Murray, Ky. 42071

t"e
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SPORTS
Says Racers lack enthusiasm

Beamer unhappy
about practice
With three days to go
until the first game,
Frank Beamer is concerned with the amount
of enthusiasm his Murray Stitte Racers have
demonstrated in
practice.
"I thought we---had a
very unenthusiastic
practice yesterday,"
Beamer said. "There
was a lack of concentration and a lack of effort.
We're going to need as

damage suffered in a
knee injury suffered in a
scrimmage last
Wednesday night.
Rudy Mayne, a promising freshman
receiver from Morrow,
Ohio, also will require
arthroscopic surgery on
his knee, which will be
performed Friday.
There was good news
at wide receiver,
though. al. Beamer said
he was pleased with the

7

racer
report

Staff photo tt) Kent Brown

Murray State University head football coach Frank Reamer makes a point
during the Racers' practice Monday afternoon. Beamer has not been pleased with the way his team has practiced this week. He almost had the Racers

practice on Monday night, and he said Tuesday he saw a lack of enthusiasm,
something he feels the Racers must have to beat an improved Southeast
Missouri team Saturday night in Cape Girardeau.

Former No. 1 picks suffer career setbacks

much of that as we can performance of junior
get if we are going to Marc Murray in yesterplayed for Buffalo after
Bynte,tmorWW4Prem
have a chance to beat day's practice.
No. 1 picks in the NFL being the- -Bills' first
"Marc had an ex- draft are usually in- choice in the 1979 draft,
Southeast Missouri on
their home field Satur- cellent practice," troduced with a lot of deciding instead to play
-Beamer said. "He fanfare to packed news in the Canadian Footday night.
-The heat may have caught the ball well, ran conferences every spr- ball League. He returnaffected the players in good routes and ing. The players' profes- ed two years later and
practice yesterday, but presented himself as a sional careers, signed with Cleveland
SEM° will be Wither threat."
however, don't always after they acquired his
Beamer also has been lead to superstardom.
than the heat.
rights in a trade.
._"Our• practice had pleased with the impact
The cutdown day for
Two former No. 1
better pick up con- of moving linebacker picks, Tom Cousineau the 45-man roster limit
siderably today and Wesley'Keene to defen- and Kenneth Sims, suf- was Monday, but rtiW4
sive end.
tommorrow."
fered setbacks to their teams adjusted their
"It's been a good National Football rosters further on TuesMeanwhile, the
medical news on senior move because it's made League careers day. Some players
receiver Chuck Cumm- our whole team Tuesday.
released earlier were
ings is not good. He will stronger,". he said.
Cousineau, who Buf- recalled by teams after
undergo arthroscopic "Now we have three falo made the first pick other players were trad‘sday to starters at the two in the 1979 draft, was ed or placed on injured
surgery Thur
determine the extent of defensive end spots."
waived by the Cleveland reserve.
Coaches also made
Browns after losing his
starting linebacker job. some final decisions
Sims, who missed about what players
most-of the 1988 season would get starting spots
with a broken leg after following preseason batbeing picked No. 1 by tles for jobs.
Lions
New England in 1982,
Coach Darryl Rogers
Boyd then burst was placed on injured
Michael Boyd gained
announced that Eric
202 , yards, and the through a hole opened reserve. He had hoped
Hippie had beaten out
Calloway County eighth by tackle Eddie Relunus to develop into one of the
Ferguson at
Joe
this
linemen
top
NFL's
grade ifootball team and tight end Roger
for the sequarterback
named
after
being
year
opened its season with a Arms and ramthed 99
row.
a
in
year
cond
most
the
Patriots'
third
22-8 win at Fulton City yards for his
Rogers left the door
touchdown of the game. valuable lineman in
Tuesday.
for Ferguson or
Boyd's 202-yard effort
A Brickey run added 1985, but he injured his open
Chuck Long to
rookie
durhip
and
lower
back
came on 11 carries.
the two -point
the starting
into
4.
move
Aug.
on
practice
ing
He set a school record conversion.
later.
job
waived
Browns
The
Fulton City scored
with a 9 9 -yard
"Nothing is etched in
touchdown romp in the with 2:45 left in the Cousineau after trying
the second-year
stone,"
to
trade
tmsuccesfully
third quarter.
-game after tecovering a
said.
coach
NFL
$500,000-aand
his
him
the
at
drive,
punt
fumbled
On its first
Bills
contract.
year
Calloway County show- Calloway 22.
Coach Hank Bullough
Cousineau lost his stared Fulton City it was goThe Bulldogs tried an ting job at inside announced that firsting to dominate the onside kick, but Lee
linebacker to Anthony round draft pick Will
game, as it took the Shouse recovered it.
Griggs, obtained in a Wolford will start at
opening kickoff and held
Besides Boyd's 202 trade with the guard against the New
enthe
on to the ball for
yards, Brickey rushed Philadelphia Eagles. York Jets Sunday but
tire quarter.
for 60 yards on eight Former USFL player refused to say whether
Starting from their carries and Hughron
Kelly, who signed a
own 36-yard-line, the Payne and Randy Swift Mike Johnson will be Jim
$8 million
five-year,
backup.
Griggs'
methodically
Lakers
added 10 yards apiece.
would
start at
contract,
Tom
doubt
no
have
"I
marched down the field,
Quarterback Ryan will play in the NFL and quarterback.
on
scoring
eventually
Dawson completed 2-6 probably --start,"
Boyd's three-yard run passes for 20 yards.
Cleveland Coach Marty
1:45 into the second
Linebacker Lonnie Schottenheimer said.
quarter.
many
Calloway County then Henderson was the "We just had too
the
tackler,
at
leading
Lakers'
players
quality
stopped Fulton City and
with eight tackles and position."
the
at
took possession
two quarterback sacks.
Cousineau's contract
Bulldog 41 after an
Arms, at defensive end, would have to be picked
by
return
punt
11-yard
had five tackles and one up by any team claimBilly Brickey.
sack.
ing him on waivers. As a
later,
plays
Three
The
grade
eighth
vested veteran,
Boyd dashed 38 yards
team plays at North however, he could also
Laker
second
the
for
and
score. A two-point con- Marshall Tuesday opt for free agency
night. The game starts work out his own deal.
made
Boyd
by
version
at 6:30 p.m.
Cousineau never
the score 14-0.
appeared
City
Fulton
to be headed for a
touchdown on its first
drive of the second half,
but Aaron Dugger caused a fumble that Teddy
Delaney recovered at
the Laker 1-yard-line.

Boyd's 202 yards
spark 8th-graders

•

"First of all, Jim Kelly is not our savior," he
said. "He's our leader.
He's not going to step on
that field and
everything is going to
change, everything's
over, now we're going to
start winning.".
The Bills also,signed
veteran linebacker
George Cumby, released earlier by Green
Bay, and Bullough said
he would start at inside
linebacker against the
Jets.
49ers
San Francisco
quarterback Joe Montana threkv only 11
passes in one game during the preseason before
spraining his ankle, but
he pronounced himself
ready for the season
opener.
"I thought it would be
stiff, but it feels good
right now," Montana
said of his heavily taped
right ankle.
Dolphins
Defensive end Doug
Betters ended his 39-day
holdout and Miami
replaced injured defensive back Glenn
Blackwood with his
brother, Lyle, who had
been waived Monday.
Betters, who missed
the entire training
camp, was paid $260,000
last year and originally
asked for a two-year
contract for more than
$700,000. He didn't give
details of the contract
he signed Tuesday, but
said he didn't get what
he wanted from owner
Joe Robbie.
-These days you can

Chainsaw
ICheckup

Earnest Jackson,- a York Giants, was placed
price yourself out of the
game," Betters said. 1,000-yard rusher the on injured reserve with
"Joe didn't move at all. past two years; last a thigh injury and
The owners are in the year's fullback, Michael quarterback Steve
driver's seat • when it. Haddix; and first-round Stankavage and punter
comesto free agency." draft pick Keith Byars Jack Weil were rewill not start. Byars had - signed:
Rams
Denver had placed
Linebacker Steve offseason foot surgery.
Another"' running Stanlca.vage and Weil on
Busick, a three-year
starter for Denver, was back, second-round pick .waiveri Monday. Last
acquired by Los Angeles Anthony Toney, who has year's punter, Chris
to help fill a void left by a sprained ankle, was Norman, was cut last
an injury to Jim Collins. placed on injured week.
Jets
• The Rams also placed reserve.
First-round draft- pick
Broncos
quarterback Dieter
Former All-Pro cor- Mike Haight was placed
Brock on injured
reserve, sidelining him nerback Mark Haynes,
for at least the first four acquired from the New Continued on page 2-B
games.
Vikings
Wayne Wilson, .x,vho
led the New Orleans
,
Saints in rushing last
year with 645 yards, was
acquired by Minnesota
The -Murray State ferenee runner-up
for wide receiver Mike
men's cross squad.
University
Jones. Jones was the
With the loss of All-.
Vikings' second-leading country team opens its
University
the
at
performer William
season
OVC
receiver last season
of Southern Indiana in Jordan, senior Lance
with 48 catches.
Winders (Mansfield,
Veteran running back Evansville Saturday.
On Sept. 20, the Tenn.Henry Co.) will be
Ted Brown and kicker
Chuck Nelson were Racers are competing looked to for leadership.
Joining Winders at the
in the prestigious
recalled from waivers.
InKentucky
of the MSU lineup
top
Western
Packers
Veteran running back vitational in Bowling will be Mike Leveronne
(LouisvilleBishop
Eddie Lee Ivery was Green.
The team's lone home David) who closed the
placed on injured
reserve and Green Bay appearance is on Oct. 11 1985 season with a
claimed wide receiver in the Murray State strong performance in
the OVC meet.
Phil McConkey on Invitational.
After stops in
The entire 1986 cross
waivers from the New
to
Tenn.,
roster is:
Nashville,
country
York Giants.
Keith Abell, junior,
meet Vanderbilt and
Eagles
Coach Buddy Ryan Oxford, Miss., for the Benton; Ed Ginn,
said that Junior Ole Miss Invitational, junior, Du Quoin, Ill.;
Tautalatasi and Mike the Racers travel to Ronnie Hensley, junior,
Waters will be the star- Murfreesboro, Tenn., Madisonville; Todd
ting running backs in for the Ohio Valley Con- Henson, sophomore.
Philadelphia's opener ference championship Benton; Barry Knight.
sophomore, Calloway
with Washington, leav- meet Nov. 1.
Coach Jay Flanagan County; Leveronne;
ing two veterans and a
highly touted rookie on returns all but one run- Trent Lovett, junior,
ner from last year's con- Benton and Winders.
the sidelines.

MSU runners open
season Saturday

Best GMAC Financing
In History

For All Brands

Swedes,
Czechs,
advance
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) Sweden may be the current powerhouse nation
in men's tennis, but
Czechoslovakia has
been more successful in
the U.S. Open.
As for the United
States? Don't ask.
While Swedes Joakim
Nystrom and Stefan
Edberg have advanced
inter The Opaksic---"7.
finals, CzechoslovaksIvan Lendi, Miloslav

We are pleased
to announce that

11111111111/

1141/

1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburator
4. Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter
6. Clean & inspect the bar
7. Inspect oiler
All For Only

Patrick C. Gossum
is now associated
with our firm as an
Investment Broker.

$995

Woodmen Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-3366

Through Sept. 15

-All Seasons
Lawn eLeisure, Inc.

71:t'l
-40-.11 :

1
,
0

Continued on page S-B

205 N. 4th Murray 753-4110

p.
•
4
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A.110
Ammini

A.P.R.
Financing
for 36 months
on all Buicks, Pontiacs,
Oldsmobiles & Cadillacs
in stock.

PURIDOM MOTORS
INCORPORATED
OLDSMOBILE - BUICK - PONTIAC - CADILL-Pr-,,
"Satisfied Customers are our Main Concern"

121 Bypass (Next to MSU Stadium)
1

753-5315

5
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Indians seek second straight win
By RON HINES
SEMO SID
Looking for a second
straight victory, the
Southeast Missouri
State Indians host the
Murray State Racers
Saturday night at 7:30.
The Indians upset
Mississippi College 30-27
in last week's season
opener, as quarterback
Jeff Brown equalled a
SEMO record by tossing
four touchdown passes
while completing.
18-of-32 for 307 yards'.
"It was good to get a
victory in the opener,
especially to come from
. behind late in the game
to win," said SEMO
head coach Bob Smith.
We didn't play as well
as we had hoped, but we
got the .victory and that

is important for us in the
development of a winning attitude."
Murray State proes the Indians with
vies
an even bigger
challenge. The Indians
have met the Division IAA Racers 22 previous
times, with only two victories and a tie in the
series.
The last time the Indians beat MSU was in
1978 when they claimed
a 24-21 win. Last season at Murray, the Racers beat the
Indians 33-25 behind the
running of tailback
Rodney Payne who
rushed for 116 yards on
20 carries.
The Racers jumped to
a 23-7 halftime lead last

season only to have the
Indians bouce back to
get within one point at
26-25.
"Hopefully we won't
wait until the second
half to get started this
year," said Smith. "If
we improve this week
and cut down on our
mistakes, we should be
able to play with the
Racers although they
have to be considered
heavy favorites."
Brown ii3 favorite
target against
Mississippi College was
tight end Rick Aeilts,
who had six catches for
91 yards and two
touchdowns, including
the game-winner with
only 1:41 remaining.
Brian Palmeter had

four catches for 85 yards played well, especially
in the second half,"
and two touchdowns.
"Jeff threw the ball Smith said. "We will
well, but our rushing' need to play better this
game sure left a lot to be week because Payne
desired," Smith said. .and (Bill) Bird are
"We will do a lot of work outstanding backs who
on the ground game this are capable of breaking
week. Anthony Jackson the big play."
The probable starters
and Brian Brumley both
ran hard, but their se- for SEMO are:
Offense
cond efforts actually
resulted in a couple of Tight end - Rick Aeilts,
6-5, 220, Jr.;
fumbles."
The Indians had only Left tackle - Johnnie
one injury in the opener. Gibson, 6-2, 200, Jr.;
Linebacker Andy Meyer Left guard - George
has been sidelined in- Cahili, 6-4, 220, So.;
definitely with a knee in- Center - Dennis
jury. His replacement, Sievers, 6-0, 240, Sr.;
senior Gene Kelsey, who Right guard - Rod
is playing his first year Gulley, 6-4, 261, Sr.;
at linebacker, ended up Right tackle - Rob
leading the Indians in Behrmann, 6-3, 245, Sr.;
Split end - David
tackles with nine.
"I thought our defense Jackson, 6-0, 170, Sr.;
Flanker - Brian
Palmeter, 5-11, 170, Jr.;
Quarterback - Jeff
Brown, 6-3, 195, Jr.;
pullback - Brian
Brumley, 5-10, 225, Sr.;
posed Wendy- Turnbull
Running back - Anof Australia.
thony Jackson, 6-0, 195,
Sr.
Mecir, a relative
Defense
unknown in this country
End - Lance Anderson,
but the 16th seed here,
6-5, 235, Jr.;
beat Wilander for the
Tackle - Dan Monjure,
third time in five
6-0, 230, Jr.;
meetings.
Tackle - Anthony
"He makes you feel Dailey, 6-3, 270, Jr.;
Benien, 6-4,
like you are playing bad End - Fred
but I think that actually 245, Sr.;
Strong safety - David
he is playing too good."
185, Sr.;
Wilander said. "When Smith, 6-0,
- Gene
Linebacker
he's playing very good,I
Kelsey,'6-1, 230, Sr.;
think' he's just too good.
Linebacker - Ken
for me."
Miller, 6-2, 205, Sr.;
Mecir, who won the Left cornerback 1985 U.S. Pro Indoors Pernell Witherspoon,
but otherwise has had 5-9, 180, Jr.;
little success in this Free safety - Curtis
country, came to this Hammond, 6-1, 185, Jr.;
tournament off a victory Outside backer - War_ ren Herring. 04. 204,
in Kitsbuhel, Austria.
So.;
He made the final Right corner - Tereight thanks greatly to rance Forbes, 6-1, 184,
superb court coverage. Jr.

Mecir upsets Wilander at Open
Continued from page 1-8
Mecir and Milan Srejber also have reached
the final eight.
The only American
still playing is unseeded
Tim Wilkison of
Asheville, N.C.

Mecir recorded the
biggest upset Tuesday,
knocking off No. 2 Mats
Wilander of Sweden 6-7,..
6-3, 6-3, 6-4. Srejber also
was victorious,
eliminating Todd Witsken of Carmel, Id.,

NFL squads make
• more roster changes
-

Continued from page 1-B
pn injured reserve, leaving the team with none
of its 11 choices from
last April's draft on the
active roster.
Haight, an offensive
tackle from Iowa, is suffering from a hyperextended knee and played
in just one preseason
game.
Chargers
Defensive lineman
Dee Hardison was
claimed on waivers
from the New York
Giants and cornerback
David Martin was
reclaimed after being
cut Monday.
Hardison, an eightyear NFL veteran, had
been with the Giants
since 1981.
Buccaneers
Tampa Bay claimed
two cuts from the Super

Bowl champion Chicago
Bears, including thirdround draft choice
David Williams, the
leading receiver in the
NCAA ranks last year.
The other signee was
defensive back Tyrone
Keys.
Bengals
Third-year linebacker
Ed Brady was acquired
by the Bengals on
waivers from the Los
Angeles Rams.
Giants
New York re-signed
veteran placekicker
Bob Thomas, cut last
week, to replace the injured Ali•Haji-Shiekh.
Colts
Wide receiver Robbie
Martin was placed on injured reserve and
James Harbour, a wide
reciever cut Monday,
was re-signed.

6-7, 7-6, 6-1, 6-4, while
Lendl already had advanced to the quarterfinals. He played No. 8
Henri Leconte of France
today.
Nystrom, who plays
Mecir next, beat Matt
Anger of Pleasanton,
Calif., 7-6, 6-2, 6-2, while
Edberg, the fourth seed,
has-a- quarterfinal date
tonight against
Wilkison.
Two-time Wimbledon
champion Boris Becker
of West Germany ousted
qualifier Gary Donnelly
of Scottsdale, Ariz., 6-4,
6-3, 6-7, 6-4.
In women's play Tuesday, top-seeded Martina
Navratilova moved into
the semifinals with a
6-2, 6-4 triumph over her
doubles partner, fifth.
seeded Pam Shriver.
Steffi Graf of West Germany,- rated third, had
no trouble with No. 8
Bonnie Gadusek, 6-3,
6-1.
Also in action today in
women's quarterfinals
were No. 2 Chris Evert
Lloyd, who played
Manuela Maleeva of
Bulgaria, seeded ninth,
and ,No. 7 Helena
Sutkovaof
Czechoslovakia, who op-
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WednesdAy's Gaines
Houston at Chicago compl susp game
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Houston (Scott 14-91 at Chicago (Sanderson 7-101
East Division
Los Angeles (Honeycutt 9-9) at Montreal (Sebra
013
Pct
L
W
321.
591
54
78
San Francisco • Mulholland 0.51 at New York (Ojeda
Boston
556 4% 15-4), fl)
59
74
Toronto
534
62
71
4
1
7
Pittsburgh (Reuschel 8-151 at Cincinnati (Welsh
New York
70
522 •
64
5-51, ini
Detroit
•
66
66
500 12 •
Baltimore
San Diego (Hoyt 7-9) at Philadelphia I Maddux 2-5
496 12% in i
67
66
Cleveland
489 1144
67
64
Milwaukee
St Louis (Cox 8-11 1 at Atlanta • Z Smith 7-13), III,
West Divisain
Thursday's Games
568 57
75
California
San Francisco at Montreal. In
6%
519
69,64
scheduled
game
Texas
Only
463 14
72
62
Oakland
MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
456 15
60 72
Kansas City
58
413 16%
73
Chicago
.NATIONAL LEAGUE
433 18
76
58
Seattle
BATTING (318 at bats 1-Gwynn. San Diego, 337,
432 18
75
57
Minnesota
Raines. Montreal, 333. Backman, New York, 327.
Tuesday's Games
CHrown, San Francisco. 321, Sax. Los Angeles. .312
Cleveland 9. Toronto 5
RUNS-Gwynn. San Diego. 86. KHernandez. New
Boston 8. Texas 6
York,81; Hayes. Philadelphia, 80; Coleman, St Louis,
Chicago 3, Kansas City
78: Murphy. Atlanta, 78,
Minnesota 4, Milwaukee 0
RBI -Parker, Cincinnati. 96, Schmidt,
Detroit 7. Seattle 5
Philadelphia, 96; Carter, New York, 89, GDavis.
New York 9, Oakland 8
Houston. 81; Hayes. Philadelphia, 78
California 10, Baltimore 1
HITS-Gwynn, San Diego. 177, Raines, Montreal,
Wednesday's Games
159. Sax, Los Angeles, 159, Bass. Houston, 149; Hayes,
New York (Guidr)' 6-10) at Oakland (Stewart 8-1 I
Philadelphia. 148,
Cleveland ( Candlotti 13-9 1 at Toronto (Stieb 4.10 t.
DOUBLES-Hayes. Philadelphia. 36: Raines. Mon.
in)
treat, 32; Sax. Los Angeles, 32: KHernandez. New
Texas (Hough 12-8) at Boston (Seaver 7-11), in)
York. 30; RReynolds. Pittsburgh. 30.
Chicago (Cowley 8-9 1 at Kansas City ( Leonard 6-11).
TRIPLES-Raines, Montreal, 10, Samuel.
(n)
Philadelphia, 10; Webster. Montreal. 9; Coleman, St Milwaukee Higuera 17-8) at Minnesota (Smithson
Louis, 7, Dykstra, New York. 7, McGee, St Louis. 7
9-121. (n)
HOME RUNS-Schmidt, Philadelphia, 29, GDayis,
Detroit (Tanana 10-81 at Seattle (Swift 2-51. (n)
Houston, 27. Murphy. Atlanta. 26, Parker, Cincizmati,
Baltimore (Davis 9-121 at California (McCaskill
26, EDavis, Cincinnati. 22.
14-7), In)
STOLEN BASES-Coleman, St Louis, 88; EDavis,
ThUrsday's Games
Cincinnati, 65; Raines. Montreal, 55; Duncan. Los
Chicago at Kansas City. In)
Angeles, 44. Doran, Houston, 38
Cleveland at Milwaukee, In)
PITCHING Ill decisions )-Fernandez, New York,
Only games scheduled
15-4, '189, 3.57; 0)eda, New York, 15-4, 789, 2.61.
--Cincinnati. 9-3, .750. 2.82; Tekulve,
RATIONAL LEAGUE
Philadelphia. 9-3 750. 262. Bedrosian. Philadelphia,
'
Philadelphia,
East Division
2.85_
8-3..727.
667
44
88
New York
STRIKEours-Scott, Houston, 241; yalenzuela,
523 19
63
69
Philadelphia
Los Angeles. 198; Fernandez, New York, 160, Welch,
66
66
500 22
St Louis
Los Angeles, 165; Gooden. New York, 159
65
64
496 22%
Montreal
SAVES-Worrell. St. Louis, 30; DSmith, Houston.
420 32%
76
55
Chicago
28, Reardon, Montreal. 28; LeSmith, Chicago, 25,
.405 34%
78
53
Pittsburgh
Franco. Cincinnati, 23.
West Division
_ _
74 It,
Houston
AMERICAN LEAGUE 68 64 -515 a%
Cincinnati
BATTING (31-8 at bats -Boggs. Boston. .347;
66 66 .500 8%
San Francisco
Puckett. Minnesota. .345, Mattingly, New York. 337:
.473 12
62 69
Atlanta
325. Rice.
470 12% Tabler, Cleveland, .328, Bell, Toronto.
70
62
Los Angeles
Boston, .325
.466 13
71
62
San Diego
RBI-Canseco, Oakland, 104: Bell, Toronto. 100,
Tuesday's Games
Barfield, Toronto. 93: Gaetti, Minnesota. 93. Matting.
Houston 4, Chicago 4, 14 innings. susp darkness
ly, New York. 93
San Francisco 1, New York 3
Cincinnati 9, Pittsburgh 1
HOME RUNS-Deer, Milwaukee, 31, Kingman,
0
Angeles
Los
1,
Montreal
Oakland, 31; Barfield. Toronto, 30; Bell, Toronto, 29;
San Diego 6, Philadelphia 2
Oakland, 29; Gaetti. Minnesota, 29.
Canaeco,
Atlanta 4, St. Louis 2

BASEBALL STANDINGS
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753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

Something Big is About Tollappeni
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If you ate a county
subscriber or a new
customer and have not
received your tube,
please call and let us
know where you live.
If you have already
contacted us as of
8-23-86 we will be .putting up your tube as
soon as possible.

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

ct9c
Air Brush Artist
WEDNESDAYS
753 7743

Next to Pagliai's

A Blue Dot must be
attached to your tube
as diagram below
indicates.
The Blue Dot is a signal to your
carrier, that you are a subscriber
of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Please put blue dot here

1

Ledger & Times
••••

If you have your tube
and do not have a blue
dot, please call us and
we will send you one.

,,,,,,,r4perbrotplepagmaggitiP

The Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Department

-753-19
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Alcohol still major Kentucky drug problem
By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) —
Cocaine use is on the rise and
marijuana continues to be the illegal drug of choice, but alcohol
is still far and away the most
abused drug among Kentuckians, according to law enforcement officials and drug
treatment specialists.
The latest fad drug, "crack",
a particularly addictive and occasionally deadly form of concentrated cocaine, is also beginning to appear in the state.
Diane Hague, director of the
Jefferson Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Center in Louisville, said
the problem of abuse of a particular drug can be directly tied
to its availability and
acceptability.
So, because liquor is legal and
drinking socially proper, alcohol
becomes the most abused drug,
Hague said.
Last year, the center treated
about 2,000 individuals for
alcohol abuse.
"Marijuana, although it is illegal, has the least penalty and
in some places it is almost ac-

the Division of Drug and Alcohol
ceptable," Hague said Tr4
Abuse in the Cabinet for Human
center treated about 500 people
said cocaine addicts
Resources,
for marijuana abuse last year.
are found primarily in urban
Cocaine abuse is almost in its
areas, but the problem is not
infancy in Kentucky but serves
limited to cities.
to prove, in part, her theory
The cocaine seized by police is
about the availability and accepmore potent. While samples
also
tability of drugs leading to their
few
years ago often contained
a
abuse, Hague-said.
The center treated about 80 , perhaps 20 percent of the pure
people for cocaine abuse in 1985, -drug, recent samples routinely
are 40' percent to 50 percent
but that is nearly a 600 percent
pure, Stokes said.
increase over previous years.
"It is just as expensive as it
Cocaine, she said, has become
ever was, if not cheaper, and
more available in recent years,
higher in percentage," Stokes
and publicity about it has led to
said.
its acceptability.
Crack, which is made by con"We don't get the problem
verting cocaine from its powder
here until there is enough in the
form to a purer paste, first aparea for people to have a propeared in the area about eight
blem with it," she said.
months ago, Stokes said. The lab
is now asked to check two or
Other officials attest to the inthree samples a month.
creasing availability of cocaine
stokes said he is puzzled by
in Kentucky.
the crack phenomenon. "The
John Stokes, supervisor of the
real question is why is it, so
Jefferson Regional Crime Lab
inexpensive?"
operated by the state police,
With the purer form, Stokes
said more and more samples of
said the drug should be more exthe drug are coming in from the
pensive than cocaine but is not.
roughly 50 police agencies in 13
He said he has wondered
counties that use his lab ,-tor
dealers are dumping the drug.
testing.
"Are they trying to get people
Mike Townsend, directoF''Of
hooked? But the people who are
in this sort of thing are not here
for the long haul," Stokes said.
"They're usually looking to
make a quick buck and get out."
Methamphetamines, known
on the street as speed or crank,
ranks third in the number of
tests conducted by the lab,
Stokes said.
Hague said instances of abuse
time offenders. One percent
volunteered that the death
penalty should be imposed.
The respondents who approved of prison terms were willing
to pay more taxes to incarcerate
the con,victs. Sixty-seven percent said they would be willing
to pay $100 more a year in taxes
to build more prisons. And 56
percent said the federal government should spend more than it
does now to fight drugs.
A =pray of those questioned
in the telephone survey, conducted between Aug. 18 through
Aug. 21, were willing to be tested
for drugs themselves.
Sixty-four percent of the
respondents called for testing of
professional athletes, and 83
percent wanted "those respopsible for the safety of others, such
as surgeons, airline pilots and
police officers" to be tested.
The survey had a margin of
error of plus or minus 3 percentage points.

„§urvey finds concern
Over drugs increasing
NEW YORK (AP) — Public
concern over drugs has increased sharply in recent months, and
a strong majority of Americans
say they would pay more taxes
to put drug dealers in prison, according to a poll published
today.
The New York Times-CBS
News poll asked 1,210 adults
what they considered the nation's most important problem,
and 13 percent named drugs.
That compares with 2 percent in
a poll taken in April, a considerable jump.
The poll also asked what kind
of sentence, with four alternatives proposed, should be
given to people "convicted of
selling cocaine or crack for the
first time." Forty-two percent
said a term of more than a year
should be given; 22 percent called for a one-year term; 16 percent were in favor of a 30-day
term; and 12 percent called for a
fine and probation for the first-

Shoe bronzing company
plating unusual things
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — There's no business like shoe
business, says the president of a company that bronzes baby
brogans, but a declining birth rate has prompted it to promote
some unusual metallic memorabilia.
Robert Kaynes, presidentof The Bron-Shoe Co., says his firm is
embarking on a campaign to let people know that almost
an4hing they hold dear can be bronzed or electroplated.
That campaign has created a new challenge for his 100
employees.
)shoes are still the backbone of the business, but workers
Bab
are dev sing ways to plate everything from potato chips, popcorn
and ice cream cones to burned toast, hats, athletic supporters
and a body cast.
"It's surprising how crazy things can get," he said.
Many of the items have sentimental value, Kaynes said. The
blackened toast came from a bride's first breakfast for her new
husband and the body cast was preserved as commemoration of
a child's year-long convalescence.
But others are a little tougher to comprehend.
He cites the case of a cowboy who asked that the manure of his
favorite horse be bronzed.

of sedatives, tranquilizers and
opiates are also down in recent
years.
Lt. Jim Pennington, with the
narcotics section of the Kentucky State Police, said the
drugs may differ, but the same
people tend to abuse them. .
"I don't think you're going to
find fairly new drug users involved in crack," Pennington
said.
Cocaine and crack pose a couple of special enforcement problems, Pennington said.
Because the drug itself is
more compact than marijuana,
for example, it is easier to hide.
And with tougher penalties, cocaine traffickers are also more
wary of outsiders, Pennington
said.
The cost of cocaine poses
another problem. Because an
addiction can be costly to support, users often turn to other
robJpery and property crimes,to
support the habit, Pennington
said.
Pennington said there has
been some success in enforcing
drug laws, but he cannot determine the exact reason.
"Either the problem is increasing, or our expertise in finding and prosecuting is increart-.
ing," Pennington said.
The growing problem is also
having another major effect —
public awareness.
Administration officials say
Gov. Martha Layne Collins will
announce a major drug and
alcohol abuse prevention program in the next few weeks.

&Nis®
FAVORITES!
Now Specially Priced
SEPTEMBER 1 THRU SEPTEMBER 14

CHAMP PLATE ONLY $2.49
Everybody's favorite tasty grilled harn and
Swiss combination — now with 25% more ham!

September 15 thru September 28

25t
HOT FUDGE CAKE ONLY
Favorites With purchase of any Jerry's
dinner or Charbroiled dinner.

EVERY SUNDAY CHICKENSPECIAL!
4-Pc. Pride Fried' Chicken Dinner Only $3.99
2-Pc. Pride Fried' Chicken Dinner Only $2.99
Some ofthe good things going on at Jerry's!

South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

F
elaifS.
RESTAURANT

lilfirrOShaptek
1111101H

11'1111i

roiator.
Sale PT,ce
Mati - Ii
Rebale
Fina! Cost

-2!
.44

Pennzoil
10W-40 or 30HD
Motor 011

AFTER REBATE

Autolite
Spark Plugs

Sale Price

2.99

Rebate
Final Cost

-100
199

69

Limit 16

7

For most vehicles,
except Vega and diesel.
Limit 2.

Limit 12.

Resistors or non-resistors

99

AFTER REBATE

Purolator Air Filters

NAME BRANDS, QUALITY PARTS AT TRUE DISCOUNT PRICES
No exchorici•
required.

41141411
'

—a

ILE

1AL,
vAblilk;

g
. Ns.
h
.
e

-‘3.

Armor All
Protectant
40 Ma Battery 70 Month Battery 55 Ma Battery
4588
2988

3688

16 oz. Limit 2.

•••••10.

399

It's science
But it works
like magic

,

Tax-overhaul process
bringing out lobbyists
overhaul process. That was $14.1
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
million during July-September
tax-overhaul process in Con1985 as the House worked on its
gress, where one line in the
version of the tax bill.
massive bill can mean billions of
But that spending, the highest
dollars to an industry, is contisince The Associated Press
nuing to escalate spending by a
began collecting such figures in
growing army of Capitol Hill
1983, will probably be exceeded
lobbyists.
this year.
In their effort to influence acThe Senate has passed its bill,
tion on taxes and just about
and House-Senate negotiators
every other issue coming before
produced a compromise that
Congress, lobbyists spent at
will go before both chambers in
least $13.77 million in the first
September.
accorthis
year,
three months of
Preliminary figures for the seding to reports filed with the
three months of this year
cond
Senate
House clerk and the
show $12.49 million being spent
secretary.
on lobbying. Because many
The heavy spending continued
reports are filed late, a final
a sharp upward trend that began
second-quarter total is not
last year as Congress began a
available. In the previous 13
major rewriting of the income
quarters, the totals in late-filed
code at the urging of President
reports ranged from $2.3 to $4.7
Reagan.
The reported spending in the million.
The tax battle has also
first three months of this year
was $2.6 million more than the brought more lobbyists into the
quarterly average of $11.16 field. The House clerk's office
out-by—reestertge-• -says tiAcJ,'.., A,'•10 tiwnr...—
- ritiftitat
- lobbyists since the start of 1983. on the registration books.
The first-quarter total was not from about 8,000 at the start of
the highest three-month outlay 1986 and about 6,000 a year
during the still continuing tax earlier

Ikk
LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Auto Shack
Heavy Duty
Shocks
By Gabriel
1-3/16" piston

SAVE $4.00

EACH

;%, TWO YEAR
WARRANTY
.
•

P

TRW
Timing Chains
Fits '65-'83 Ford
and Mercury 200
CID. 1PTC-351. All
others 3 off.

99

il
d"
.11"4
76
•
-TWO-iiim
YEAR Li1%4*

.41r4Nri EVS•

/ft.; ri

WARRANTY4r

A‘

Remanufactured
Carburetors

11-1-1

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

New Fuel Pumps

Fits '73-'74 Ford and Mercury
6 cyl., 1
*1094. All
bbl9 WITH
EXCH.
others 10 off.

95

Fits '80-84 Ford trucks with 255,
302, or 351 V-8. 1414111
Prices vary
I
•60206
by application.
Sale Price
Mail-In
Rebate
Final Cost

4.-4141' CPA;
6,N:0'4.'4:A07* V
/
• „,

•ar•Antlirge401•1;MO.
•
!
041
:10.

Krylon Spray
Enamel
Interior and
Exterior 12 oz

.49

STP Heavy
Duty ,
Lubricant

Premier Seat Covers
For all bucket
seats. Silver,
champagne.
or black

Murray
South 12th Street in Southside Center

2499
EACH

•

AFTER MATE

Compare with
WD-40

753-8971

Ad golcos good 'Nu S•Ottirobo, 7 MI6 AO pocto not good ots spectol onion
1966 AutO SISOCit
NO 'stones Its, octst to 1,rolt Quantifies

•44

•

41.

.11
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Greyed
Beef
Patties
10 lb. box

FOOD STORES
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

89

Seitz Pickle Loaf

16 Os $1

Seitz Garlic Bologna

16 Os

Jimmy Dean Sausage

16 Os $1

Chicken Franks

16 OS896

Seitz Meat Wieners

12 Oz.

89*

Seitz Spiced Luncheon Loaf leo.s1 49

Boneless Ham Halves

Per Lb.

Bacon Ends & Pieces

3 Lb

s1ss

Seitz Ham & Cheese

Turkey Ham Halves

Per Lb. $1 89

Wylers Box Drinks

3 Pk.

Peanut Butter

49

s149

Seitz Chopped Ham

• oz. sl 39

i•0.594

21.0.994

Wagner Orange Drink

54 Oz.

99.

Mandrin Oranges

11oL39*

Sandwich Spread

32 Os $1 119

Cranberry Juice Cocktail

48 Os

$129

Sugarless Peach Slices

16 Oz.

61
/
2 oz. 56°

Orange Drink

46 Os

55*

Irregular Pears

29 Os

Drip Coffee

26 Os

s599

Chunk Tuna

French Fries

• Lb $199

Apple Juice

e4 oz. $1
"

- Fried Chicken

$289
• 01. 959

Pink Grapefruit Juice

48 Os

10 oz.. 69*

Seitz Cheese Bologna....16 Oz.$1
"

Fruit Cocktail.

2 Liter

Waffles

*219

16 o. s129

99*

Diet Soda

13/
1
2 Oz $1

Seitz Jumbo Franks

1 Lb 6249

99*

24 Ct

12 Os

Fish Sticks

Kahns Cocktail Smokies

12 Os

Fla-Vor ICe Freezer Pops.

Asst. Drink Mix

Corn Dogs

Seitz Beef Wieners

99°

59*
69*
69*

2 Lb

•0. s169
Kahns Beef Wieners„,.,.„)

18 Os Smooth or Crunchy

Bama'Grape Jam

Tomato Juice_
Tropicana Grapefruit Juice
Orange Juice

99*
694

46 Oz.

Angel Food Cake Mix
Brownie Mix

16 Oz.

%P.....

Corn Muffin Mix

460.. $1 79 ‘.• Baking Cups
Evaporated Milk

•

99*
694
/
2 OL 25*
11
29*
16 Oz.

•

Corn Chex Cereal

150.. $1 69
$1 59
120.. I

Shredded Wheat

10 0.$1 09

Wheaties Cereal

18 Oz.

Honey ‘Nut Cheerios

14

Fruit Circles

•

SS CI.

12 Os

69*
89*

394

999

$199

•
-?••••• •••.'
•----•-4

t`

•V
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Remington
30-30 Cartridges

Smith begins
sentence in .
_Belushi death
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Cathy Evelyn Smith
toy began a threeyear prison sentence
imposed by a judge who
rejected a plea for treatment and probation for
the woman who injected
comic John Belushi with
a fatal-dose of drugs.
"I believe if John
Belushi were standing
right here today. and
looked at your honor, he.
would say, 'Wait
minute judge. I lived my
life as I wanted to live it.
Don't blame her. She
did what I wanted her to
do,- defense attorney
Howard Weitzman said
during sentencing
Tuesday.
"There's been much
talk here today about
responsiblity," said
Superior Court Judge
David Horwitz. "It is
clear to me that John
Belushi was responsible
for his death...
"His decision to live a
drug-infested life led to
his own death."
Horwitz said that did
not absolve M. Smith,
the former rock backup
singer who injected the
fatal dose of cocaine and
heroin. "You were the
source of the poison," he
said. "You knew how to
use the needle."
Belushi, 33, died
March 5, 1982, in a
rented bungalow at the
Chateau Marmont Hotel
above Sunset
Boulevard.
The death of the star
of "Saturday Night
Live" and such movies
as "Animal House" and
"The Blues Brothers"
was attributed to heroin
and cocaine.
The judge, who could
have imposed a maximum sentence of eight
years, eight months,
chose the three-year
sentence recommended
by the prosecution. Ms.
Smith must serve 1%
years before she is eligible for parole.

saie6e77
Core-Lokt soft point 150 or 170
grain hollow point 170 grain
(607-6152 6202 6251i '
.243 Cartridges. Winchester soh
pornt. 80 or 100 grain 1607-5154.
8.77
5264,
Other Glaser'. Core-Lokt
pointed soft point. 270 or 308
,6509
Win. 30-06 Springfield 1607
6657 6707 5808 585+ 7259
8.77
73091
Because of regional customer brand
preference lou,local Coast to Coast
store ma y carry Winchester or Federai
brand ai this same low price

Steel Shot
Waterfowl Loads

Sale

Z77

12-gauge Shotgun shells, PA" long Choose 01
2 oz (607-0700. 0692 07261
/
02 or 04 shot. 11
8.77
3" Magnum Shells. r607-0767 0775. 0783i

Duck/Pheasant
Shotgun Shells

_

s.45.66

Name brand quality, priced low' 23,4" shells 12gauge in rIA or *6 shot, 20-gauge in *6 shot
Box of 25.(607-0106,0114 0177

••

200 Viper"
.22 Cartridges

Express Long Range
Shotshells
Sale .44
sale4.99

Remington's hypervelocity solid bullet rimfire
22's 36 grain truncated cone. coppei plated
4 boxes of 50 rounds 1607-45794

I(Pminkton

Remington Sportsman 78
Bolt Action Rifle

sa1,249.99

2"
1
FamOus Remington bolt action dependability 4 shot clip 22" barrel, 42/
2885
270 308 or 30-06 caliper (600
long overall Choose
2851 2877 28691

Winchester
Lever Action
30-30 Ranger

,
so

Less Atail-in
Blade front sight and Rebate
semi-buckhom rear
sight 20" barrel (601 Your
Net Cost
55981

Remington Sportsman
12-Ga. Automatic

Extra power to drop distant bitcfsl One-piece
"Power Piston" wad for uniform pattern 12 or
20 gauge in choice of shots 2,
.."L (607 0301 thru
0379 1116 thru 11 791

.299.99

12-Qa. Sportsman Automatic. With Rem-Choire interchangeable tubes. Full-Modified-LC chokes
329.99
and wrench 28" barrel (600-26871

149.99
- 10.043

139.99
MasterMag Shotgun

Sale14499

Chambered for
Vent rib shotgun in 12 20 or 410-gauge Full or modified choke, pump action
214" or 3" magnum shells Walnut finished stock and fore-end (600-1317 thru 1374)
164.99
Albstertilag Accu-Choire Stsotgun. 12 or 20 gauge. 28" vent rib barrel_ (600-1382. 1390)

•

sale159.99

Brass bead front sight, adjustable rear sight 30" barrel Walnut
finished hardwood stock.(602-70071

Motel fire
began in
the attic

Marlin Semi-Automatic
.22 Caliber Ribes

Remington Sportsman
12-Ga. Pump

sale69.99

..199.99

Popular shotgun delivers knockdown power, now at a special low price' Chambered for 214" or
3" magnum shells Ventilated rib barrel. 30" MOdike4.1.16661•2?631
12-Gauge Sportsman Pump. With Rem -choke interckarigeable choke tubes Full-Modified -I C and
224.99
wrench 28' barrel 60C 2729[

Fast, Model 60 with 18-shot tubular magazine or Model 70
with 7 shot clip Both have cross-bolt safety, grooved receiver
for tip-off scope mount and pistol grip Monte Carlo walnut
finished hardwood stock. 5 lbs. 36/
4"L. Each (603-7170, 7162)
1

Bear Hug
Bow Quiver

se.9.99
°uteri
Cleaning Kit

Puts arrows at your
finger tips Great
when
minimum
and
movement
speed are crucial
Camouflaged 162508804

saie5.99

Universal kit for rifles, shotguns and pistols
Includes cleaning rod with adapters, gun oil
Solvent and patches 1617-73641

Compound
Bow Case

sale8.99

Protects your bow when not in use Lightweight
case has camouflage pattern 4625-1086i

Camouflage
Vest

Sale15.99

Green or bf own 100% cOttOn duck Quilted recoil
Pad 2 pockets with .5 shell loops and 5 loops
above M. L. XL (61 0i 1471 thru 1497 '539 Thru 5541

•

Broadheads
Salea49
Card ot 3 1625-320

Penn
Tru-Flite
Arrow
saie41.99

Whitetail Hunter Kit 30" hunter bow, 4065 lbs Right hand Bear Hug bow quiver. 3
arrows, Shur-Hit camouflage hunting sight.
1625-0088)

6253090 3108i
4-Blade
Broadheads. Card
of 3 4625-32311 6.49
Tru-Flite
Consegetter Arrow.
29 30 or 31 L (625
304, 3058 3066,8.99

Your Choice

Sale19.99

SO" Nerd Shotgun Case. Handles assembled guns with barrels
up to 28"L Foam cushioned interior Lockable (616-18481
Hunter Seat. Room for hunting gear inside seat and in 3
camouflaged pockets Shoulder strap 1616-45521

sa.99.99

4r32mm M.Scope. Coated 9-lens optical system 1605-87621 Sto1624.99
6.99
4115 Scope 605-86971
39.99
Zoom Scope. 3-9.32mm 1605-87701
6.99
Fling, Bass SM. For popular scopes i605-9000 mru 9091)
Saie49.99
11x4Omm Binoculars with Knit.. Case strap' 4605-93561

'

Your Locally-Owned, Nationally-Known TOM it4ROWARE Store.
171Ir'

Chestnut Hills Shoppinjt Center.

753-8604
•

t
'1;11 •

;111w,11444-_-:ristwrwtsafe
4

Because of f eq.onal
customer brand
preference your local
Coast to Coast store
may carry Winchester
Feclerai brand at
this same low price

"They left these
great sports buys
out of our
Autumn Home
Sale Circular!

Marlin 30-30
Lever Action Rifle

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - A three-alarm
fire that heavily damaged the Campbell House
Inn, a prominent Lexington motel, apparently started in the attic, officials said.
About 50 rooms
received smoke and
water damage in the
blaze that broke out
about 8 p.m. EDT Tuesday, said owner K.A.
Cormney. About 75
rooms were occupied at
the time of the fire.
There were no injuries reported.
"We went to all the
rooms, knocking on
doors, getting people
up" after the alarm
sounded, Cormney said.
"Nobody was hurt;
nobody was running:
there was just real good
'seit-'eomposure of
everyone," said
Dorothy Harris, a clerk
in the lobby gift shop.
Lexington -Fayette
County Fire Chief Earl
McDaniel said the fire
apparently started in
the attic of the threestory, 300-room motor
inn.
The fire was brought
under control about 9
p.m. and extinguished
by about 10 p.m.
"When we got here, it
was spreading fast in
the attic area, but we
were able to. get ahead
of it and cut it off," said
James Caton, the deputy fire chief.
Cormney said the fire
was contained in the
north wing of the motel,
part of the original
structure built about 35
years ago. Smoke- then
spread to the east and
west wings. He said he
could not make a
damage estimate, but
added that "it's probably several Minion
dollars."
Traffic on Lexington'-,-,
busy Harrodsburg Road
and adjoining streets
was. bipcked off until
about 10:30 p.m.
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Accident survivors gather
to promote use of seat belts

z
.
y
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ST. LOUIS (API—
Helen Brady said she
would have been thrown
through the windshield
that prom night when a
van hurtled over a hill
and struck her car,
throwing it across the
road — except for the
seat belt she was
wearing.
We were crossing
two lanes of a four-lane
highway when a van

with one headlight came
Legal
speeding over the hill," 1 .Legal
1
said Miss Brady, 17, of
St. Joseph, Mo. "It (her
POB II
car) spun around and
Murray Calloway County Hospital will
ended up on the opposite
.receive bids for the construction of
side of the road. It was
POB II Physician Suites on South 8th
totaled. If I hadn't had
Street, Murray, Ky., on September 16,
the seat belt on, I pro1988 at 2:00 p.m. local time in the Board
bably would have been
Room of the hospital, at which time the
thrown though the
bids will be publicly opened and read
windshield."
aloud.
Miss Brady was
among 194 survivors of
The project consists of partitions,
automobile accidents
doors, finishes, cabinets, mechanical
who gathered Monday
and electrical work on an individual
at the foot of the
suite basis, based on a fascimile plan
Gateway Arch to urge
two suites included in drawings for
of
other Americans to
Answer to
shell-in.
buckle
up.
44 Title of
ACROSS
Previous Puzzle
The gathering was
The construction of the building shell
respect
46 Close by
ajoart of a safety belt
1 Retribution
SPY
is to be bid separately.
STAR
ROST
48 Negative
4 Conscious
--11.ampaign by the
ACII A
POSE
TA 13
50 Bodies of
Proposal
forms, contract documents,
9 Dress border
American Coalition for
TARTAR
PE
ARIZ]
water
12 Festival
Including
plans
and specifications shall
Traffic Safety called
51 Hyson
13 Kind of beer
TRIP
LOGES
be on file at the following locations.
America
Clicks
Border
53 Twelve
14 Anglo-Saxon
FE
COLLEGES
55 Operates
money
to Border urging the
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 KenDDT
AI EN
NAG
58 "—
15 Popular
rest of the nation to
tucky Ave., Box 7038, Paducah, Ky.
Academy"
outcry
T I
SCIDDLES
EO
follow the example of
Farris, Hatcher
Tremper,
&
61 Possesses
17 Unit of
NADER
SOB
SUE
the 26 states and the
62 Consumed
currency
St.,
Paducah,
Ky.
Engineers,
124
S.
31st
OG
ENVELOPE
64 Seed
District of Columbia in
1.:-/9 Musical
Contractors
Assn.,
Paducah,
West
Ky.
ABBOT
TORT
Dine
65
Instruments
passing mandatory
and Murray, Ky.
66 Skid,
21 The sun
SAC
RE
TA I LOR
seat-belt
legislation.
tool
Garden
67
22 Sheet of
Nashville Contractors Assn., Nashville,
ELA
EVOE
EELY
Participants arrived
glass
Tn.
ALT
TABS
RODE
in
St.
Louis
via
caravan
DOWN
24 Declare
Builders Exchange, Louisville, Ky.
26 Promise
and fastened a 600-foot
1 Moccasin
29 Rosters
Dodge/Scan,
Nashville,
Tn.;
safety
belt
during
a
23 Passageway
2 Wholly
9 Not solid
31 Scottish cap
riverfront
ceremony.
Evansville,
In;
Mission,
Ks.
10 Period of
25 Sweet potato
3 Longs for
33 Tiny
Linda Tweedie, 30, of
27 Type of race
4 — vera
time
34 While
Copies of the documents may be ob28 Judges
5 Hospital
11 Deface
35 Offspring
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
tained from the Architect, Gresham
sections
30 Drunkard
16 Encounters
37 Crowd
said seat belts saved her
32 Dad's partner
6 Silver symbol
18 Base
Associates, Inc. on or after August 20,
39 French article
and her husband when
36 — sequitur
7 Crimson
20 Toil( a chair
40 Sick
1986
by a check in the amount of One
an
ice
patch
their
car
hit
38 Scene of
8 God of love
22 Unadorned
42 Small child
Hunde
-d Fifty Dollars ($150.00) of
confusion
on an Idaho road.
9
10
8
5
7
4
41 Newest
2
3
1
which One Hundred Dollars ($100.00)
i-Our children
43 Bushy clump
will be refunded on each set returned
wouldn't be here," We
45 Pertaining to
14
13
12
Tweedie said. We turnIn complete and good condition within
Denmark
ed 180 degrees, com47 Female ruff
fifteen (15) days after bid opening.
18
17
18
15
49 Drank heavily
pletely around, and
Checks should be made out to Murray
52 War god
21
20
went about a quarter19
Calloway County Hospital and mailed
54 Section of a
US
mile backward. Then
city
to the Architect. One deposit of $150.00
27
•
24
26
25
23
22
our wheel hit a curb and
55 That woman
covers both shell-in and Physician
5
5
56 Chinese
turned us back around
31
33
32
30
Suites.
29
pagoda
and we ran into a
57 Sodium
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
gulley."
39
37
38
chloride
36
34
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
The safety coalition
59 Cry like a
dove
said traffic deaths in
44
45
amount equal to five percent (5%) of
42
43
41
40
60 Female sheep
New York declined 17
the
bid shall be submitted with each
63 Agave plant
49
50
47
48
48
percent in 1985, the first
V
bid.
year of the state's man53
54
51
The successful bidder will be required
datory seat belt law.
U52
to
furnish and pay for satisfactory perHighways deaths have
59 80
57
58
55 56
formance bond and labor and material
declined an average of
payment bond in the amount of 100% of
25 percent in 29 foreign
84
81
6255
thei contract as provided for in the
cOuntzlells where safety
65g.
belts are mandatory,
specifications.
6555.
the group said.
Prevailing wage rates are not required
for the individual suites.
MY NAME 15 CHARLES
YOU WALKED OUT THE
I THOUGHT I DID
The Owner reserves the right to reject
BROWN „MY DAD 15 A
DOOR,AND GAVE YOUR
PRETTY GOOD..WHY 919
any or all bids or to waive any inforBARBER...I GUESS MY
SPEECH
IN
THE
HALLWAY!
EVERYONE LAUGH?
malities in the bidding. No bid shall be
FAVORITE HOBBIES ARE
withdrawn without the consent of the
BASEBALL AND READING
Owner for a period of sixty (60) days
after the opening of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Poston, Administrator
ilet
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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55
55.
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55
55
55
755
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C)1996 United Feature Syndicate,inC

I COULD SLEEP
FOR A WEEK

WRM HG
Hi5
MEMOIRS

IF I WEREN'T STARING AT
19-115 SPECIAL FOR
GROUND BEEF AT
ED'S MARKET

THAT
YOU WO U L DN'T
BELIEVE THE 9RA661NG, MP,
'THE &LOSSING OVER,
HUH?
THE COWEN tENT
FORGETFULNESS...

WHERE'S THE DICTiONARY?
I NEED 5IX MORE
SYNONYMS FOR s'GENILJG"

POB II
FIRST PHASE PARKING
Murray Calloway County Hospital will
receive bids for the construction of
FIRST PHASE PARKING for POB II
(Professional Office Building II) on
South 8th Street, Murray, Ky., on
September 9, 1986 at 2:00 p.m. local
time in the Board Room of the hospital,
at which time the bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
The project consists of paving of parking lot to the south of line shown on
drawing. Work consists of grading,
removing trees, removing curbs, new
curbs, new drive entrance, asphalt
paving and parking lines.
Proposal forms, contract documents,
including plans and specifications shall
be on file at the following locations. _
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 Ken-)
tucky Ave., Box 7038, Paducah, Ky.
West Ky. Contractors Assn., Paducah,
and' Murray, Ky.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the Architect, Gresham
Associates, Inc. on or after August 25,
1986 by a check in the amount of Twenty Five Dollars ($25.00) which will be
refunded on each set returned in complete and good condition within fifteen
(15) days after bid opening. Checks
should be made out to Murray
Calloway County Hospital and mailed
to the Architect.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five percent (57) of
the bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be required
to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance bond and labor and material
payment bond in the amount of 100% of
the contract as provided for in the
specifications.
Prevailing wage rates are not
required.
The Owner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn without the consent of the
Owner for a period of forty-flve (45)
days subsequent to the opening of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Poston, Administrator

r
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POB H
Murray Calloway County Hospital will
receive bids for the construction of
P013 II (Professional Office Building
II) on South 8th Street, Murray, Ky., on
September 16, 1986 at 2:00 p.m. local
time in the Board Room of the hospital,
at which time the bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
The project consists primarily of shell
in only of a two story, part three story
office building connected to the existing
POB I Building. The construction of individual physician suites to be under a
second contract.
Proposal forms, contract documents,
including plans and specifications shall
be on file at the following locations.
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 Kentucky Ave., Box 7038, Paducah, Ky.
Tremper,
Farris, Hatcher
&
Engineers, 124 S. 31st St., Paducah, Ky.
West Ky. Contractors Assn., Paducah,
and Murray, Ky.
Nashville Contractors Assn., Nashville,
Tn.
Builders Exchange, Louisville, Ky.
Tn.;
Nashville,
Dodge/Scan,
Evansville, In; Mission, Ks.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the Architect, Gresham
Associates, Inc. on or after August 20,
1986 by a check in the amount of One
Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($150.00) of
which One Hundred Dollars ($100.00)
will be refunded on each set returned
In complete and good condition within
fifteen (15) days after bid opening.
Checks should be made out to Murray
Calloway County Hospital and mailed
to the Architect.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five percent (5%) of
the bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be required
to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance bond and labor and material
payment bond in the amount of 100% of
the contract as provided for in the
specifications.
Prevailing wage rates are required for
the shell-in project.
The Owner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids,or to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn without the consent of the
Owner for a period of forty-five (45)
days subsequent to the opening of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Poston, Administrator
2 .flotice
CAKE HUT.
Have you got an anniversary or wedding,

PAMS

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Kentucky Finance
and Administration
Cabinet, Department for Facilities
Management, Division of Contracting
and Administration, Room No. 145,
New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601.
INVITATION TO
BID: ES 118-87
OPENING DATE:
September 16, 1986,
2:00 p.m., E.D.T.
PROJECT: Repair
Steam & Condensate Lines
State
Murray
University
Murray, KY

coming up? Then stop
by and check out our
cakes. Plus receive a
10% discount during
Sept. All our cakes are
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
and we use scratch
made butter cream
icing. We put that extra
effort into our cakes to
make them something
special to remember.
Call 759-4492, 410 Math
St. or 437-4455.

-1171R-MIT-FlUives
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES

2 .Notice
CUDDLE up with your
sweetheart in front of
an energy efficient
Blaze King Fireplace
Insert with optional
glass door. Morgan'-.--Furniture, 503 E.
Washington, Paris, Tn.
901-842-4179.
.... _
WANT someone to take
over payments on Lake
Barkley Resort Deal.753-3781.

Shop Around
& Compare
before you buy
Medicare Supplement,
Cancer Insurance or
Nursing Home Policy
Don't pay more
than necessary

Call Bennett
& Associates
305 N 4th St Murray
753-7273

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you untN 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1 300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315

115 S. 4th St.
5. Lost

and

Found

rOUND. A way to save
1/3 the work or 1/3 the
cost on heating wood. A
new Blaze King Catalytic wood stove's the
answer. See at Mor•
gan's Furniture, 503 E.
Washington, Paris, Tn.
901-642-4179.
LOST: gold nugget
bracelet. Reward. Lost
over the weekend. Call
753-0967 or 753-1456.
6

Help

Wanted

1O.00 PER

Hundred

paid for remalling letters from home! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope for information/ application. Associates, Box
95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203.
ARTIST mod-el. Department of Art. Part
time. Salary $5.00 per
hour. Experience in
artistic senkitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
semester 1986. Contact
Department of Art,
Murray, Ky. 42071 502762-3784. EOE, M/F.
TIABYSTTTER needed
in my home 3:30 to
midnight. Must have
own transportation
Mature lady preferred
Call 8a m
to 3p m
489-2529 In Stella &
Kirksey community.

30

rir

-AP
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CLASSIFIEDS
6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

3000 GOVERMENT Jobs SALES GOLDMINE.
List. $16,040 -$59,280 year. National music Ir videoNow hiring. Call 805-687- company need top distributors & sales reps.
6000 Ext. EL-8155.
Excellent income &
DO you need a job and repeat business. 702-831hope for the future? 4682 11-4p.m.
ALE g GOLDMINE.
You may qualify If You
DON'T have a GED or National Music and
High School diploma Video Co. needs Top
and have been out of Distributors and Sales
school 9 Months or more Reps. Excellent income
and are between ages of and repeat business.
16 & 22. You must live in (702)831-4880.
Calloway County. Call SECRETARIAL posius at JTPA 758-9378 tion. Full-time.
Monday:friday Typing/office skills a
8a.m.-1p.m.
must, shorthand a plus.
EASY ASSEMBLY Send resume to P.O.
WORK! $714.011 per 100. Box 506, Murray, Ky
Guaranteed payment. Shell Bulk Plant Station
No sales. Details-- send on S. 4th St. is accepting
stamped envelope: male• & female apElan- 332, 3418 En- plications for station
terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl. attendant. Applicants
33482.
MUST be neat, clean &
kIRING! Federal courteous. Interested
Government jobs in persons should apply in
your area and over- person only. No phone
seas! Many immediate calls will be accepted.
openings without waiting lists - for tests. $15$68,000. Phone call re- 9. Situation Wanted
fundable 602-838-8885 CARPENTER availaExt. 684.
ble. Need anything built
HURRY! Need part- or repaired? Please call
time help how till after 5p.m. 753-4197.
December. Call Susan POR all of your
at 247-4456 9a.m.-5p.m. fireplace repair work.
or 753-7888 after 6p.m.
dampers, gas pipes,
VCRR-Vrrompany now firebox, chimney
taking applications for cleaning. For estimates
sales persons for Murray, -Rick- 753-0953.
Paris area. Will consider MOTHER of two, will
some part-time. Must baby sit, very good with
have transportation. No children of all ages.
experience necessary, Plenty of love and space.
will train: Hourly salary Call 759-4104.
$7 per hour when on apgeneral
pointment plus commis$5 hour. Excellent
those
who
sion for
references. 435-4338.
qualify. Please call for WITI71r7T.E711-41T-y. or
appointment 753-0229.
sick. Good references.
'Row training highly Call after 5p.m. in the
motivated people for eve. Phone 753-4590.
sales position, $500 to
$1060 per week indolYie
potential, Aurora area. 14. Want to Buy
474-2300.
WANT to buy- very old
furniture- old baby
RN'S NEEDED
items. Call 753-3642
Full-time, part-time and
days, 753-5738 nights.
weekend availability.
15. Articles for Sale
Contact Manor House
1 ADMIRAL refrigeraof Dover. Dover, In.
tor, light cream color,
$150. Call 753-2995 or
615-232-6902
759-4820.

to work
the Purchase Area. Qualifications: must
work out of the Central Office; must have
good carpenter skill3; be good in figures
- math; be able'tb- take measurements
raler; be good in making
and readestimates of materials and cost; be neat
in paperwork. Must have good personality and be able to communicate with
clients. Starting salary $4.00/hr. and
fringe benefits. Applications/resumes
should be sent to:
Thelma Sayre, Weatherization Director
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 736, 400 N. 5t1.1 Street
Mayfield, KY 42066
Applications/resumes accepted until
September 8, 1986 at 4:30 p.m. EOE
WEATHERIZATION INSPECTOR

in

Tired Of A Boring Job?
Wish You Could
Go To College?
Need Extra Cash?
WE HAVE THE ANSWERS!
Technical Training$18,000 for college
up to $1500 a year
extra income
Call Today!
.The Kentucky National
Guard
502-753-4042 or
1-800-372-7601

Join the
Minit
Mart
Team!
Minit Mart
Foods, Inc. a successful,
fast growing convenience store
chain is accepting applicants
for the position of Sales
Associate.
We offer:
• A competitive wage
• Bonus
• Hospitalization insurance
• Life insurance
• Profit sharing
• Paid vacation
• Full and Part Time
• Opportunity for
advancement
For further information:

Contact Ruth West
Minit Mart #30
Highway 641 N. Murray

MINIT MART

Oilk==sh

15. Articles for Sale

_27. Mobile Homes tor Sale

Miiiray Ledger & Times
38. Pets-Supplies

Ifered
53. Services Offered
49. Used Cars
53 Service
53. Services Offered
197
DOOR Chevy
MITCHELL Paying. SEWING Machine ReBefair. new paint &
Commercial, re- pair. _ All makes and
ALUMINUM
interior, Keystone maga
sidential. Large or models. Home & In& tires. 642-2458.
SERVICE CO. small 30 years ex- dustrial. Bag closing
Aluminum and vinyl
1965 NOVA Chevy II, 4
machines. Also scissor
perience. Call 753-1537.
door, automatic, 6 cylinsiding. Custom trim
MOBILE HOME sharpening. 40 yrs.
der, 36,900 actual miles.
work. Raforencirs.
Specialist Repair and experience. All work
Car in excellent condiCall Will Ed Bailey
preventative mainten-- guaranteed. Kenneth
tion. Call 753-2603 from 5
753-0689
ance. Roofs, floors, Barnhill, 753-2674,
9 pm.
plumbing, wiring, Stella, Ky.
1967 MGB Roadster. 2 MEN want to do yard hurricane straps. 759- RUMMER irthe time to
white, convertible, over work. Tree trimming, 4850.
either deadwood; or
drive, many extras. removal of unwanted MOODY 'S Mower remove diseased anExcellent engine. trees & shrubbery, mow Repair- pickup and d/or unwanted trees.
Partly restored. Good yards, light hauling & delivery. All work For all your needy. -call
Investment. Lots of fun wood for sale. Free guaranteed. Call 753- Bover's Tree Serviceat $2150. Call 753-6487.
estimates. 753-0680 or 5668.
the professionals at
1976 NOVA, pa, pb, air, 759-1683."
MOWING, hauling, 753-0338.
automatic, good condi- ALL type masonr3 pruning, plantings. Call T &D FIRE EXtion, good tires, 66,700 work, block, brick, Jerry at 759-4808 or TINGUISHER SERmiles. $1100. Call 753- concrete, driveways, 759-9661 7 eves.
VICE.. Sales- service3337 after 5p.m.
sidewalks, patios, house ODD -job specialist, installation of all types
1977 CADILLAC. Kathe- foundations, new ceiling fans, electrical. of fire extinguisher &
rine Lax: Call 489-2802 chimneys or chimney plumbing, fencing. You range hood fire suprepair. 25 years ex- name it, I do it. You pression systems. a.
after 6 pm or 753-3142.
1980 MNDA Prelude, perience. Free es- buy, I install. You Licensed & bonded.
runs & looks good, excel- timates. „Call Charles break. I fix. Call 436- 753-9260.
lent gas mileage. Best of- Barnett 753-5476.
2868 evenings.
fer. Call 759-9530 after APPLIANCE
IrrigationteaWidential
PAINTIRG =Paper
SERVICE. Kenmore, hanging, commerical or
/p.m.
CAMPBELL
WELL
1981 .DATSUN 0-210, Westinghouse, residential, Free esDRILLING
viry good condition. Whirlpool. 23 years timates, References. 25
McKenzie, Tn.
Call 753-0822.
• experience. Park and years experience,
Call Collect
1982 BIJICK Regal, II serviee. - Bobby Hopper, Tremon Farris 759-1987
901-352-3671 or
901-352-5704
cylinder, 2-dr., vinyl Bob's Appliance Ser- ROOFING, Siding,
Free Estimates
top, ac, ps, pb, 91,000. vice, 202 S. 5th St. Concrete work. AdBusiness 753-4872, 436- ditions, Painting,
$4250. Call 759-1826.
.
5848 (home).
1982 OLDSMOBILE
Genera,' Carpentry. SURE-Way stump re,
753-8628. moval. No lawn damRegency, Fully equip- APPLIANCE repair. P.A. Molony
ped. 4-door. 49,000 washers- dryers- Free Estimates.
age. Low, inexpensive
miles. Excellent condi- refrigerators- ranges.
rates. For free esair
cond.
George
Hodge
tion. 753-7878.
,
timates call 753-5484 or
& Son, 10 Dixieland
1983 MAZDA 626, excel437-4752.
Shopping Center 753lent condition, 1 owner.
WET BASEMENT? We
4669.
48,000 miles. Call 474make wet basements'.
8842.
, '••••'dry. Work completely
1984 CANTER°, excellent
guaranteed. Call or
condition, over $700 worth
write Morgan Conof new tires, struts,
struction Co.,Rt. 2, Box
shocks, Pioneer Stereo.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
$7,700 firm. Call 753-0390.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
74 CHEVY- Impala,
WE buy, sell & repair
2-door, hard top, like
air conditioners. Dill
new, 39xxx miles, 1
Electric_759-1577.
owner. $345(k Call 753WILL do bushhogging
7457.
and order gardens. Call
753-8590.
'80 MALIBU Sports
wagon, blue with blue
WILL do bushhogging.
interior, power & air.
Call 753-7746 or 753-9615.
Nice family car. $2500
TREES, limbs, bushes WIEr-d737451'icr
Call 437-4607.
Free Estimates
pruned or removed, roofing, siding and
brush -clean-ups, etc. carpenter work, odd
50. Used Trucks'
Call Jerry at 759-4808 or jobs. Call 753-2867 AE
759-9661 7 eiobs.
Ballenttne.
1975 FORD 1 /2 ton
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
pickup with topper, V-8,
Factory authorized for
ps. Good shape, runs Tappan, Kelvinator and
well. $1650. Call Brown. Service on gas
753-6487.
and electric ranges,
1 9 7 7 DODGE Ram microwaves, deisv.
Charger, 4 wheel drive. hwashers, f•eAlso, diamond ring. Call frigerators. etc. Earl
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
753-6129.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
'78 CHEVY van, black 5341.
OVER
with tan interior, new CARPET installation
20 YEARS
front 'tires, chrome' prbfessional service
EXPERIENCE
wheels, partially in- .Also repairS.' SatisfacSOUD WOOD CABINETS E.
au= PANEL DOORS•
sulated & paneled ins- tion guaranteed. Glenn
Bitch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
ide. Can be seen at Bebber 7594247• BOOKCASES•
MANTLES
•
GUNCASES
Shady Oaks Trailer f45 CONTRACTOR- car- •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
after 6:30. Asking $2200, pentry, painting. Big or • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
price negotiable.
small we do it all. •
•
COMPIEDVIVI PEKES Drop By & See Our Display
Quality work done for
.7:3
;
.
59,0•
C
ircl
e
ury
•
o
Snb
o
•
:0
•
9
Campers
•
51
less. Free estimates.
OOOOOO
AVTEK motor home, 72 489-2663.
Chevy chasis, roof air,
Builders. Exgas furnace, self- 1:4
contained, low mileage, perienced builders of
houses, garages &
$5,995. Phone 436-2324
storage buitdings. Call
474-8000.
----52. Boats-Motors
FENCE sales at Sears
TOMMY SANDERS
1982 PROCRAFT 17'
now. Call Sears 753-2310
bass boat, 150 Mercury for
REPRESENTATIVE FOR
SALES
free estimate for
motor, temp. gauge, 2
your needs,
& BIGELOW
locators, trolling motor,
BROWN
turbo prop, ski ladder‘
- 1r-- GENERAL HOME
REPAIR.
15
years
exother extras. Custom
made for crappie fish- perience. Carpentr'y,
(502) 753-3299
ing at 'factory. 753-1323, concrete, plumbr.int.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
after -5rrri. 75,3-5763.
TO SMALL. Free es1983 BA.fA. 260 MerPens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
timates. Days 753-6973,
cruiser 10.. walk-thru
4000 Specialty items to choose from
nights 474-2276.
windshield. Call 436
GENERAL
Buildtng
753-1935.
5356 or
Repair- 20 years experience. 'Roofing &
53. Services Offered
painting, indoor & out115 South 13th Street
door. Odd jobs. No job
Murray, Kentucky 42071
ROOFING
to small. 474-8057.
502-753-3492
GUTTERING by Sears.
Metal & Shingles.
Sears
continuous
•gutAluminum & Vinyl
71;44
ters installed for your
Siding.
specifications. Call
Free estimates.
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Call 759-1600

ARC poodles, Toy and
GOOD used dryer, sided SEVERAL 10' &
by side freezer -re- mobile homes. Ideal for Miniature, 7 weeks,
lake or rental, furnished $150. ARC Labradore
frigerator. Call 153-4884.
WAIRLPOOL re- or unfurnished, AC. puppies, $125. Grooming & boarding. Parafrigerator, only $8 per Negotiable. 753-5209.
dise Kennels. 753-4106.
week. Rudolph
Goodyear-Whirlpool, '28. Mobile Homes for Rent
753-0695.
2 OR 3 BR, fund ed or 40. Produce
16. Home Furnishings
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas- YOU pick purple hull
4-PIECE BR set, $275, electric, air con- peas. Call 753-1816.
very good condition. ditioned. Shady Oaks
Living room set, 8100, 753-5209.
_
fair condition. Anyone NICE 2 BR trailer, near 4 1 . Public Sales
interested can inquire Murray. No pets. Call
after 4p.m. 436-2106.
489-2611
IRON bed, $55. Also, TRAILER for rent.
some pieces of wicker. Dills Trailer Court.
Call 753-5389.
PLAID love seiat, $30. 29. Heating and Cooling
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Heavy wood coffee table, BLAZE Ring's new
6
$20. Phone 759-1396
Royal Heir available at
WHIRLPOOL heavy Morgan's Furnitue, 503
8-?
duty washer, only $6 per E. Washington, Paris,
Corner S. 9th
week. Rudoph Tn. 901-642-4179.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, WOODSTOVES for
& Goodman
753-0595.
sale. Blaze King stoves
Big
& tall mens
inserts.
and fireplace
19. Farm Equipment
ladies
Number 1 in the nation.
clothes,
A Farmer's friend A Morgan's Furniture, 503
clothes, recliner,
Paris,
Washington,
Blaze King Wood Stove E.
chairs, misc. items.
and his chain saw. Save Tn 901-642-4179
1/3 the work with our
Business Rentals
43. Real Estate
catalytic. Morgan's 30.
Furniture, 503 E.
3 ACRES more or less,
Washington, Paris, Tn
at Coldwater on
CREEK VIEW
901-642-4179.
blacktop road with 3 BR
SELF
BLAZE King Fireplace
mobile home plus 4
inierts. Make that.
rooms added on. Alto, 2
STORAGE
fireplace energy efBR mobile home, outsHwy. 641 N.
ficient while still being
ide buildings, shade
24 Hr. private entrance
able to watch the fire.
trees, good well &
Contractors inquiries
753-6734
septic. $14,000. Phone
welcome. Morgan's
489-2220.
Furniture, 503 'E.
kOPPERUD
32,
Apts
for
Rent
Wasington, Paris, Tn.
offers a complete range
901-642-4179.
FEMALE wanted to of Real Estate services
CUT your own share furnished house. with a wide selection of
firewood? Blaze King's Nice place. Very close quality home in the city
for you. Our catalytic to campus. Call le in the county. All
saves 1/3 the work. 7534101.
price ranges. Phone
Morgan's Furniture, 503 ItUR-Cal. apts. Nor- 753-1222 for courteous,
E. Washington, Paris, thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. competent Real Estate
Tn. 901-842-4179.
Now renting. Equal service. We make buyHousing Opportunity. ing & selling Real
22.Musical
Estate easy „for you.
759-4984.
PIANOS Spinet used. NICE 2 BR apt, ap44. Lots for Sale
Used Grand pianos. pliances furnished, $245
New used osgans. per month. Call DON'T miss this opporPractice. pianos. 759-4406.
tunity to own 5 wooded
Lonardo Piano Co. next NICELY furnished 1 & 2 acres- only 1/2 mile
to Penney's, Paris, bedroom apts. Located from lake. The location
Tenn
near campus. Call 753- Is on KY 1918 near
USED Spinet piano, like 6111 days or 753-0606 Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
All it takes is a small
evenings.
new, $800. Call 437-4482.
1 or 2 bedroom _Apart- down payment and 8141
ment near downtown per month for 36
24. Miscellaneous
Murray. Call 753-4109 or months. This is at the
2 HAND crocheted bed
low interest rate Of 8%
762-6650.
spreads, $500 each, goorl
TAKING applications owner financing. Ken
condition. Call 753-4124.
Shores.Estates.
ATTENTION com- for Section 8. Rent 753-7531.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
mercial van owners- 2
BR. Apply Hilldale WOODED lots, various
metal side racks, 1
Apts., Hardin, Ky. sizes, Oakwood subdivimetal, plexiglas divider
E qual Hoysfng sion, restrictions, city
captains
chair.
Call
& 1
water available,. Fire
Opportunity:
after 6p.m. 753-8393.
protection. 4 miles from
13LAZE King... For TOWN house duplex on Murray. Call 753-7551.
your wood heating. Southside, quiet, privneeds. Stoves, fireplace ate area. Appliances 46. Homes for Sale
inserts and the --new furnished. Central heat
Royal Heir. Morgan's & air. 1 1/2 bath, 2 BR modern frame in
Furniture, 503 E. grounds kept. Call 753- country, washer/dryer
hook-up, carpeted, well
Wahington, Paris, Tn. 3343.
Insulated, deep well,
901-642-4179.
utility shed, new roof &
bRAPES, carpet, or- 34. Houses for Rent
gan,couch, bed, 3 BR, 2 bath home, in new foundation. Nice
springs, mattress, oc- county, on 121 N near for retired couple.
cupied Japan dishes, Graves County line. Ready to move in. Must
Call 436misc. Small AMC car, Den with fireplace & sell- $2,0. .
$950. After 5p.m. 753- wood stove, garage, 5439.
3 BEDROOMS, brick. 1
5292.
extra lot for large
LARGE, large, large garden. Very nice Block from university
selection of storage place. Will rent by with basement apartbuildings in stock for month or lease. $325 per ment, large workshop,
immediate delivery. month, deposit re- two garages. Call 759Acree Portable quired. Ca11489-2882 or 4963.
3 BEDROOM house in
Buildings, Mayfield, 435-4338 anytime.
Panorama Shores, lot 5,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
NICE roomy brick 90x150.
Owner moved,
MYTES Used Office house in Hazel, Ky.,
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer- unfurnished or partially must sell. Price reson St., Paducah, KY. furnished. Available duced to $24,000. 1-443442-4302. Desks, chairs, Immediately. Call 437- 9960 after 5:30p.m.
bedroom,
SECLUDED
files and much more- 4193.
Good quality used REDECORATED wall-to- 2 bath, brick home on 15
acres east of Murray.
furniture.
wall carpet, 5 room
PROTECT your in- house, bath utility, near $79,900. Phone 436-5574.
vestment put a rubber Murray. No pets, Re- super insulated 2 or 3
bed mat in your new sponsible couple. $185. BR home with passive
solar green house, 2
pick-up truck. Also, References. 753-7551.
bath.%, large kitchen &
have tool boxes for
dining area. Also, cencompact pick-ups. 37. Livestock-Supplies
tral heat & air. Nice
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
SEASONED firewood. SIMMENTAL and corner lot. $48,500. 753Oak, hickory, mixed Simbrah bulls. Per- 0563 Tripp Williams,
hardwoods, min. order- formance & semen Broker & SOLAR TREATED decks- for
tested. Excellent qual- HOME BUILDERS.
2 ricks- 830/ rick
less, precision built, any
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
delivered. For a full
size. 10% discount for
47 Motorcycles
Ky.
522-8794.
measure- call John
retired citizens. Free
1981 HARLEY David- estimates. L.E.
Boyer at 753-0338.
38. Pets-Supplies
son Low Rider, always Williams 489-2663.
USED aluminum
garaged, 13,000 miles, 1 DAVE'S Window
irrigation pipe, 3" thru WELL bred AKC,- OFA
10'', plastic roll-out show quality German owner. $3950 firm. Call Cleaning Residential,
pipe. Brannan Irriga- Shepherd puppies, $250 759-4063 8a.m.-5p.m.
commercial, one & two
and up. Call 1986 HONDA -W-R 3- story. References. 10%
tion 314-246-2240.
wheeler, like new. Call Senior Citizen discount.
WHIRLPOOL 502-235-5364.
after 5p.m. 753-5624
753-9873 or 436-5836.
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. .Rudolph 4 0 . Produce
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
Shelter Insurance Company will offer for sale to
753-0595.
the highest bidder a 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass APPLES
69,000 miles, automatic, p.s., pb., air condition,
FOR FREEZING
26. TV -Radio ,
cruise, tilt wheel, power seats, AM-FM radio, rear
& DRYING
MAGNAVOX console
window defroster.
color TV., only $7 per
The vehicle will be available for inspection from 9
week
Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. at The Shelter Insurance Of753-0595
753-4725
fice on North 5th Street in Murray.
All bids should be clearly marked as "Auto Bid"
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
and mailed to Shelter Insurance, P.O. Box 823, Mur41.
Public
Sales
12x60, 2 BR trailer.
ray, Ky. 42071. Bids will be accepted thru 9-13-86
excellent condition. Call
and the high bid notified prior to 9-17-86. Shelter Ins.
489-2611.
Co reserves the right to reject all bids. Buyer will be
1982 TRAILER, 14x76
Sept 4th & 5th
with a 9x22 pull-out, 3
resoonsible for all sales tax & transfer fees.
10.30
til
5
bedroom, 2 bath, furNo Early Sales
nished, dishwasher, 8 ft.
403 North 5th St.
ceilings, central air,
Stuffed animals, high
underpinning, 8x10
chair, car seat, some
front porch. Call 437furniture, metal clothes
4800.
closet. records-78, 45.
sale by owner33 , stereo, hand carvdouble wide mobile
ed pieces, pictures,
home, over 1/2 acre,
moped, bicycles. 2
garage, paved drive
and walks, in Stella. . guns, handmade kniXes,
sets 9f dishes, other
Large trees in front and
items.
back. Call 753-4124.
HOLLYPARK 197f
12x65, 2 BR. good
3 Party
condition, insulated for
Northern zone Re•
Yard Sale
frigerator, stove, ceilThurs., Fri. & Sat.
ing fan, underpinning.
121 N. Graves &
ac. included. Must be
moved.4 4q00. Call 753Calloway County
9873 or
Line, beside the
VERY race 2 bedroom grocery.
trailer with refrigeraVic 20 computer,
tor, dishwasher, burtypewriter,
new
ners k double oven,
ceramic
fruit jars.
washer & dryer, out
building on 2 beautiful
clothes & lots of
lots- Hamlin. Ky. on
misc Cancel in case
Blood River. Price is
of rain
right., Call 437-4193.

GARAGE
SALE

Sept. 4, 5, &

McKenzie
Orchard

YARD SALE

PAPER
CARRIER

PoR

Big
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needed for
city delivery

(Mur-Cal Apts.-Murray
Manor-Riviera Courts
Area).

Apply in person at
the Murray Ledger &
Times.

SMALL
CARPENTRY
JOBS

Are you tired
of birds
building nests
in your
chimney?

753-9440

Phone 753-3480
after 5 p.m.

Onuers

Specialty Advertising

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

city
Installing
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
backhoe
types
work.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
386.75
Yesterday
Opened
406.20
Today
19.45
Up

753-9224
30 Years Experience
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinks.
panels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
TNSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.,
JOINER'S c'omplete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also;
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet .& upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

Yearry's Tree
IL Yard Service
Fre. Estimates
Phone 436-2562
753-0789
Experienced

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Up

5.1 5
5.42
.27

Complim.,/its of

VERNON S PAWN SHOP
P13

S

1 2P1, MuPPOy
7 So 1 7111

320 7 1

br., •••••161 Solv• • 6 Irr• OOOOO ••••1•••
I volt,.
rrrr wiry ihrtry
06' lour. r OOOOOOO
rim", 10 6 Dotly Closvd Strorloy

Lovely Gatesboro Tn-level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Just reduced to $72,500.
Owner will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

\

'4

'
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Marshals seize CB radio equipment

er-V

WASHINGTON (AP)
— U.S. marshals seized
$10,000 worth of illegal
Citizens Band radio
equipment from a
Louisville, Ky., repair
facility, the Federal
Communications Com•
mission said.
The seizure is part of
a nationwide crackdown
on high-powered CB
equipment, which is so
powerful it interferes
with TV sets,
telephones, radios and
record players.
Russell D. Monte,
engineer in charge of
the FCC's Chicago office, which coordinated
the •investigation that
led to the raid, said
Tuesday that Chester
Massie, who he said
runs H&Y Electric Supply in Louisville, will be
charged with selling and
advertising illegal electronic equipment:
The raid on Massie'S
home and garage was
conducted on Friday,
the FCC said.
Violation of the law

carries a maximum fine
of $100,000 and Could
result in a year in jail.
"I'd rather not go into
that subject right flow,"
Massie said when contacted by a reporter. He
said he was not present
when the equipment
was seized.
Monie said Massie
was doing warranty
repairs on the equipment, which, though illegal, is still openly
advertised by a number
of companies. For a
time, the FCC offices in
Washtngton were on
H&Y's mailing list,
Monie said.
Although H&Y was
not manufacturing the
high-powered
amplifiers, the Commission said the company
was a major distributor
to other retailers.
"There is not much between him and • the factory," Motile said.
"H&Y Electric Supply
had initially received a
warning letter for
marketing the illegal

equtpment." an FCC announcement said.
"However, subsequent
investigations revealed
that the establishment
continued the practice."
Users of the illegal
boosters can be fined
$2,000 by the FCC or go
to jail and face a higher
fine if criminal charges
are placed against
them.
CB users often mount
the illegal amplifiers in
their homes, where the
splattering of their highpowered signals leads to
thousands otcomplaints
a year from neighbors
whose home entertainment devices are interfered with.
Some of the linear
amplifiers are Used in
cars and trucks by
drivers who want to get
a signal a few extra
miles down the road.
CBs are authorized to
transmit with four watts
of power, but some of
the illegal boosters can
raige that power as

much as 4,500 times
that.
The FCC and users of
the high-powered rigs
disagree on whether the

additional power gives a
user much more reach.
A CB unit is supposed to
transmit over about a
five-mile radius.

GM QUALITY 1
SERVICE PARTS i

GM

01141111AL 1.10140/4 cooposamoo)
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

2.9% for 36 months
4.8% for 48 months
GMAC Finacing
.
On all 1986 Passenger Cars. El Caminos; CIK "10-20
Pickups.2 & 4 Wheel Drive; S-10 Pickups, 2 & 4Wheel
Drive; S-10 Blazers, 2& 4 Wheel Drive; CM Blazers; Subrbans and G Cargo Vans
If you.decide not to take advantage of the GMAC Financing You May Qualify For Rebates from

300 to '1000
PURCHASE
DWAIN
AREA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,INC. °Wit
MI1 S. Maerky REALM!
713-1617

f

LEEScarpets

•
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'4114'''
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RICH VELVET PLUSH
Smooth sophisticated texture. Superb
collection of colors to choose from
Antrone nylon yarns by DuPont resist
dirt.

TEXTURED PLUSH
Thick Saxony yarns create rich surface
texture. Colors include aubtle backgrounds and bright accents. Antrong
- -nylon yarns by DuPont.

SPLENDID SCROLL TEXTURE
Very practical cut/uncut surface texture.
Combination of dye techniques creates
soft light-and-shadow patterns. Antrone
nylon yarns by DuPont.

STURDY TWIST
One of the most durable textures in the
book. Tightly twisted yarns create a wear
surface that can stand up to the traffic in
an active'home. Antrone nylon yarns by
DuPont.

MULTICOLORED PLUSH
Color-splashed texture is perfect for
families with young children. Choose
from soft light-and-shadow background
colors or rich accents. Antrone nylon
yarns by DuPont.

Sale Price

$995
per sq. yd.

Sale Price
$ 1 1 95
per sq. yd.

Sale Price
$995
per sq. yd.

Sale Price
$995
per sq. yd

Sale Price
$ 1095
per sq. yd.

We've earned authorized dealer price savings from
Lees, America's leading carpet manufacturer . . .
and we're passing the savings along to you! Come
in now and take advantage of big savings on a
wide selection of new carpets by Lees. Durable,
beautiful, and—now—even more affordable!
SECO DS REJECTS OR EILEM

LUXURIOUS PLUSH
Our top-of-the-line plush designed for
elegant -living. You-can't fin4 a better
carpet for style,luxury,and performance.
Antrone nylon yarns by DuPont.

The one that's earned America's trust for 14Q years.

90 Days
Same
As Cask

Sale Price
$1 1 95
per sq. yd.

carpets
LEES
Made better /, by Surbnigton.

wPc.I
Featuring ANTRON

A mmea

You may also use these
other ways to buy:
•American Express
*MasterCard *Visa
•Silver Card

•

NYLON

Lees Entire Line Is On Sale — 30 Qualities & Over 1,000 Colors!

1
2 Price and Less
All Remnants at/
Size
12x145
12x7°
12x8'
12x9°
12x6'°
10x10°
12x65
7x7'
lbx54

Color

Price

Doeskin

113900

Sun Beige
Maple Ton

$9900

Rose
Dark Brown
Soft Purple
Sun Beige
Comm. Blue
Coral Beige

S8500

S8500

$5900
S7500
:7500
$3800
$4900

Color
Dusty Grape
Dusty Grope
12x5'
Beige
5°x42
Coral Beige
10x51
Beige -12x4'°
Rose
91)(4'
Beige
12x41 °
Grey
12x16°
Comm
Brown
19°x3"
Size
ex 203

Price

'4900'
$3900
$ 1800

'49"
529"
$3500
53900
$3500

Size
235)(45
5°x3'°
7°x4°
4°x5°
13'°x3'

8°x3'
12°x2"
8°x8'

Color
Grey
Beige
Dark Beige
Grey
Beige
Beige.
Beige
Beige

Price

$5500
$500
520"

$750

s25°°
S 1800
S 1800
$5500

46,

5 5900

721 S. 12th
Murray. Ky.

Downtown Fulton
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
Aida*

313 W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711
Phil Viniani

Main & Franklin
C.edll, Ky.
522-6377
Merit Thweett

753-0511

MINGANTURNITURECO:INC:
Paris, Tn.
503 E. Washington St.
Phone 642-2681 01 642-4179

60 Days — cash I

4

•

-

I •

-

•
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DOUBLE
MA
so
COUPONS
EVERIFDA YE
RD

Iklp celebrate 23 years
of Jim AdamrIGA with
savings and valves
throasheat the store!

•

4

4

SALE
1
1
VERSik111
WIN!
25" Console TV or
Thursday, Sept.4

Saturday, Sept.6

-•Friday, Sept.5

-

FREE...

FREE...

FREE...

4pk. 16 oz.
Plastic Tumblers

Prairie Farms

Onion Dip

Blue Bonnet
1 lb. Margarine

to the first

to the first

100 Customers!

100 Customers!

stio

Full Size Microwave

100 Customers!

o‘V``

Plumrose 10 oz.

Sliced Ham

)0'
14
SO;

details Made...•

40.
10
-*
Porr14 witerglif

040,1
/
1
40 .--#

.4 841

= 1

4010
.
rs;

•.t Om

ors,loft

Limit Ow

FREE!
Seem $3.39

.

••

one coupon 1
t
additional purchase. Limit
$15.00
NV No.640 s
s
this coupon and
Sept.9, 1986.
With
Tuesday,
...a
.........................................
expires
t
per family.Coupon
i
I
lbs.Sager

I

Sunflour

PLUM

Northern:risme sad 5
both
to' redeem
--- -- -.. - 11
.............................
$30 parcbase
I
...
I
S

Buyene:9.29

Get One: FREE!
Molt See

.,
Tissue
Northern
,
att
sa1.294rempki.
Buy 0110:
439 lii
sags:
IFREEI
Ono
Get
1
1

....
..
..
1

I

5 lb. Flour

.............

...............

Buy One: $3.39
is

to the first

Aor

......
,•„,„.•
•

Save: $1.29

%
6 pages of .
Super
.
Anniversary 1

IGA 5lb.Sugar
Buy One:$1.49
Get One...IFREEI

ir

t
i

i
i
I
i
S
S
i

i

I
t
Limit one coupon t
purchose.
$15.00 additional 9,1986.
NV No.642 i
and
coupon
Sept.
this
J
.
With
.........
expires Tuesday,
...............
periamily. Coupon

I
i
i
i ..............

• Values!

...
..... ...
.
I
............................

r.

I

qt.Kool-Aid
$2.69
One:
Buy
FREE
sem s2.69
Got Om
-Pre-Sweetened

I

Fresh *mod Several Tines Dolly

100% Pure
Ground Beef

expires
family. Coupon
per
coupon
No.ECGHO
644
No.
Limit one
70;1150
With this coupon.
IGA:
Adorns
Jim
Tuesday,SOFA.9, 1986.
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Savings”
the
"Slice oi
"iree
your
finioy
vaiues" cod
Get
"super
On*
"Iluy
viith
extra
years
prises" and
savers 23
money
Adams,every
free"
One
ilia unadvertised
savings irons
oi
120
day tor
Pius, over
every
dire
store
specials in OW
youi

1C. 1
41.
.11;
111

46111:* All flerfors

Dal Mont! 4.

Sweet Peas

Green Beans

32 oz. Catsup

Hawaiian Punch

99c
3 $1
valufresh dairy & frozen!

Limit 6

for

Limit 2

Save: 95c

Save: 80c

Limit 3

IGA Buttermilk
/
1
2Gallon
IGA •'2 gallon

Ice Milk
$1 39

IGA Biscuits
6 pk. it oz.

I,•

, 11

•••••

*

f.

••

t

•

iver
A

If*
••••

Aim

Resistor to wig

Buy One: 9.89

ihridi
8 lb. Cliammail

401.fillisCesidoh
litaskiPoppor

— instant Lighting

Got Ono:
—

Buy One: 53.89
Get One: FINE

2601. Mort*.Salt

Savo: $3.89

Limit 1

Limit 1

Mt*are caw Comb
Television or•Peeneosie
Fell Sine-Mitarevreve OMNI

Piainertanas•8.z.

iourr User
Buy One:71c
Gel One: INUEE

•

No Psuckuso Nocossury, meter
ouch limo you visit Jim Admits IGA
itsmosisie Sufmmitey. Sept. 17
p.a.

Limit 1

Wesson Oil
48 oz. bottle
Tres, Top

limit's•46 oz.

48 oz. Apple Juice

Tomato Juice

$12,.
Limit 1

Sow: 246

Savo: 80`

Ivory 22 oz.
Dish Liquid
•
Doi Moats• 16.z.

Fruit Cocktail
VIC
Limit 3

Sim:246

Limit 3

Save: MY

IGA Sandwich
Bread 24 oz.

Say.: 30`

Limit 3

Coke or Diet
8 pk. 16 oz.
4,k

1 lb. Potato Chips
Ipb•

$trol
Savo: $1.00

-

•••

140140$0110Msty
•••••s -
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'111.01Pr
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21. Anniversary
t
on
di
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eb
Sale Coll
More Savings, Every Day!

ADA

More Value,

••
, •
•41

Start Your Morning"(Wick and Easy" or Pack For Lunch!

Rudy's Farm "Realign Eat"
Sausage & Biscuit
Steak & Biscuit
Chicken & Biscuit

•

33/4 oz.•Singh,Pock

Tesusessee Pride•123 az.

Biscuits & Sausage

•

•

•

$239
Chers Pantry. Ileurn Eat!

Chef Pantry "Fully Cooked

Chef Pantry

NkN Turkey Sticks cT
or Nuggets
Chef Pantry• 12 oz.

Bri'adelBeetSteak
Lb

pkg$239

•

.

Oaf Pastry

Chicken Fried
Beef Pattie 4es. portleas

Chef Pantry •3 oz. portion

Turkey
Patties

Si

Up.

Iasi
Get Lean on Leait Cutts of ILL Choice
day at Jim Adams
Grain Fed U.S. Choice Quality every

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed"

Extra Lean Boneless
Beef Stew Meat
Lb.$1199

Lb $289

Boneless Beef Kabobs
'

USDA
CHOICE
U.S. Choice "Grain Fred" Beef

Boneless Cube Steak
.

,

U.S. Choice "Groin Fed"

Sirloin Tip Steak

Eye O'Round Steak

Lb.
1941
2
$

M.S. Choke "Grohs Foil

—

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Ilehopeck

„s299
• 410.

lieseless
Extra Lena

up$
.
•1

r
•

lo

guorontee off
uncondit‘ono‘ly Adams. If you
pur\Isle bought of Jim your rneot
DOUBlE
meot sotisfied with refund returned
g1ociky
not
ore we will meat when
chase,
the
POCE of
the
*sots —

to us.

'V

USDA
CHOICE

*Wires%

I.
r

Beef Sirloin Tip Roast
Boneless Beef
Sirloin Tip Stook
— vehrpock —

_
U.S. Choice•73% Leen

Ground Beef

iniug

U.S. Choice
Groin Fed

B..f

3 lbs. or
INNIS

Freel"

Lb.

99c
I

19
UP.$2
4

Recipe
Reacl3C

Fischer's "Recipe Ready"

Boneless Pork
Rib Eye Chop
Lb.
$459

Mores*"Mb & Testy"

Wafer Luncheon Meat

3.919

2.5 oz.

"(hoick'

Jim Adam

Siva Adam "Valepeck"

N.Seger Added

Meals%
fix"
Easy to

$169
Lb. •

1 lb. Sliced
Bologna
Jim Adams
2lb. Saesage

$ft79 Premium Sliced

b., a

Slab

I69

$
up. 11

10 lb. Savings and Value!

Oni Pod*/

Illant& Glees*
Nuggets

seil5V
Aik..1

*rude'A'Freeload

10 lb. Fryer
Breast

1

Lb.

Box
Push Lees

100% Pere
Levis Cecil

urkey Hain
prod

10 lb. Beef
Patties
Box

1

lib

239
9°
$14

1490

10 lb. Pork
Steak

41590

•••

.

•"

4

1.11rs.
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garden fresh fruits and vegetablei -valufresh produce

ADA

Plump juicy freshness
bursting with flavor!

Golden Bananas

Plump

Yellow Delicious
3 lb. Apples

$199 VA:.bog
Rod Potatoes
b. IN

$199

Bananas
Nutritional Value
In a perfect package, naturally sweet,
nellbyThananas are nutritionally valuable with a
medium
contribution of many nutrients.
banana (120 grams edible portion) provides
about 26 percent of the Recommended Dietary Allowance of vitamin C and 25 percent of
the vitamin B., is a good source of potassium
and offers its quota of other minerals and vitamins. Bananas ore low in sodium, virtually fat
free and have only about 100 calories in an
overage fruit. They ore easily digestible for bland
diets, wonderful for babies and contain fiber
pectin useful in promoting regularity.
A

ocho
heed

9`

10.149

604

Firm.•Crisp

Green Cabbage
u.. 29c

valuiresh bakery

•

Fresh Baked

French Bread

•

• .-;icr.! orotr.„..,
sorram

. .

_

Decorated Cakes for —
all of your
favorite occasloseil

.

mesa kW-

ataa

OA Made

oSalmi
Comsat Macanese $ 11 TY -Mat
or Colo Slaw
dews
Cookies

9

•
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Items aid prices In this ad effective
Sept. 3rd. Ora Sept. tn. in:

Murray, KY
Quantity rights reserved. None
sold to dealers. Copyright 1986.
The Kroger Co.
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OF SAVINGS AT KROGER NOW!

•••••

room

.32ca

11

11
VelAl*
tw

SWEET pEAs

T"I LIr'

••••

•

AWAIIAN
PUNCH

••••

Fittu pex

1,
4A Ai IAN

IAN
PUNCH

IllAWAiIAN
UNCH

-r(11
,
ToilivAro sAua

••••.•••

Assorted

Assorted Flavors

Del Monte

Del Monte
Vegetables

Hawaiian
Punch

Tomato
Catsup

16 oz.cans

46 oz.can

32 oz btl

5

00
2

for
Green Beans,Gokien Corn orSweetPeas

BBC

09
$
1
•

Del Moats
801.

Tomato Sauce 4
"xi
Juice Blends
Hawaiian Punch
ri a
m .Snacks
Pudding Cu
Fmit Cups

CMS

Dii Mortemmoirio,iimpoiciaretrui pPilaw

Assorted Flavors

3 ct
pact

.2
E

ct.
pacts

Del Monte

I ct
pact

k

Bente

Ps

tt

-

.0141.1,1W.111*
a

$100
5129
79c
5169
5129
5129

•

DOUBLE
MANUFACTURERS
COUPONS
••

IEVIERYDAYI
NY LOUT
I See store for

It
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Costcutte

American Heaz1

...

-

• Regular or Butter Flavor

• Crisco
Shortening
can

Fabric•
Softener
99
att. $2
96°z

All Varieties

Famous Flo Thru

All Varieties

14exr..

100et.bolt

2 liter btl.

.

Alpo Canned .
Dog Food
Cans

• Upton
tea Bags
. •

Big K
Drinks •

xlv

Dawn
Liquid

2 2,98c

ib

•FROZEN FOOD*

(60,Off Label)Downy

Grease Cutting

68C1

for

79

Lipton

3 oz.
jar

Instant Tea
Family Size

-

Luzianne Tea Bags

leas.

24 ct.
box

All Temperature

Cheer Detergent

42 oz.
box

All varletlet.

Mat
TO001111151111

Texize Window Cleaner

i.1111.11111111310104111Kwit

FRE Glass Pius
FREE Yes
wtth Detegirit."1"` 5429
with the purchase of one 22 oz btl

.

"

r•

7-.T.11.111._ ewer—
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Heavy Duty
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. Ail Varieties Kraft Regular

Sealtest

Enriched

•

Homogenized
Ronco
Barbecue
Milk09
- Sauce - Spaghetti

Ground

Sanka
Cofoz.fee
13

plastic
gallon

oz.-. • pkg.

18cm
bp.

can

WIDE EGG NOODLES...12 OZ. PKG. 58'

2GAL. CTN. 91(
/
KROGER 2% LOW-FAT WILK...1

•

29
4
$

*1'Watu Pact Cliailk 119111

Sitar-Kist
Tuna

•BAKED FOODS
10961ar or OLP Style Waded Flake

PotatO Chips s
i6 oz
bell/

$189

•

Kroger Individually
Wrapped Slices

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Kroger

Medium

s
. Egg
dozen

2

American
se Food
et,s1 CUT4-4, Chee
noPICEs

•DAIRY FOODS*
Moen MaoMorida
100% Pore Kroger added

CIO or. 99C

Orange •

Juice
64 oz. ctn.

for

Priebaarr
Valliety Pack

Smuckers

Grape Jelly
Fresh Pack

Kroger Pickles
Kroger FlaVOrSoft

Cheese Choosers
„8oz $199
IN
pkg

Pork & Beans
Kroger

Tomato Juice
Kroger

Shredded Cheeses

t?

•

12 oz. pkg.

32 oz.

99C

32 oz.
jar

99C

429
MOW

ig 160t
sa cans
4602.
can
8 oz.
pkg.

69c
79c rartenien aitts visa

51"

Nprrnlms2

99C. U0147070

3

slog
vuothr

if
••Ir

_

•

r4o00".-

I

•
4

•

AIL

7,
1•1/b

COST CUTTER
c.1

Kroger1 lb.,3lb., or 5 Lb.
ChubPack Extra Lean

U.S.D.A. Choice Grn Fed Bee,

Ground
Beef

Boneless
English Roast
pound

pound

$110

40
11
•

Us TRIM
BONELESS,

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless —¼"Trim

U.S.D.A.Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless —¼"Trim

Shoulder
Swiss Steak

Sirloin
Steaks

$168

(

BONELESS!
4"TRIM
1
/

It

WE TRIM OUR BEEF TO I/4 INCH
MEASURABLE DIFFERENCE IN VI
Now our U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef is an
value because we trim every cut down to ant
fat.Lessfat.Fewer calories.Enjoy Krogers mea
ference in the beef you buy.

298
BONELESS!
1/4" TRIM!

lb.

CALL TOLL-FREE 141800-632-6900
ow

Morelleat Values
U

Beef
Patties

Lamb

$178

$189
lb.

M.

lb

U.S.D.A. Choke Grain Fed Beef
Any Size Pkg.

U.S.D.A. Choke Grain Fed Beef

Cube Steak

Beef Stew

$199
/41' TRIM
49
2
lb, $
BONELESS,

"ereeic
Beefw

lb.

MI BONELESS!

-.

Wieners

Chopped

Choice

1;k0:99C
LOuis Rich Variety Pak

I

Hot or Mild

WIUhcims
Sausage
a $199
Circle B Brand

Luncheon
Meats

Pork
Sausage

.4A2i9

a $119

1

24b. pkg. — $2.57

Freezer Queen All Varieties

Bryan Hickory crest

MO Cotton

Mrs. Weavers

Dinner
ees
Entr
2 lb. pkg.

Boiled
Ham

Sliced
Bacon
pound

Pimento
ad
Spre
13 oz.tub

5169

$349

as. •
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pound

239

$179
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BOMIELESS
'MOW `11•III

—

U.S.D.A. Grade "A" Holly Farms
Family Pack Mixed Parts of
,,z$1 CUTTER
tetiCEs

Frying
0
Chicken

USDA
CHOICE

Bryan Whole Hickory Crest

Boneless
•
Ham
pound

lig'
•

Bryan

•

Sliced
Bacon

Dogs

even better
y 1/4 inch Of
mumble Clif-

$169
lb.

lb.

Morrell Meat or

Fresh Picnic

Beef
Iogna

Pork
Roast

139

98C

lb.

Cut From Boston Butt

Xicks, Necks, Wings,Tails

Country Style
Riblets

59c

$199
lb.

›ou

9

Sausage
Pizza
240z. pkg.

2 5549

FRESH SEAFOOD
Pond Raised Whole

Fresh
Catfish

lb

Fresh

Freth

Catfish
Fillets

Perch
Fillets

—

$229

$399

9
9
3
$

•

Fresh

Fresh sau-Sea

Cod
Fillets
Pound

Shrimp
Cocktail
4 OZ.far

$399

•
44110rw'40101F •-•

71P":
:

v

••••

.111 11.1
•
•I
"

99c
•

for

$2
19

Pound

Mama Rosa Pepperoni,or

ed
lel
Ter
rod

99
John Morrell

corn

cOR A
ILUE!

key
Parts

$

••11

_

.r
41.

*W.

•

pat

_

•

Result/la Grould

Pasta
Meals
Eurkied
4

--RONCO °
-Spaghetti

5et

16oz.
pkg.

Spaghetti
Sauce

$279
32a.
1.•
jar

Italian
Dressing

a oz.

9c

'Safe Per All Calen

•

\

ClOra

Pre Wati
5,OFF LAIR,MIS

Bram
Towels

Clorox.
Bleach

rev h

z
•

Clorox 2
Dry Moil
so&AOIlmsuir

20011cf., 75itft

•\

.

• - v.

Light
Spread

jar

2

PINsbary Crusty

Kraft Usti

Ann
Tian

Parmesan
Cheese
Partay

lflu Traertiosal

2^11111t...162.11"ft

Kraft

1501.99c
80ta 520
ubb5109

sai.

94t

French
Loaf

cam 5109

•
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64 Ct. Large br•
96 Ct. Mediumchoice
your
• • • • • • •
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LARGE
20-35
•
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•
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• •
SIF yoy LtICE ULTRA PAMPERS___YO.U'LL LOVE SUPREME COMFORTS! •
*
COMPARE AND SAVE
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FILM DEVELOPING

SPECIALS!
••

-2 PRINTS FORTHEPRICE

1

$11.99
$111.99
$3.99

12exvL-24'mints ...
15 etcpr-30 prints
411prints
,
24-exp136isicpt-72 prints

.$41.09

Otrar applies to regular size printsfrom 110, 126,Disc &-35mm Rib Frame Celtic-Print Pam
Clatriit kluge not included. K-41 Process Only).

.
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Del Monte Jumbo Ripe

••

Tree Ripened
Jumbo Sunnyslope

Freestone
Peaches

Vaifie
r";;8csta
R
Oranges

pound

78t
•••

California 12 Size

99e

California Garden

Yellow
Onions

Fresh
Broccoli

3lb. bag

large bunch

99c 79t

$199
California Jumbo 5 Size

Honeydew
Jumbo
Melons
Canatloupes

•

Mild Medium

U.S. NO.1 RN Purpose

Monterey Jumbo

Ru
lss
ibs
bnet
Potatoes

Fresh
Mushrooms

Seth

pound

$169

$199
59
$2

All Beef(Whole Stick Only)

$299

Summer sausage

riacgorIships .2 1202 $300
Colby
Cheese ia $349

Perfect
•

Addlikehany,monad or Pasch

Smolod WSW
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Fried Phis
0 wv

cm

sain woe amme....10

1104

Wbhban•Grade W golden,

2Pc.SnadiPalt
Mac
4PLAIdam
mot& MNa
sali mai

39

only

rtrimP1101....01101 saas
$ DCS

••

•1

auarter ootioel of dos.
moat, silted tr.., and pifiref7
Oloh or,our own crop.
b3kery rolls with your
thou•of tnnni.
,
/,

*Wilma*o

•

a or
Prowl-Pries
vow siiir.,,...•prefs
4 X 4Ilelaiwiellt
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25% off richly textured sweaters
in a slew of vibrant colors.
Reg.$22. Fall sweatering at its best. For work or play,
this is the one to own. A sweater so versatile, you can
wear it alone as well as atop your favorite blouse:
Styled along simple lines, this popcorn stitch pullover
is bound to make a lasting impression. V-neck with
short sleeves in easy-care acrylic knit. Available in a
variety of color-drenched solids including: rose, red,
royal, turquoise, green, purple, yellow and white.
Misses' sizes S,M,L.
Sale prices ettecihre!trough Saturday,September 13th.

JCIP•ormoy Company,kw POW11330E0

$3-$6 off\sporty separates
colored with non-stop style
Carefree clothes that reflect your busy
lifestyle. Plaid and print shirts paired
with skirts and trousers. Cotton and
cotton blends for misses' sizes.
Reg. Sale
3A. Henn James shirt . . $20 14.99
. $16 12.99
38. Par Four* shirt
.Par Four* twill
$20 14.99
trousers
30.Par Four* skirt . . $24 17.99

41 A

Soft, supple leather handbags in the
lesson's latest styles, textures and
calms. Featuring a fabulous selection,
Sale
Reg.
at one terrific price!
29 99 19.99
3E. Multi-compartment
3F. Sport shouiderbag . 29.99 19.99
every3G.Smart Value,double
day
handle shoulderbag . 19 99
every3H.Smart Value,
day
19 99
shoulderbag
gem prices effective litreueff Sabirdsy,
allOshther 13th- 1111114ess not blob
tepee Items d.l,,jl1p,lle esersieres
XP••••y Smart Muds.
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$3to $5 offeasy pieces to mix
and match for one great look
It's as easy as 1-2-3 with our versatile
separates. Cotton and cotton blends for
Reg. Sale
misses' sizes.
- 2A. Cotton vest
$18 14.99
$14 10.99
28. Plaid shirt
$14 10.99
Ruffled collar shirt
$15 10.00
2C. Fox* pants
20. Cotton Jeans
. $20 14.99
Sale prices effective thru Sat., Sept. 13th.

-

•

2E. Accessorize with our magnificent
selection of goldtone chains and
bracelets.
Bracelets, only 7.50-$9
Chains, 16" and 24", only $10-$18

2for the price ofone!
2F.2 pins for $8. Reg.$8 ea. Fashion
goldtone and silvertone pins. Bold
designs or antique styles with colorful
stones or lustrous faux pearls.
2

s.!

ft

•

$20-$40 off2-pc. suits from
Stafford', Cobume Square'
Two-piece suits that work a full calendar
year. Polyester/worsted wool adapts to
any season. Solids, plaids and pin
Sale
Reg.
stripes for men's sizes.
. 119.99 99.99
A. Coburne Square
180.00 139.99
OB.Stafford"

sale 89 99-99 99
•

save on suitable separates
Well-bred classics from the names he
knows best. Coordinated sport coats
and slacks in carefree polyester/nylon
and polyester/wool for men's sizes.
Reg Sale
1 C. Stafford' blazer . 100 00 76.00
D. Austin Manor' slacks 29.99 23.99
99.99
•E. Levi's* sportcoat . 80 00 67.99
29 00 2200.
F. Levi's' slacks
.99

sale 13.99
Stafford- dress shirts
G. Rsg.$18. For polished good looks,
choose a classic, the Stafford"
dress shirt. Traditionally styled for a
comfortable fit. Solid colors in cotton.
polyester broadcloth for men's sizes
Sale prices effective through Saturday.
September 13th. Levi's' separates
through Saturday. September 20th.
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sale 2.99-8.99

ed.

save on toddler tops,
bottoms, and pant sets
Toddletime* cares for your toddlers'
comfort with all-cotton and polyester/cotton
fashions. Like long sleeve polo shirts and
all cotton boxer pants. Turtlenecks and
cotton corduroy crawlabouts. Plus a
diaper set and short sleeve Pilucho*.
Reg. Sale
7A. Toddler boys' polo shirt . 3.99 2/5.99
78. Boys'corduroy boxer . 3.99 2/5.99
999 7.99
7C. Boys' pant set
7D. Infant/toddler Piluchox . 3.99 2.99
7E. Newborns' diaper set . . 6.50 4.99
7F.Jog suits for infants . . . 7.99 5.99
7G. Infant/toddler turtleneck. 3.99 2/5.99
7H. Print cord crawlabout . . 5.99 2/8.99

e•

•

safe"90
7J. Reg.$14. Durable nylon and suede
uppers outlast their worst while the EVA
sole wedge built into this USA Olympic
saddle jogger ensures top-flight comfort.
Boys sizes 1-6, Reg. $15 Sale 11.99
Sale prices effective thru Sat, Sept. 13th.
:ear

3 44SALE
.
BABY YOUR BAIE
sale 1799-21 99
The JCPenney Great Slack
Sale: top looks for less
Make a date to save at our Great Slack Sale,
with our best values on dress and casual
Reg Sale
slacks for men.
24.00 19.99
5H. Polyester sport slacks .
28.00 21.99
5J. Oaks'tnblend slacks
. 19.99 17.99
15K. City Streets' slacks
Saki prices effective thru Sat., Sept. 20th.

sale 13.99
Famous name shirts
Our best names make dress-up colorful in
stripes arid plaids, plus woven shirts from
Par Four', The Fox and City Streets'.
Reg. Sale
$18 13.99
5L. Par Four' oxford
$20 15.99
Tails
$19 13.99
5M. Fox woven
$16 13.99
5N. City Streets" woven
Sale prices effective thru SaL Sept. 13th.

leathers, 39.99
Austin Manor' offers an elegant leather
slip-on. Cobume Square" follows with a
smart kidskin moccasin.
I5P. Austin Manor', Smart Value 39.99
ISO.Cobume Square*. Reg $50 Sale 39.99
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save on all heer Toes'&
Sheer Caress* pantihose

ALABAMA
Andalusia
Auburn
Cullman
Selma
• GEORGIA
Brunswick
Dublin
Griffin
Milledgeville
,
Rome
Statesboro
KENTUCKY
Corbin
Elizabethtown
Madisonville
Murray
Somerset MISSISSIPPI
Brookhaven
Columbus
'Corinth
... Greenville
Greenwrd

8A. Sheer Toes' pantihose, Reg. 1.69 Sale 1.
Sheer Toes' queen, Reg. 1.89 Sale 1.51
Sheer Toes' knee-hi's, 3-pk, Reg. 2.79 Sale 2.23
Sheer Caress' pantihose, Reg. 2.50 Sale $2
Sheer Caress' queen, Reg. $3 Sale 2.40
Sale prices effective thru Sat., Sept. 13th.
Sale excludes JCPenney Smart Values.

Sutton Plaza'pumps
For evenings on the town, Sutton Plaza
pumps in genuine leather. Reg. Sale
8B. Mid-heel pump . . . . $32 23.99
8C. Low heel basic pump . $30 23.99
''Sale prices effective thru Sat., Sept. 20th.

Shop the JCPenney
-General Home
Catalog

'Hattiesburg
Laurel
Natchez
Oxford
Starkvitte
,
Vicksburg
NORTH CAROUNA
Boone .
Elizabeth City.
Henderrnvitie
Roanoke Rapids
Salisbury
Wilkesboro
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
TENNESSEE - •
Cleveland
Columbia
Dyersburg
Greeneville
McMinnville
Bristol

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THIkilUIR
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 13,1986
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Newspaper Advertising Supplement

You can find everything you need to
make the house cozy for the cold days
ahead in the current General Sale
tatalog. We're featuring home improvement items for the kitchen, the bath, all
around the house. See it at your nearest
JCPenney Catalog Department.

I

kic!
Your satisfaction
is our goal

PO

To serve the public as nearly as we can to its
SM satisfaction. That's the Penney idea. If you're
not satisfied with your purchase after a
reasonable time, let us know and we'll try to
satisfy you completely.

Dial toll-tree 1-800-222-6161 for our Direct Line Catalog Shopping Order 7days a week with
instant confirmation plus speedy delivery to your home or to your nearest JCPenney store.
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getset for the september
baby-your-baby sale
We've got baby covered in delightful pnnts,
stripes and brights. Infant and toddler
fleece jog and warm-up sets are perfect
for bundling up baby for the cool seasons.
Infants and toddlers will cuddle up in our
sleepers, oversieepers and pram suits of
Celanese Forte,* polyester. Toddletirne*
gives babies what they want in a knit gown
and terry sleeper. Easy care fabrics.
Reg. Sale
O 6A. Infants' sleeper . . . . 8.99 6.99
I68. Toddlers' oversleepOr1 -13.99 6.99
7 99 5.99
Infants' oversleeper
•6C. Infant boys'jog set . . 7 99 5.99
899 6.99
Toddlers'jog set
60. Infants'fleece pram suit 7.99 5.99
5 00 3.99
6E. Infants' knit gown
7 99 5.99
6F. Infants' terry sleeper .
Sale prices effective thru Set,Sept. 20th.
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